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Preface
Senate Joint Resolution 45 and House Joint Resolution 156 of the 1990
General Assembly Session directed the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission (JLARC) to conduct a follow-up study to the 1983 JLARC report, State Mandates
on Local Governments and Local Financial Resources. In Senate Joint Resolution 235
(1991 Session), the Commission was directed to further examine State-local relations
through an examination of State and local service responsibilities. The issues raised in
these resolutions are being examined in two phases. Phase One, addressed in this
report, focuses on mandates and local financial resources. Phase Two, which will be
reported prior to the 1993 General Assembly Session, examines the service responsibilities of State and local governments.
During the course of this study, local government officials expressed concern
that mandates are becoming increasingly burdensome. Their concerns center on two
primary issues: an increase in the absolute number and complexity of mandates, and a
perceived lack of funding. These concerns appear to have been exacerbated by declines
in federal funding during the 1980s and by the current economic downturn.
In some cases these local concerns are warranted. However, the State has
played a stable role in providing funding to local governments during the 1980s.
Despite stable funding by the State, local financial conditions are cause for concern.
Recent economic indicators suggest that, like the State, many local governments are
faced with declining revenues. And even during the relatively prosperous 1980s,not all
local governments enjoyed high growth in revenue capacity.
This report presents several short- and long-term policy options available to
the State to help alleviate the strain mandates can impose on local governments and to
ease the current fiscal stresses that local governments face. These options fall under
three broad categories: increasing local taxing authority, increasing State financial
aid, and improving the mandating process. A companion report, titled Catalog of State
and Federal Mandates on Local Governments (House Document No. 53), identifies the
specific mandates currently imposed on local governments, as well as some local
concerns with those mandates.
On behalf of the JLARC staff, I would like to thank the State agencies and
local governments from which we collected information for their cooperation and
A
assistance during this study.

~hili-f,
A. Leone
Director
March 9,1992

JLARC Report Summary

Local government operations are significantly affededby Stateandfederal invdvement

through intergovernmental mandates and
financial aid. Localities are dependent upon
finandal assistanceto provide mandated services. While mandates are generally consideredto be a legitimatemeans for implementing essential policies and maintaining
standard levels of services, local officials
are often critical of the manner in which
mandatesareimplemented. Inaddition, local
officials emphasize the burdensomeness of
mandate enforcement without, as they per-

ceive, sufficient monetaryresourcesforcompliance.
In1983,theGeneralAssembly directed
theJoint LegislativeAudit and ReviewCommission (JLARC) to study State mandates
on local govemments and local financial
conditions. The study found that although
there was littleconsensuson the unreasonableness of specific mandates, localities
repeatedly cited funding as a key problem
with mandates. In addition, the study noted
that many local govemments had experienced fiscal stress, and some were facing
eroding financial conditions.
The General Assembly, through resolutionsadoptedin 199Oand t991,requested
that JLARC staff reexamine mandates and
financial aid to local governments, and the
division of service responsibilitiesbetween
the Stateandlocalgovernments. The study
is being conducted in two phases. Phase
One, which is presented in this report, examines issues relatedto mandates and local financial resources. Phase Two, which
will be presented prior to the 1993General
Assembly Session, addresses issues relatedto State and localservice responsibilities.
Many of the local concems raised during the current study are similar to those
expressed during the 1983 study. Those
concems include:
lack of flexibility in the implementation of mandates,
inadequate funding for mandates,
unequaltaxingauthority for cities and
counties, and
lack of adequate taxing authority for
all localities.

Localconcems are exacemted by the
currenteconomicdownturn,asthey were by
the recessionof the early 1980s.
Despitethe problems identifiedbylocal
officials,overalltheStatehasplayedastable
role in providing revenues to l&l governments. Converselv. the last decade has
witnessed a drama& decline in the federal
role. Although significant new federal mandates have been imposed on localities in
recent years, federal financial aid has decreased.
This reportsummary brieflyaddresses
the majorfindings and recommendationsof
Phase One of the study. More detailed
analysis is included within the text of the
report. A companionreport, titled Catalogof
State andFederalMandates on LocalGovernments, identifies the State and federal
mandates currently imposed on local governments as well as some local concems
with those mandates.

RecentEconomicIndicatorsSuggest
DeterioratinpLocalFiscalConditions
During the second half of the 1980s,
local govemments experienced substantial
growth in revenues due to strong national
and regional growth. The median increase
in revenuecapacity percapitafrom FY 1985
to FY 1989was 30 percent, while growth in
the govemment goods and services inflation index was only 18 percent. Only ten
localities' revenue capacity growth did not
match the increase in the inflation rate for
government goods and services.
Despitethegrowthinrevenuecapacity,
the second half of the decade witnessed a
steady increase in revenue effort for both
cities and counties. Only 30 local governments did not increase local revenue effort
from FY 1985 to FY 1989.
Since that time, local revenue conditions appear to have deteriorated. The

1990-1991 national recession has resulted
in decreasing home sales, prices, employment, and retail sales. These conditions
have begun to affect local revenues. In
addition, State reductions in aid to localities
have furiher impeded local govemments'
abilitv
. to .Drovide mandated services within
existing revenues. These pressures are
reflectedbythe recentbudgetactions localities havetakento controlexpenditures. The
number of local budget actions taken has
morethan tripled since FY 1988. The ability
of many local govemments to continue to
provide existing levels of mandated services within available revenues is of concern.

Local Concerns about Mandates
Local officials reported several broadbased concerns with mandates, including
the cumulative impact of mandates, lack of
local input into the development of mandates, inflexibilityof mandates, overlapping
mandates, and inadeauatefundin~to meet
mandates. Local concems were especially
evident in areas where State and federal
involvementhashistoricallybeensignificant
or is becoming increasingly significant educationandenvironmentalprotection,for
example.
JLARC staff found that in some cases
these concems are warranted:
Mandates are extensive, covering
mostareasof localgovemmentactivity.
The numberof mandatesimposedon
local governments increasesyearly.
In some cases, mandates do not allow localgovemmentssufficientflexibility in implementation.

Some mandates issued by State
agencies overlap with each other.
JLARC staff identified 338 State and
federal mandates on local govemments.
Most mandates affect the areas of education, health and welfare, and public works.
In recent years most areas of govemment havebeenaffectedtovaryingdegrees
by newmandates. JLARCstaff identified81
mandates imposed since the 1983 mandatesstudy. Virginia's interestoverthepast
few years in improving and preserving the
environmenthas manifesteditselfinseveral
new environmental protection mandates
imposed on local govemments. There has
also been a substantial increase in education mandates. This increasecan primarily
be attributed to the 1988 revision of the
educational Standards of Quality.
The State has taken a number of actions to mitigatethe impact of mandates on
localities. For example, the State has demonstratedits interestin improvingcommunication and cooperation between State and
local governmentthrough an ongoing study
of administrative requirements imposed on
local govemments. Through this effort the
Administration intends to eliminate any unnecessary reporting and other administrative requirements on local govemments.
Some State agencies grant waivers from
mandates for individual localities. Others
form advisoly groups, or convene workshops or meetings of interested parties,
including local government officials, when
developing regulations. Also, as part of
Project Streamline several State agencies
have institutedstudies and other actions to
provide more coordinated oversight and direction to local govemments.
Despitethe State's actions, mandates
are still a problem for local govemments.
Some of the more problematic mandates
originatedatthefederallevel, andtherefore,
few immediate changes can be made to
streamlineand reducethe impactthey have
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on local govemments. However, there are
some options available to the State, addressedlaterinthe summary, to ensurethat
local govemments are better able to adequately meet mandate requirements.

State Aid to Local Governments
Has Been Stable, But Federal Aid
Has Declined
The State has assumed a significant
roleinassistinglocalgovernmentswith provision of services. Responsibilityfor providingassistanceflowsfromconstitutionalprovisions, statutory references, and historical
tradition. Local govemments receive three
types of assistance from the State: financial, direct, and technical. Virginia devotes
a major portion of its annual budget to providing this assistance to localities.
The majority of State aid to localities is
in the form of financial assistance. In FY
1990, Virginia provided more than $3.4 billion in financial assistance to local govemments - a 110 percent increase since FY
1982. Further, the State has providedlocal
governments with a stable source of funding. A 1985 JLARC report on local fiscal
stress and State aid found that the State's

ductions in State aid accounted for only 13.6 percent of the total budget reShown as Percentage of TOMFunds
ductions taken by the State
to close the State's shortfall
for the 1990-1992 bienium.
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need or ability to pay. In
other
words, localities with a
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and adjusted gross income,
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receive more State financial
o
assistance per capita. Thus,
localities in the Southwest
and Southside regions of the
$m
State generally receive
P.
higher levels of State aid per
capitathan other areas of the
State.
In addition to financial
assistance, the State provides direct services to local
clients and local governments. These services are
71
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essentially expenditures
Fiscal Year
made on behalf of local govshare of total local revenues had increased
ernments. For example, the State directly
provides and pays for the construction and
to 32 percent, allowing the local share to
maintenanceof non-interstateroads in most
remain stable despite continuing reductions
counties. Directservices free local financial
in federal funding. By FY 1990, the State
resourceswhich othetwise might have to be
continued to maintain its share of local fundexpended in providingthese services. In FY
ing at 32 percent. However, local govern1990, the State provided more than $1.2
ments have increased locally-raised revbillion in direct assistance to local governenues from 60.6 percent to 62.7 percent, in
part to compensateforthe declining shareof
ments.
Technical assistance, advice, or trainfederal revenue. During the same time
ing provided to local governmentsis another
period, federal revenues declined from 7.7
form of State aid. Localities often request
percent to 5.2 percent of total local revtechnical assistance to help them comply
enues.
Reflective of its commitment to finanwith mandated requirements. Through the
JLARC staff's survey of local governments,
cia1 assistance, the State attempted to limit
localitiesgenerallyreportedsatisfactionwith
reductions in aid to localities in addressing
the State's revenue shorlfall. As such, rethe State's provisionof technical assistance.
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However, some agencies which primarily
play a regulatory role were ratedless favorably.

Toaddressthe currenteconomicdownturn andlocalofficials' concernsabout mandates, anumberof policy optionshavebeen
identified. The resolutions directing Phase
One of this study direct JLARC to examine
additional revenue sources that could be
used to provide services. The General Assembly has two broad options to increase
local resources: increase local taxing authority and increase State financial aid to
localgovemments. The advantagesof both
arethat localgovernmentswouldhaveadditional funds to support mandated services,
andthus would be betterableto accomplish
policy goals. However, these approaches
may be dependent on the willingness of
citizens to accept additional tax burdens.
Options to improve the mandating process
itself have also been developed.

m a l i r eCitvlCountvTaxinaAuthority
Differences between city and county
taxing authority exist due to historical distinctions in the levels of services provided.
However, increased urbanization and
suburbanizationof Virginia's localities have
blurred these distinctions. Many counties
are now required to provide levels of services similar to cities. Consequently, taxing
authoritybetweencitiesandcountiesshould
be equalized. The following recommendation is made:
The General Assembly may wish to
allow counties taxing authority equal
to that of cities.
p

y
During the 1980s, localities substantially increased their use of taxes. Many
localities are currently using most of the

taxes granted them. In addition, where
taxing authority exists, local governments
have been more likely to increase, rather
than decrease, tax rates in recent years.
Pressureto increaselocaltaxes may mount
as fiscal conditionscontinue to decline, and
if localfundingresponsibilitiesareincreased.
Under such circumstances, additionaltaxingauthority -either allowingnewtaxes or
increasingthe capsoncurrentlocaltaxeswould likely be needed. The following recommendation is made:
Iffunding responsibilitiesof localgovernments are increased, the General
Assembly may wish to provide cities
and counties with additional taxing
authority to help fund the additional
responsibilities. Taxes that the General Assembly should consider include an addition to the local option
sales tax, the mealstax without referendum, and the cigarette tax. In
addition, the General Assembly may
wishto consider raisingthemaximum
rates allowed on certain local taxes,
such as the transient occupancy tax
for counties, utility license tax, and
mineral taxes.

lncrease State Financial Assistance
State financial assistance to local governmentshasbeenanongoing, prioritycommitment of the State, and has been a relatively stablecomponentof localgovernment
budgets. However, recent fiscal conditions
have resulted in decreased State financial
aid. The State revenueshortfall caused by
the 1990-1991 recession required a reduction in aid to localities of more than $297.6
million. This has negatively impacted longstanding local programs such as elementary and secondary education. Therefore,
the following recommendationis made:
When the State's fiscal climate and
revenue projections improve, the

General Assembly may wish to establish as a priority the restorationof
funding for aid to locality programs
whichwere reducedduring the19901992 biennium.
As inthe 1983JLARC mandatesstudy,
programareashavebeenidentifiedinwhich
State financial aid is not consistent with
State involvement or historical funding efforts. In particular, State financial assistance for environmental protection has not
been consistent with the State's involvement in this area. While there has been an
increase of 14 environmental mandates in
the past few years, federal and State assistance has not been consistent with this expansion of responsibilities. Further, where
financial data are available it appears these
new mandatesare or will have a substantial
fiscal impact on local governments. State
wide funding goalsneedto beestablishedto
orovide an eauitable and stable source of
iinancial assistance for specific programs
such as environmental protection. There
fore, thefollowingrecommendationismade:
In order to promote stable and equitablefundingfor Statelocalprograms,
the General Assembly may wish to
require a review of mandates in specific program areas to establish the
full cost of imolementina the mandates on l~cal'~overnments
and to
develop an appropriate basis for determiningState-localfunding responsibilities. TheGeneralAssemblv- mav
*
then wish to developclear objectives
for funding a share of programcosts.
HouseBill751(StatePaymentfor State
MandatesAct) of the 1990GeneralAssembly Session proposed fully funding the cost
of Statemandatesimposedonlocalgovernments. Ifpassed,this legislationwoild have
suspended most new laws and regulations

1

requiring local provision of additional services without sufficient funding.
A number of other states have generally similar policies. Their experiences sugaest that such policies are not effective.
while these reqhrements may result in the
limitation or modification of mandates to
make them less costly or obtrusive to local
governments, the policies have generally
not resulted in extensive funding of mandates. Inaddition, such policieshave ledto
greaterjudicialintervention. Giventhemixed
resultsinotherstates, itappearsthe desired
results may better be achieved in a more
affirmativemanner, asdiscussedinthe next
section.

ImDrove Current State and Local
EflandateEnvironment
Due to the current financial conditions
in Virginia, the short-term outlook for substanti& amountsof additionalStatefinancial
aid is not aood. Therefore, five methods for
addressingthe effects of mandates on local
governmentsarepresented. These include:
maintaining a catalog of all mandates on
local governments, conducting a one-time
review of all current mandates to identify
areas where mandates could be relaxed or
eliminated, implementingnew mandateson
an experimental or pilot basis, suspending
temporarilyselectedmandates, andenhancina the fiscal note orocess.
.Inordertorecognize the impact mandates have on local
governments,legislatorsandagency heads
needto be aware of the number and extent
of State and federal requirements. Several
recent studies have recognized the importance of havina comorehensive, upto-date
informationabout mandates. TOthis end, a
catalog such as the companion document
preparedforthis study should bedeveloped
and updatedannually. Over time, the catalog may point to areas where mandates are
becoming excessive or duplicative. The
following recommendation is made:

-

The Commission on Local Govemment (COLG) should maintain and
periodically updatea catalogof State
and federal mandates imposed on
local govemments. On an annual
basis, COLG should add to the catalog all new mandates imposed on
local govemments and delete those
mandates which have been eliminated. In addition, a summaly of the
fiscal impact of the new mandates
should be com~iledinto the document.
By performinaaone-time reviewof the mandatesthey achinister, Stateagenciescould
potentially identify areas where the
burdensomeness of mandates could be relieved. Ideallysuch a reviewwould point to
opportunitiesfor relaxationor elimination of
problematicmandates. Mandateswould be
prioritizedaccordingto their necessity, thus
allowingagenciestodeterminerequirements
not essential to local sewice deliverv. The
following recommendation is made:

The General Assembly may wish to
require all State agencies imposing
mandates on local governments to
conduct an in-depth assessment of
the mandates they are responsible
for administering. Specific attention
should be given to streamlining, reducing, or eliminating mandates
where possible.
Ternoor-

iag New Mandates. It is often difficult to
predict the actual outcomes of implementingspecificmandates. Whether or not mandates will produce their intended results is
not always identifiable prior to implementation. In order to gauge the effectiveness of
mandates, they should, where possible, be
pilot-tested in a representative sample of
localities. This procedure will allow agen-

ciesto refinethemandatestoachievestated
objectives as well as more completely understand the fiscal impact on local governments prior to statewide implementation.
The following recommendation is made:

1

l

The General Assembly may wish to
requireStateagencies, where appropriate, to implement mandates on a
trial basisthrough localpilot programs
priortorequiringall localitiesto implement the mandate. Where mssible.
a representative cross section of localities should be used for any pilot
project.
sion of S e l e m

m.
Stateandfederalmandateslimit

local govemments' options to cut lower priority programsfrom their budgets intimes of
economic downturn. Therefore, if financial
conditions worsen and State aid is cut significantly, suspension of some State mandates could help ease the fiscal stress local
aovernmentsface. However,the short-term
advantages of temporary suspension must
be weighed against the possible long-term
disadvantagesbeforea final policy decision
is made.
The Code of Virginia currently authorizes the Govemor to temporarily suspend certain mandates on a local government based upon application by that local
government. Similar provisions could be
made to allow the Govemor to suspend an
administrative mandatestatewide basedon
the Governor's judgment that the mandate
imposed an unreasonablefinancial burden
on localities.The following recommendation
is made:
The General Assembly may wish to
amend $2.1 -51.5:1 of the Code of
Virginia to allow the Govemorto temporarily suspend selected administrative mandatesidentifiedas imposing extreme financial burdens on lo-

calities. Mandates to be suspended
shouldbebasedin partonthe results
of the one-time review of existing
mandatespreviously recommended.
Amendments to this section of the
Code of Virginia and resultant suspensionshouldexpiretwoyearsafter
enactment.
It is
NoteP
important that legislators are aware of the
fiscal impactof proposedlegislationonlocal
governments prior to the appropriate full
committee voting on the legislation. The
Commission on Local Governments is responsiblefor preparingfiscal notesfor legislationpotentiallyaffectinglocalgovemments.
Although the cost estimating process is
sound, the current
is constrained by Virginia's short Session length.
Further, the process:
does not provide cost estimates to
the legislature in as timely a manner
as desirable, and
does not identify all billswith a potentialfiscal impactonlocalgovemments
due to statutory constraints.
The lack of time available to complete a fiscal note is a limitation inherent to
the existing legislative system. The COLG
is often unaware of pending legislationwith
a local fiscal impact prior to its formal introduction. These problems might be reduced
by transferringthe fiscal notefunction to the

legislative branch. Evaluation of the fiscal
impact on local govemments could then
theoretically start at the bill drafting stage.
To enhancethefiscal noteprocess,the
following recommendationsare made:
The Commission on Local Govemment should adopt as a primary goal
the completion of cost estimates for
proposedlegislationbeforethe legislationis first reviewedby the full committee. In addition, the Commission
on Local Government and the Division of Legislative Services should
jointly review and revise the procedures in place for notifying the Commission of bills requiring a cost estimate.
The General Assembly may wish to
amend $30-19.03 of the Code of Virginia to require that legislation negatively affecting the revenue-raising
ability of kxal governments, except
those providingproperty tax exemptions in accordance with $58.1 -3610
through $58.1-3621 of the Code of
Virgnia, besubmittedtothe Commission on LocalGovernmentfor a fiscal
impact analysis.
The General Assembly may wish to
Uirect the Joint Subcommitteestudyingthe legislativeprocessto evaluate
the consequencesof moving the fiscal note process to the legislative
branch.
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Chapter I: Introduction
In Virginia, localities may exercise only those powers delegated by the State
through either general law or charter. Along with the delegated powers, the State
participates in partnerships with localities. It has also assigned local governments
extensive responsibilities for providing services. The State has defined, prescribed, or
regulated many of these services to maintain consistency and ensure desired policy
outcomes. The State has also provided funding for some of these services to assist in
meeting the costs of the services. In addition, the State determines the specific taxes that
localities may levy and for most taxes prescribes their legal maximum rates. The
combined impact on localities of mandated programs and restrictions on revenue raising
instruments has caused much concern among local officials. These concerns have been
exacerbated by the current State revenue shortfall, which is resulting in both cuts in
State programs and some reduction of State aid to localities.
In 1983, at the direction of the General Assembly, JLARC conducted a study of
State mandates on local governments and local financial conditions. The study found
that although there was little local consensus on the unreasonableness of specific
mandates, localities repeatedly cited funding as a key problem with mandates. Further,
the study noted that many local governments had experienced fiscal stress, and some
were facing eroding financial conditions.
To address the continuing concerns of State and local officials, the General
Assembly in 1990directed JLARC to conduct a follow-upto the 1983study. In 1991, the
General Assembly expanded the study to include an examination of State and local
responsibilities for service delivery. To fully meet the legislative directives, the study is
being conductedin twophases. Phase One addresses issues related to mandates andlocal
financial resources. Phase Two addresses issues related to State and local service
responsibilities. This report presents the findings and recommendations&m Phase One
- a follow-up of the 1983 study on mandates and local financial conditions.
Since 1983, mandates imposed on local governments appear to have become
more extensive and are perceived as being increasingly burdensome. The number of
mandates has increased, and in many cases the mandates have become more complex.
Though some of the new mandates affecting localities originate with the federal
government, federal financial aid to meet those mandates has not been forthcoming.
Indeed, federal intergovernmental aid has declined to almost negligible amounts for
Virginia's more prosperous localities. As a result, State and in particular local governments have assumed costs in areas where federal funds have declined. Based on these
findings, several proposals have been presented for the General Assembly's consideration.

PREVIOUS JLARC Sl"ULXES OF MANDATES AFFECTING LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS AND LOCAL FINANCIAL RESOURCES
The General Assembly has focused considerable attention and effort over the
years on exploring ways to improve State-local relations. This interest is evidenced in
part by a series of JLARC studies focusing on various aspects of the State's relationships
with local governments. The original 1983report, State Mandates on Local Governments
and Local Finnmial Resources, received substantial attention h m both legislators and
local officials. As a result, two follow-upreports were prepared: Local Fiscal Stress and
State Aid (19851, and Towns in Virginia (1985).
The three JLARC reportspresentedrecommendationsand policy options for the
legislature to consider. Implementationof some of these recommendations has resulted
in increased funding for certain programs, more equitable distribution formulas, and
continued analysis of fiscal stress indicators. Not all recommendations were implemented, and some current local concerns are similar to those expressed during the
original series of studies.

The 1983 mandates study addressed three primary objectives: (1)to identify
State mandates and the extent to which they impose a burden on local govements; (2)
to examine the adequacy of the amount and type of State financialassistance to localities;
and (3)to determine whether local governments have s d c i e n t local financial resources
to fund the public services they are required to provide.
The study found that, in general, local officials did not disagree with the
substance of State mandates, but were more concerned with the levels of State funding
to meet those mandates. JLARC found that State funding of mandates was substantial
and that it kept pace with historical State commitments in all areas except the
educational Standards of Quality, categorical aid for special education, and auxiliary
grants. In these areas, State aid was found to be inconsistentwith levels of State control.
The study also found that localities had experienced various financial stresses
in the late 1970s and early 1980s, including two economic recessions, reduced federal
financial aid, and increased interest rates which made local borrowing more difficult.
These stresses did not affect localities uniformly. Rather, cities as a group showed a
higher level of fiscal stress.

In September 1985, JLARC issued a follow-up report to the 1983 mandates
study. In its update of local fiscal conditions,JLAFtC found that per-capita local revenue
capacity had grown between FY 1981and FY 1983by approximatelyeight percent, while

the cost of government services had increased by 15 percent. Despite this discrepancy,
local taxeffort haddecreasedslightly. Overall,there wasverylittle changein the relative
rankings of localities based on the stress index.
Between FY 1981and FY 1983, State aid to local governments had increased.
State aid did decrease, however, for special education and local health departments.
Despite the overall increase in State aid, some localities remained severely fiscally
stressed.

JLARC issued a second follow-upreport in 1985,focusingon the fiscal condition
of towns, their ability to provide services, and relations between towns and counties.
Because of a lack of data, fiscal condition indicators for towns could not be prepared.
Based on a qualitative review, the study found that towns, especially when compared to
cities, did not appear subject to as high a level of fiscal stress. This lower level of stress
was attributd to the fact that towns were generally not involved in the provision of highcost ~ublic
~romams.However, the study did conclude that declines in federal assistance
could p~iotetefiscal
stress in towns.
As part of the 1985study, JLARC conductedcase studies of 15towns throughout
the State. Although town-county relations were unique for each of the towns studied,
JLARC identified three primary findings from the case studies. F i s t , consideration of
city status by towns had a decidedly disruptive effect on town-county relations because
counties stood tolose some of their real estate and personal property tax revenue. Second,
the establishment of town-county liaison committeesin several areas of the State served
to facilitate town-county communication and cooperation. Third, towns and counties
were not taking full advantage of increased economies of scale which could be realized
from more extensive use of intergovernmental agreements and contracts.

Follow-up of the 1983and 1985 recommendations and policy options revealed
that the State has taken a number of actions to alleviate problems at the local level
(Exhibit 1).Some of these actions were in direct response to Commission recommendations. Other actions have been based on complementary, independent work of other
committees or commissions.
The recommendation that the General Assembly should direct an assessment
and validation ofthe basis for sharing major program costs was implemented by JLARC's
series of studies on the Standards of Quality (SOQ). The cost methodology proposed in
these reports was adopted for use in determining the State budget for SOQ programs.
Basing portions of the costs on each locality's ability to pay, the State fully funded its
share of the SOQ costs.

Exhibit 1

Selected Recommendations and Policy Options
Implemented From Previous JLARC
State-LocalRelations Studies
Recommendation

Action Taken

The General Assembly should direct an
assessment and validation ofthe basis for
sharing major program costs.

Assessments were completed for the
Educational Standards of Quality in
1986 and 1988.

Funds should be provided to fund the
State's historical share of 82 percent of
the estimated State share of the costs of
meeting the Educational Standards of
Quality.

As a result of increased State funding
andchangesinmethodology,thestate's
fundingof its share of costs increased to
100 percent from FY 1987 to FY 1990.

Funds should be provided to fund 80 percent of the Auxiliary Grants Program.

The State's share of funding for the
Auxiliary Grants Program was increased to 80 percent in FY 1987.

The General Assembly should consider
distributing additional aid to localities on
the basis of a stress index or formula.

Fiscal stress andlor revenue capacity
are now used in distributing funds for
selected programs. For example, the
Chesapeake Bay Local Assistance Department uses the fiscal stress index as
one of four criteria for allocating Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act grants.

The General Assembly should prepare
recommendations for highway funding
which would both narrow the benefit gap
between cities and counties and aid in
reducing the fiscal stresses facing cities.

Distribution formulas were revised in
1985. The Virginia Department of
Transportation is currently involved in
a study in which this issue will be further examined.

Priority State funding should be provided
to localities to fund several programs at
levels more consistent with State control
and the State's historical commitment.

The State has increased funding to localities in the areas of education and
health.

The State should develop a new formula
for funding local health departments.

A new formula was developed in
1987.
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The Commission on Local Government
should prepare an analysis of fiscal
capacity, tax effort, and fiscal stress on a
continuous basis.
Source: JLARC staff analysis.

Reports have been generated in
1989, 1990, and 1991.

JLARC also conducted an assessment and validation of the basis for sharing
major program costs for cooperative health departments. That study resulted in the
revision of the local cooperative health department program formula, which now uses
local revenue capacity and income data as factors. And, in accordance with a recommendation by JLARC and others, 80 percent of the auxiliary grant program was funded by
the State beginning in FY 1987.
In 1985,the General Assembly reconfigured highway aid on a more equitable
basis by revising- statutory distributionformulas. Thisprovidedforincreasedfundingfor
urban street payments, increased funding of secondary road construction in Arlington
and Henrico, and direction of additional funds to localities with the greatest need.
In response to another J M C recommendation, the Commission on Local
Government assumed the responsibility to generate and report analyses on revenue
capacityand fiscal stressindicators. Fiscalstress andlorrevenuecapacitynow play arole
in the distributionoffundingfor the State and local hospitalizationprogram,community
health departments, housing and community development, and Chesapeake Bay preservation.
Not all studyrecommendationshave been implemented. Explicit commitments
to program funding have not been established in statute. In addition, taxing authority
between counties and cities has not been equalized. Several of the recommendations
concerning towns have alsonot been implemented. However, several recommendations
are currently being examined through the ongoing efforts of other commissions and
committees.
CURRENT JLARC STUDY EFFORT
The current JLARC study of State-localrelations is being conducted based on
four major directives (AppendixA):
SenateJoint Resolution (SJR)45 and House Joint Resolution (HJR) 156from
the 1990General Assembly Session request that J M C conduct a follow-up
study of the 1983JLARC report, State Mandates on Local Governmentsand
Local Financial Resources.

SJR 235 from the 1991General Assembly Session directs JLARC to examine
State and local government service responsibilities.
An amendment to the 1990-92Appropriation Act further directs JLARC to
examine pmedures for estimating the full cost of State mandates on local
governments.
As previously noted, the study is being conducted in two phases. Phase One
addressesissuesrelated to mandates and localfinancialresources(SJR45,HJR 156,and

the 1990-92Appropriation Act amendment). Phase Two addresses issues related to State
and local service responsibilities (SJR 235).
Four major issues addressing State and local service responsibilities have been
identified for Phase Two of the study:
1.

What public services are currently provided by the State and local
governments?

2.

How should responsibility for providing these services be assigned between the State and local governments?

3.

Are the functional assignments of services between the State and local
governments appropriate?

4.

What funding structures could be used to provide adequate resources for
service delivery structures recommended for change?

Findings and recommendations from Phase Two of the study will be presented prior to
the 1993General Assembly Session. This report contains the results from Phase One of
the study.

Seven issues were developed to address the study requirements of Phase One:
1.

What State and federal mandates are placed on local government activities?

2.

To what extent are State and federal mandates problematic to local
governments?

3.

How effective is the process used to produce fmal impact estimates of
State mandates on local governments?

4.

What is the overall fiscal condition of Virginia's localities?

5.

Do local governments have adequate ability to generate local revenues to
fund mandated services?

6.

Does the State provide adequate financial assistance to local governments
to enable them to meet service requirements?

7.

Does the State provide adequate technical assistance to local governments
to enable them to meet service requirements?

Though this study phase is largely a follow-up to the 1983 study, it does move beyond the
original report in an important way. This study identifies federal as well as State
mandates which affect local governments.

In analyzing the effect of State and federal requirements on local governments,
the following definition of "mandate" was used:
a constitutional, statutory, or administrative action that places a
requirement on local governments.
This definition of mandate is the same as that used in the 1983 JLARC mandates study.
The definition includes three types of mandates: compulsory orders, conditions
of financial aid, and regulation of optional activities. Compulsory orders are requirements with which localities must comply regardless of aid, such as the Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Act. Conditions offinancial aid are requirements that arise as a condition
of receiving financial aid from either the State or federal governments. For example, to
qualify for urban street assistance payments, cities and towns (with populations greater
than 3,500) which maintain their own roads must meet Viginia Department of Transportation standards for road maintenance.
State regulation of optional activities includes activities which are not required
but are subject to regulations if performed. For example, if a locality elects to provide
public water and sewer services, the locality must follow certain Department of Health
regulations in constructing the water and wastewater facilities. They must also follow
State Water Control Board regulations for the ongoing operationof the facilities. Though
these activities are technically optional, localities may have little choice whether to
provide them. For example, the decision to provide water and sewer services is more
likely driven by population density than by choice.

Cross-cutting research activitieswereconductedto collect and analyze information about mandates affecting local governments and local financial conditions. These
research activities included: a mail survey of cities and counties, a mail survey of State
agencies, follow-up interviews with 14 State agencies, periodic meetings and interviews
with local government officials, and document reviews.
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Mail Survey w e 8 and Counties A 28-page survey was sent to all cities and
counties. This survey requested the opinions of local government officials about
mandates, local financial conditions,and State financial andtechnical assistance. It also
requested information on specific actions localities have taken in response to dif'ficult

financial conditions. Responses were received from 108of the 136cities and counties. A
map identifymg responding localities is included as Appendix B.

Mail Survev of State A g m c k ~A survey was also sent to all State agencies.
Information was requested on State and federal mandates administered by each agency,
and technical and financial assistance programs provided to local governments. Survey
responses indicated that 46 State agencies interact with local governments either
through mandates or assistance programs or both.
Follow-up Interviews with Selected State Age&
Additional information on
State-local interaction was collected through follow-up interviews with 14 State agencies. Agencies within the functional areas most involved in mandates were selected for
interviews. These areas include education, health and welfare, corrections, transportation, and environmental protection. Topics addressed during the interviews included:
procedures used in developing regulations, development of fwcal impact analyses of
agency regulations, methods of providing technical assistance, and the evolution of
selected mandates and financial aid programs. In addition, agency personnel were
requested to respond to specific local concerns about selected mandates and financial aid
programs.
Meetings and Interviews with
Government Olpicials, Meetings and
interviews with local government officials were conducted to obtain input into the study's
research design and discuss in more detail concerns raised by respondents to the local
government survey. These group meetings and one-on-one interviews were conducted at
various points during the study. Topics discussedincluded: the level of local input in the
development of mandates, adequacy of State financial and technical assistance, and
ways to improve implementation of mandates. JLARC staff also contacted many local
government officials by telephone to follow up on survey responses.
and Iaterv.kcm with the CenterForPublic Service. Because the Center
has a meat deal of ex~ertisein State and local issues. especially in the areas of finance
and &es, JLARC staff met with staff of the Center discuss& more detail the issue
of mandates on local governments. Basedon these meetings, JLARC requested that the
Center for Public Service staff conduct an analysis of issues surrounding local government taxes and taxing authority. The results of this analysis were issued in a Center for
Public Service report titled Special Analysis of City and County Taxes, November 1991.
This report will serve as a foundation for assessing availabilityof revenues and funding
structures in Phase Two. In addition, JLARC staff and staff from the Center have met
to identify and discuss issues related to Phase Two of the study.

Review ofDocuments, Numerous documents and reports were reviewed during
the course of the study. Foremost among these was a review of the Code of Virginia to
identify State mandates affecting local governments. In addition, Commission on Local
Governmentdocuments were used in evaluatinglocalfiscal conditions during the middle
to late 1980s. Reports from ongoing and previous studies of mandates conducted both
within and outside of Virginia were also examined to identify actions that have been
taken to address concerns about mandates and financial aid to localities.

Use of the Geographic Inform$ion System. Much of the analysis of local fiscal
conditions was completed using the geographic information system (GIs). This system
was used extensively for the 1991 legislative redistricting process. With the assistance
of Division of Legislative Automated Systems' staff, JLARC st& were able to analyze
local government fiscal data at both the statewide and individual local government
levels. In addition, the capability to display the results of the analysis in color allowed
for easier identification of trends and areas of the State which warranted additional
analysis.

REPORT ORGANIZATION
Chapter I has presented an overview of the previous JLARC studies on
mandates and local financial conditions, and has presented the framework for the
current study. Chapter I1discusses current local financialconditionsand how conditions
have changed over the last several years. Chapter I11 addresses the effects of mandates
on localities and the process by which the fiscal impact of mandates is determined. The
level of State aid provided to local governments and the adequacy of that aid are
discussed in Chapter IV. Finally, Chapter V presents policy options and recommendations for the General Assembly's consideration in addressing mandates and local
financial conditions.
A companion JLARC report, Catalog of State and Federal Mandates on Local
Governments,provides alistingof the mandates currently imposedonlocal governments.
In addition,it identses local concerns with specificmandates. In some cases the relevant
State agency's response to certain local concerns is also provided.

Chapter 11: Local Fiscal Conditions
In the 1983mandates report, JLARC reported that local governments experiencedincreasingfiscalstress between 1977and 1981. In the 1985LocalFiscal Stress and
State Aid report, JLARC found that the fiscal stress of local governments had not
increased during the 1982 to 1983period. However, increases in local revenue capacity
per capita had not matched the historical increases in the cost of providing government
g d s and services. Local revenue effort during the same period had moderated.
Since that time, local government fiscal conditions have changed. Due in part

to strong national and regional economic growth during the second half of the 1980s,
many local governmentsenjoyed substantial growth in local revenues. Through FY 1989
(the most recent period for which complete data are available), local revenue capacity on
a statewide basis showed a substantial increase. All but ten localities had increases
greater than the inflation rate for government goods and services. Since that period,
conditions appear to have changed. While data are not available for a complete analysis
of local revenue conditions for FY 1990 and FY 1991, indications are that local fiscal
conditions have recently deteriorated.
Even in FY 1989, areas of concern were evident. Many less affluent localities
did not enjoy substantial growth in revenue capacity. While many of the localities that
exhibited strong growth in revenue capacity experienced slow growth or even declining
revenue effort, revenue effort increased among the majority of local governments.
Further, the overall fiscal stress of cities, as measured by the composite stress index,
continues to be of concern.
More recently, new fiscal pressures have been exerted on many local governments. Virginia's economy has suffered from the 1990-1991national recession. In fact,
regions of Virginia that had experienced substantial growth in the 1980s, particularly
Northern Virginia, have been severely impacted by the economic downturn. This has
resulted in declining home sales, prices, employment, and retail sales - all of which
affect local revenues. State reductions in aid to localities have further affected local
governments' ability to provide services within existing revenues.
The impacts of all of these actions are reflected by the recent budget actions
localities have taken to control expenditures. Since FY 1989, the number of such budget
actions taken by localities has more than tripled. Clearly, the ability of many local
governments to continue to provide existing levels of services within available revenues
is in doubt. Therefore, any State policies that require local governments to provide
additional services should also consider their local fiscal conditions. The fiscal condition
of localitiesis assessed in subsequent sectionsof this report on revenue capacity, revenue
effort, resident income, and fiscal stress. An assessment of more recent, recession-based
factors is also included.

LOCAL REVENUE CAPACITY
An important dimension of a local government's fiscal position is its revenue
capacity. Revenue capacity is a measure of the revenue which may be obtained by a local
government through the use of statewide average tax rates and non-tax revenue effort.
The fiscal position of a local government is particularly affected by the growth in its
revenue base over time. If the revenue base does not grow a t a rate that is consistent with
the demand for services, then the local government could be faced with increasing taxes,
increasing user charges, or reducing services. However, if a local government's revenue
capacity exhibits strong growth, the locality is in a better position to continue to provide
existing services without increasing taxes or other revenue-raising mechanisms.

Revenue capacity is a measure of each locality's potential ability to raise the
revenues used to provide services. Revenue capacity is the amount of revenue that a
locality could generate if that locality used statewide average rates of return from taxes,
service charges, and other revenue-raising instruments.
The revenue capacity measure is based on the representative revenue system
approach of the U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. It was
refined for use in Virginia by the Tayloe Murphy Institute and the Institute of Government at the University of Virginia. During the 1980s, JLARC further revised and
updated the revenue capacity measure. Currently, the Commission on Local Government (COLG) is responsible for calculating revenue capacity for each local government
on an annual basis.
Revenue capacity measures five components of a locality's revenue-generating
potential based on the following indicators: (1)real estate and public service corporation
property tax revenues, (2) tangible personal property tax revenues, (3)motor vehicle
license tax revenues, (4) sales tax revenues, and (5)adjusted gross income as a proxy for
all other locally-generatedrevenues. Exhibit 2 illustrates the revenue capacity ealculation.

Unlike the FY 1977 through FY 1983 period, growth in local revenue capacity
for FY 1985through FY 1989 was strong. Overall, the increase in local revenue capacity
during this period was slightly more than one and one-half times the inflation rate for
government goods and services.

FY 1989 Local Revenue Capac& In FY 1989, the average local revenue
capacity per capita was $754. That is, the average local government had the capacity to
generate average revenues of $754 per person to support local services. As agroup,

Exhibit 2

Computing Revenue Capacity
Per-Capita Revenue Capacity
= [Estimated True Value of Real Estate Property1 x
[Statewide Average Tax Ratell
+ [Estimated True Value of Public Service Corporation
Property] x [Statewide Average Tax Rate1
+ [Number of Motor Vehicles] x
[Statewide Average Personal Property Tax Per Vehicle1
+ [Adjusted Number of Motor Vehicles] x [Average License Feel
+ [Sales Tax Revenue1
x [Statewide Average Yield Rate1
+ [Adjusted Gross Income]Locality
Population

Example: Brunswick County (1989)
Per-Capita Revenue Capacity
= [$438,793,0001x S.008261
+ [$29,744,0001x i.007591
+ [11,8971x [$150.281
+ [10,4741x [$16.511
+ [$434,9611
x f.020231
+ [$105,281,0471
16,000
Per-Capita Revenue Capacity
= $523.49 per-capita
16,000
Source: JLARC staff exhibit of Commission on Local Government data.

counties had somewhat higher revenue capacity than cities - $760 for counties
compared to $739 for cities. On a locality-by-localitybasis, there was wide variation in
the amount of revenue capacity per capita. Lee County had the State's lowest revenue
capacity per capita at $392. Bath County's revenue capacity, $3,351, was the State's
highest. Bath County's high revenue capacity is largely attributable to the Virginia
Power generating station operating in the county. A full listing of revenue capacity per
capita for each locality is provided in Appendix C.
The statewide distributionoflocal revenue capacity for FY 1989showed distinct
patterns. The majority of local governments in the Northern Virginia and Piedmont
regions had a per-capita revenue capacity higher than the statewide median of $673. A

majority of the localities in the Southwest region of the State, on the other hand, fell
within the lowest 25 percent of all localities in terms of local revenue capacity per capita.
However, it should be noted that revenue from mineral taxes - usually imposed in
southwesternVirginia localities -are not directly accounted for in the revenue capacity
measure. It is likely that if revenue from these taxes were directly counted, the revenue
capacity per capita for several coal-producing counties in Southwest Virginia would be
higher.

h w t h I-1985-m1989,
The overall increase in median
revenue capacity per capita for the FY 1985 to FY 1989 period was approximately 30
percent. For the same period, growth in the government goods and services inflation
index was about 18.2 percent. This indicates that the revenue base of most Virginia
localities grew at a much higher rate than the cost of providing government goods and
services. Only ten localities' revenue capacity growth failed to match the increase in the
inflation rate for government goods and services.
Much of the growth in revenue capacity was due to the substantial increase in
the true value of real estate. From 1985 through 1989, growth in the true value of real
estate increased more than 75 percent. This increase in the true value of real estate was
primarily responsible for the approximately 60 percent increase in real property tax
revenue. By contrast, between 1985 and 1989, the average effective true real property
tax rate for all localities decreased from $.87 to $.82.
Table 1displays the average revenue capacity for cities and counties for most
years since FY 1977. In FY 1977,countiesand cities had approximatelythe same revenue
capacity. Through FY 1982, the tax bases of cities had grown a t a higher rate than
counties. However, since FY 1982,the rate of growth in revenue capacity per capita was
slightly greater for counties than for cities.
On a statewide basis, growth in local revenue capacity for the FY 1985through
FY 1989period was substantial. Still, the uneven distributionof growth across the State
is apparent (Figure 1).Using the median growth rate in revenue capacity (29.8 percent)
as the point of comparison, clear patterns are evident. The majority of localities in the
Southwest and Southside regions of the State had an increase in revenue capacity below
the statewide median. In fact, seven of the ten localities exhibiting the slowest rate of
growth in revenue capacity were located in Southwest or Southside Virginia. Yet all
localities in the NorthernVirginia region experienced growth in revenue capacity greater
than the median growth rate. More specifically,seven of the ten localities that exhibited
the highest rate of growth in revenue capacity were located in the Northern Virginia
region.

LOCAL REVE:NUE EFFORT
One option available to local governments to increase local revenues is to
increase local revenue effort. Revenue effort refers to the degree to which a local

Figure 1
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Growth in Revenue Capacity, FY 1985 FY 1989

Below statewide

*Note: Statewide median growth = 29.8%
Source: Commission on Local Government, September 1991.

Table 1

Local Revenue Capacity Per Capita
FY 1977 F'Y 1989
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Source: Commission on Local Government and Loml FiscaZ Stress and State Aid, JLAFCC, 1985.

governmenttaps its available revenue capacity. Avery high revenue effort indicates that
a local government is utilizing a high degree of available revenue capacity to provide local
services. A locality with a high revenue effort has less flexibility in utilizing additional
tax bases as demands for services increase.

Local revenue effort is a measure that indicates to what degree localities are
utilizing their available revenue capacity. The revenue effort measure was also
developed by the U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. JLARC
staff updated the revenue effort measure during the 1980s. The Commission on Local
Government continues to calculate and refine the revenue effort for each local government on an annual basis.

A local government's revenue effort is equal to its actual local tax revenues and
other locality-specificrevenue-raisinginstruments divided by its revenue capacity. As
with revenue capacity, this measure of revenue effort provides a sound basis for
examiningeachlocality'staxlevels, assessinghow tax levels have changedovertime, and
comparing localities to each other. An example of how revenue effort is computed is
shown in Exhibit 3.

Computing Local Revenue Effort
Revenue Effort
=
[Real Property Tax Revenue]
+ [Public Service Corporation Property Tax Revenuel
+ [Tangible Personal Property Tax Revenue]
+ [Motor Vehicle License Tax Revenue]
+ l h a l Option Sales Tax Revenue]
+ [Other Local Revenuel
Revenue Capacity

Example: Brunswick County (1989)
Revenue Effort
=
[$1,631,312]
+ [$125,296]
+ [$1,190,6451
+ [$183,115]
+ [$434,9611
+ L$1,384,502]
$8,375,791
Revenue Effort

Source: JLAFX! staff exhibit of Commission on Local Government data.

A s in both the 1983 and 1985 JIARC reports, there was a striking difference
between the revenue effort of cities and counties in FY 1989. As a group, cities had a
higher revenue effort than counties. In addition, the level of revenue effort also varied
across the State, with the Southwest region showing relatively low effort and the
Northern Virginia region registering relatively high effort. Between FY 1985 and FY
1989, more than 77 percent of the localities in the State increased their revenue effort.

FY1989Local Reuenue In FY 1989,the average local revenue effort was
.80. In other words, the average locality collected 80 percent of its revenue capacity. As
a group, cities had a substantially higher revenue effort than counties - 1.13 for cities

and .65 for counties. As with local revenue capacity, there was substantial variation in
local revenue effort on a locality-by-locality basis. The lowest revenue effort was in
Rappahannock County a t .39. The highest was in the City of Richmond a t 1.64. Table
2 displays the average local revenue effort of cities and counties since FY 1977.
Local revenue effort across regions of the State varied dramatically. Many
localities in the Southwest region of the State had relatively low revenue efforts. Carroll
County, for example, had a local revenue effort of .46 in FY 1989. Conversely,much more
affluent localities in the Northern Virginia region had relatively high revenue efforts.
Prince William County,for example, had alocalrevenue effort of 1.19 for the same period.
h a l i t i e s in the Tidewater area also had relatively high revenue efforts. A complete
listing of revenue effort for each locality is provided in Appendix D.

rtJW 1985- FY 1989, Though revenue effort remained
fairly stable in the early 19808,the second halfof the decade witnessed a steady increase
in revenue effort for both cities and counties. Only 30 local governments did not increase
local revenue effort from FY 1985 to FY 1989. This overall growth in revenue effort
indicates that local governments were tapping their revenue bases a t higher levels than
in the past to provide local services. This trend of increasing local revenue effort was not
the expected outcome, given the robust growth in local revenue capacity over the same
time period.
In a period where local revenue capacity is not growing at a fairly strong rate
or is not increasing greater than the rate of inflation, it is reasonable to assume that local

Table 2

Local Revenue Effort
FY 1977 FY 1989
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Source: Commission on Local Government and Local Fiscal Straps and State Aid,JLARC,1985.

governments would have to tap into more of their available revenues to continue
providing the same level of local services. However, overall growth in local revenue
capacity in the FY 1985 through FY 1989 period exceeded the rate of inflation -both
inflation measured by the consumer price index and the cost of government goods and
services index.
There are a number of potential reasons local government revenue effort
increased despite the strong growth in revenue capacity. First, local governments
provided services, either mandated or local option, that could not be funded simply
through the increase in local revenue capacity. The growth in local government
expenditures offers some evidence of this.
Local government expenditures, on a per-capita basis, increased a t a fairly high
rate for the period FY 1985 through FY 1990. For example, on a statewide basis, local
expenditures increased about 50 percent. For cities the increase was slightly more than
46 percent, and for counties it was 53 percent. These increases were greater than the
statewide growth in local revenue capacity. Therefore, in order to provide desired levels
of services, localitiesmay have been required to increase taxes to provide sufficient local
revenues.
Second, localities with relatively low growth in revenue capacity were being
required to increase their revenue effort a t a higher rate to counter the low revenue
capacity growth. In general, the Southside and Southwest regions of the State, which
experienced relatively low growth in revenue capacity, exhibited high growth in revenue
effort. Conversely, some of the localities with low growth in revenue effort, such as
localities in Northern Virginia, had relatively high growth in revenue capacity.

As indicated in Figure 2, seven of the ten localities with the lowest growth in
revenue capacity exhibited above-average increases in revenue effort. In these cases,
increases in revenue capacity alone were apparently not sufficient to provide local
services absent an increase in local revenue effort. However, in some cases, localities
with high revenue capacity growth registered declines in revenue effort. For example,
nine of the ten localities with the highest growth in local revenue capacity had decreases
in local revenue effort. The strong growth in local revenue capacity possibly enabled
these local governmentsto collect sufficientrevenuesto meet service demands with lower
revenue efforts.

To obtain a more distinct understanding of how revenue effort increased,
JLARC staffexamined local governments' taxing authority. Information on which much
of the analvsis is based was ureuared on an accelerated basis bv the Center for Public
feport. The Center's report, ~ p e c & l ~ n a l y sof
i s City and
Service for-use in this
County Tares, is available through the University of Virginia Center for Public Service
and JLARC.

JLAR~

Figure 2

Change in Revenue Effort
FY 1985 FY 1989
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Source: JLARC staff analysis of Commission on Local Government data.

Examination of local governments' use of individual taxes revealed that localities have both adopted new taxes and increased effective rates on existing taxes. In
addition, localities have increased their use of non-tax revenue sources such as user fees
and fines.

Since 1983,the General Assembly has
granted localities some additional taxing authority. Countieshave been given authority
to impose mealdprepared foods and transient occupancy taxes. Previously, only selected
counties were allowed to use these taxes. Unlike cities, however, restrictions on the use
of these taxes exists for counties. Most counties must get voter approval to impose the
meals tax, and it is also capped a t four percent for counties. For the transient occupancy
tax, the amount ofthe taxiscappedat
twopercent. Even with these constraints, counties
..
are increasingly using these taxes.

In addition, all localities were given authority to impose an oil severance tax in
1985. However, this authority expires in July 1992. Only six counties, primarily in
Southwest Virginia, levy this tax.
Finally, in 1989 seven cities and four counties in the Northern Virginia and
Tidewater areas were given authority to impose a local option income tax under certain
conditions. This tax must first be approved through voter referendum, which authorizes
the tax for five years. Further, the revenues generated from the income tax can only be
used for transportation-related activities. None of the eligible localities have imposed
this tax.
Table 3 identifies the major local taxes and the
number of local governments imposing each tax. As the table indicates, over the last
several years localities are increasingly using the taxes available to them. For example,
since 1983,a utility license tax has been added by 45 local governments -42 counties
and three cities. Currently, 82 percent of all cities and counties impose this tax. In
addition, 34 counties have imposed the transient occupancy tax since it was authorized
for all counties in 1985. Only one locality eliminated a tax from use. Rappahannock
County no longer imposes a machinery and tools tax.
These results clearly suggest that localities are using most of the major taxes
currently authorized. The meals tax is the only major tax authorized for all cities and
counties which is not used by a majority of them. A possible reason for the relatively low
use of the meals tax among counties is the condition that counties obtain voter approval
before imposing the tax. Of the four meals taxreferendavotedon inNovember 1991,only
one was passed. In addition, counties may not levy the meals tax within the limits of an
incorporated town unless the town grants the county such authority. Appendices E and
F provide full listings of local taxing authority and the taxes imposed by each locality.
tzue Tar R a h Another important component of taxing
authority is the extent to which localities have increased their tax rates. Table 4 shows
the number of cities and counties which have increased or decreased their tax rates for
eight principal taxes.

The first important findingis that for eachof the taxes examined, more localities
showed increases than decreasesin tax rates. In some cases, the difference is quite large.
For example, from FY 1983 to FY 1989,69localities increased their effective tangible
personal property tax rate, while only 25 decreased the tax rate. The vehicle license tax

Table 3

Comparison of Local Taxes Levied
FYs 1977,1983, and 1992
FY

Cities
FY

Counties

FY

FY

mu.t?am m

FY

la83

FY

l.Sz

Real Property
Tangible Personal Property
Retail Sales
Machinery and Tools
Motor Vehicle License
Consumer Utility
Utility License
Mealfirepared Food
Transient Occupancy
Cigarette*
*Only two counties are authorized to impose a cigarette tax.
NA: Not authorized for use by counties in FY 1977 and 1983.
Source: State Mandates on Local Governments and Local Financial Resowces, U C , 1983; and
the Center for Public Service, University of Virginia.

Table 4

Changes in Local Effective Tax Rates for Selected Taxes
FY 1983 - FY 1989
Tax Increase

Tax Decrease

C o u n t v & C o u n t v W
Real Property
Tangible Personal Property
Consumer Utility
Motor Vehicle License
Meals/Prepared Food
Transient Occupancy
Cigarette

16
15
8
19
7
10
10

62
54
10
55

0
0
0

78
69
18
74
7
10
10

28
8
6
1
1
0
0

24
17
5
3
0
0
0

Source: U
C staff analysis of data published by the Center for Public Service, University of
Virginia.

52
25
11
4
1
0
0

is another tax with a striking difference between the number of localities increasing and
decreasing the effective rate in the period examined. Between F Y 1983 and FY 1989,74
localities increased the effective tax rate, while only four localities decreased the effective
rate.

The trend observed for the real property tax is particularly noteworthy. The
1983JLARC report showed that 84 localities had decreased their effective real property
tax rates from FY 1977 through FY 1983, while 50 had increased the rates. However,
between FY 1983andFY 1989,78localities increasedthe effective real property tax rates
and 52 decreased rates. For the same period, the assessed value of real property
increasedmorethan 96 percent. This increase was far greater than inflation as measured
by the consumer price index(24percent). This increase in effectivereal property tax rates
by a majority of localities could indicate that many local governments, despite a robust
economy, needed increasing revenues from local property taxes to continue to provide
needed or desired levels of local government services.
Ron-Tar Sources of Local R e v e m In addition to taxes, localities use other
sources, such as fines and user fees, to increase local revenues. Non-tax revenues
accounted for only 13 percent of locally-generated revenues in FY 1990. They are
important, however,because they can help local governments support specificoperations
and services. For example, a county may charge residents for trash pick-up. Those
charges are then used to maintain the collection service.
The proportion of total local revenues from tax and non-tax sources remained
fairly constant between FY 1983and FY 1989. Since the number of tax sources and rates
imposed by local governments during that period increased, i t would be expected that
non-tax revenue mechanisms would also have had to increase in order for the proportions
to remain constant. This increase in non-tax mechanisms is supported by local officials'
survey responses. Fifty-four localities reported that they increased andlor levied new
fines or user fees in FY 1988 through FY 1989.

The apparent trend of low revenue capacity growth and an increasing revenue
effort has a source ofconcern. Alocality with slow growth in revenue capacity has limited
ability to continue supporting local services. And a locality with a growing revenue effort
is reducing its abilityto tap availablelocal resources in the future as the need for revenues
continues to increase.
Forty-one localitiesexperiencedgrowthgreater than the median growth rate for
revenue effort and below the median growth rate in revenue capacity (Figure 3). In this
situation, a locality has a limited source of revenues, and is tapping this revenue at a
growing rate. These local governments may be in a relatively weak position to rely on
raising taxes in order to continue providing local services in the future -both mandated
and local option services.

Localities (Shaded)Experiencing Growth in Revenue Capacity
Less than the Statewide Median Growth Rate
and Growth in Revenue Effort Greater than the
Statewide Median Growth Rate (FY1985 FY 1989)

-

Height*

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data published by the Commiasion on Local Government.

LOCALITY ADJUSTED GROSS INCOiVE
Adjusted grossincome (AGI)is the incomereported by Virginia taxpayers each
year on Virginia's income tax reporting forms. AGI is also an important dimension of a
local government's overall fiscal health, because some of a locality's ability to raise
revenues to provide both mandated and local option services will likely depend in part
on its residents' incomes. AGI is used in some State funding formulas that distribute
significant amounts of aid to local governments -for example, the composite index for
distributing basicaidforedueation. AGI is also used as onedimensionincalculatingboth
local revenue capacity per capita and local fiscal stress.

-

AGI in Virginia is based on federal adjusted gross income with several adjustments. These adjustments include both the addition and subtraction of certain items to
the federal adjusted gross income. According to the report titled 1989 Virginia AGI:
Distribution of VirginiaAdjusted Gross Income by Income Class and Locality, issued by
the Center for Public Serviceat the University ofVirginia,the followingitems are added
to the federal adjusted gross income in calculatingVirginia AGI:
interest from debt instruments of other states,
the ordinary income portion of a lump sum distribution from a qualified
retirement plan, and
interest and dividend income which U.S. lawexemptsfrom federalincome tax
but not state income tax.
Items subtracted from federal adjusted gross income include:
all or a portion of qualified retirement benefits if retirement income was less
than $40,001;
interest from federalobligationsexemptfrom stateincome tax but not federal
income tax;
certain benefits received under the Social SecurityAct, Railroad Retirement
Act, and the Workman's Compensation Act; and
foreign source ineome received as a Virginia resident.
Unlike personal income,Virginia AGI alsoexcludes transfer payments, certain
fringe benefits, income of persons not required to file a tax return, and income of nonresident military personnel. While overall these exclusions may be slight, they can
substantially affect calculations for individual localities. For example, the exclusion of

non-resident military income from AGI can have a significant impact on the apparent
wealth of the Hampton Roads area due to the relatively large military population.

There are a number of different measures of AGI available for analysis. These
include the AGI per exemption and the median AGI of all returns, married couple
returns, and individual returns. The composite fiscal stress index calculated by the
Commission on Local Government (COLG) uses the median AGI of all returns. Therefore, this measure was selected for further analysis.
In 1989,the statewide median AGI was
$20,945.For counties the median AGI was $23,037,ascompared to $18,365forcities. On
a locality-by-localitybasis, there was wide variation in the level of AGI. Northampton
County had the lowest AGI at $12,801. Fairfax County's AGI - $33,240- was the
State's highest. A complete listing of median AGI for all returns is provided in Appendix
G. Table 5 displays the median AGI for cities and counties since 1985.
The median growth rate in
AGI between 1985 and 1989 was approximately 18percent. For the same period, growth
in the consumer price index was about 15 percent. This indicates that the AGI of most
Virginia localities grew at a higher rate than inflation. Forty-eight localities, however,
did not experience growth in median AGI greater than inflation as measured by the
consumer price index (Figure 4).
Although local revenue capacity, revenue effort, and median AGI individually
are measures of local fiscal conditions, the composite fiscal stress index provides a
broader measure of local financial stress by combining these three measures. The
compositefiscal stress index was designed to illustrate the cumulativeconditions of these
fiscal indicators.

Table 6

Median Locality Adjusted Gross Income
xaa
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Counties

Source: Virginia AGI: Distribution of Virginia Adjusted G m s Income by Income Claas and Lcality;
1985,1986,1987,1988,and 1989;Center for Public Service, University of Vii@nia.
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Figure 4

Localities (Shaded)Experiencing Growth in Median Adjusted Gross Income
Less than the Growth in Inflation (FY1985 FY 1989)

-
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Source: JLARC staff analysis of data published by the Center for Public Service, University of Virginia.

COMPOSITE FISCAL STRESS INDEX
In 1983,JLARC developed a composite fiscal stress index. This index identified
those local governments with relatively poor fiscal conditions across a number of
indicators. The index is a relative measure in that it identifies those local governments
experiencing high fiscal stress compared to other local governments. In FY 1989, there
was significantvariation in the levels of stress faced by local governmentsinVirginia. As
in years past, cities showed a higher level of fiscal stress than counties.

Measures of revenue capacity, revenue effort, and resident income provide
reliable indicators of a local government's fiscal position. However, none of these
measures alone is an adequate indicator of local fiscal condition. Rather, a local
government that shows a pattern of stress across all of the indicators may more reliably
be considered to have a poor fiscal condition.
The original composite stress index developed by JLARC measured stress
across five indicators of local fiscal health - revenue capacity, change in revenue
capacity, revenue effort, change in revenue effort, and resident income (proxied by the
poverty rate, median family income, and change in income). The Commission on Local
Government is currently responsible for reviewing the methodology and annually
updating the fiscal stress measure.
In that role, the COW revised the original methodology developed by JLARC
for the fiscal stress measure beginning with the FY 1989 composite fiscal stress index.
For FY 1989, the COLG calculated the composite fiscal stress across three measures revenue capacity, revenue effort, and median adjusted gross income (all State tax
returns). Adetailed discussionof the calculationof the fiscal stress index and the revision
to the fiscal stress methodology is available in the COLG's 1991Report on the Comparative Revenue Capacity, Revenue Effort, and Fiscal Stress of Virginia's Counties and Cities
1988189.
In order to combine a locality's relative standing in terms of the three measures
into a single composite fiscal stress index, the raw scores for each measure were
standardized. This standardization was achieved in two steps. First, each raw score was
converted into a corresponding z-score. (The z-score is a commonly used statistical
transformation, which represents how many standard deviations a raw score value is
from its mean value.) The second step was to convert each z-score into a number, called
a relative stress score, which is positive in all cases. After the standardization was
completed, a composite fiscal stress index was calculated for each locality by summing
the relative stress scores across the three measures. Exhibit 4illustrates the calculation.
S M of the COLG indicated that the new methodology yields an "increased
degree of statistical precision" using the most up-to-date indicators available. For

Computing the Local Fiscal Stress Index
Fiscal Stress

= Revenue Capacity Per-Capita Relative Stress Score

+ Revenue Effort Relative Stress Score

+ Median Adjusted Gross Income Relative Stress Score
Example: Brunswick Counfy (1989)
Relative

i?ikdkm
Fiscal Stress

= Revenue Capacity Per-Capita

58.20
51.37
60.98
Composite Fiscal Stress = 170.55

+ %venue Effort
+ Median Adjusted Gross Income

Source: JLARC staffexhibit of Commission on Local Government data.

example, relying exclusively on median adjusted gross income obviates using a poverty
indicator which at the time of the FY 1989 fiscal stress calculations was approximately
ten years old.

It is important to emphasize that the composite stress index is a relative
measure. It serves to identify those local governments which are experiencing a high
level of fiscal stress compared to other local governments across the State. This means
that whether overall local fiscal conditions are good or bad, roughly one-half of all
localities will have an above-averagefiscal position and approximately one-halfwill have
a below-average fiscal position.

FY 1989Local F-

Fiscal year 1989 statewide fiscal stress rankings
were developed based on a locality's fiscal stress score relative to the statewide averatre
and the distance from the average as measured by the standard deviation. In FY 1989,
the average fiscal stress score was 165. The standard deviation was 9.53. Therefore, any
locality with a composite fiscal stress score equal to or greater than 165 but less than
174.53(one standard deviation above the average score)was characterized as experiencing "above average fiscal stress." Those with a fiscal stress score greater than one

standard deviation above the average (174.53) were characterized as experiencing"high
fiscal stress."
On the other hand. localities with a fiscal stress score below the statewide
average score of 165were in a relatively good fiscal position compared to other localities.
Those localities with a fiscal stress score less than 155.47 (one standard deviation below
the average score)were characterized as experiencing'low fiscal stress." Alisting of the
fiscal stress score for each city and county is included in Appendix H to this report.
There is wide variation in the FY 1989fiscal stress scores. Stress scores ranged
from a low of 126.18 in Bath County to a high of 183.73 in the City of Norfolk. Clearly
Bath County, which generates much of its revenue from a Virginia Power generating
station, had relatively low levels of stress. The City of Norfolk, on the other hand, had
high levels of stress a c m s all of the indicators.
Figure 5 illustrates the statewide distribution of local fiscal stress scores. The
majority of localities in the Southwest, Southside, and Tidewater regions of the State
experienced high or above-average stress. Localities in the Shenandoah Valley region
were generally experiencing below average stress. Finally, many of the localities in
Northern Virginia and Piedmont appeared to have low stress.
&Y
/ County-D
Cities were more likely to experience higher levels of
fiscal stress relative to counties. For FY 1989, cities had an average stress index score
of 171.7 compared to the county average of 162.1. Further, of the 21 localities classified
as high stress, 18were cities andonly three were counties. In fact, 88 percent of all cities
were considered to have above-averageor high fiscal stress. Of the five cities with belowaverage or low fiscal stress, four were located in the Northern Virginia region.

While only 12 percent of cities enjoyed below-average or low fiscal stress, 59
percent of Virginia's counties fell into this category. In fact, 13counties were considered
to have low fiscal stress, while only four cities -Falls Church, Fairfax, Manassas, and
Alexandria -were in this category.

As in the two previous JLARC reports, high revenue effort was the greatest
stress facing cities. More than 92 percent of all cities had an above-average revenue
effort. Overall, the average revenue effort in cities was substantially higher than that
of counties. For F Y 1989, the revenue effort for cities was 74 percent greater than that
displayed by counties.
MORE RECENT ECONOMIC INDICATORS SUGGEST
DETERIORATING LOCAL FISCAL CONDITIONS
For most of the decade of the 1980s,the economiesof both the United States and
Virginia experienced strong growth. As evidenced by the number of localities with
revenue capacity growth greater than common measures of inflation, many local

Figure 5

Local Fiscal Stress - FY 1989

Source: Commission on Local Government, September 1991.
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governments shared in this growth. Yet the increasing revenue effort of many local
governments suggests that, despite substantial growth, local governments increased
taxes to provide required or desired levels of services. Because the fiscal stress, revenue
effort, and revenue capacity measures illustrate local conditions only through FY 1989,
it was necessary to review other indicators to illustrate the potential fiscal conditions
local governments have faced since F Y 1989.
Many selected indicators suggest that local fiscal conditions have worsened
since FY 1989. While local revenue growth has typically mimred that of the State, the
State's revenue slowdown as well as the performance of many economic indicators
suggest that local revenue growth is not continuing at a robust rate. The State's
reductions in aid to localities for the 1990-1992 biennium have also added to the fiscal
strain of local governments. Finally, the magnitude of recent budget actions taken by
local governments provides further evidence of the worsening fiscal conditions faced by
many local governments.

Like the State, local governments enjoyed tremendous revenue growth during
the economic expansion of the 1980s. However, common economic indicators suggest
that economic growth in Virginia, and therefore Virginia's local governments, has
subsided since 1989. For the FY 1985through FY 1990period, local revenues increased
more than 80 percent. Growth in local revenues was similar to growth in the State's
general fund revenues. Yet the State's revenue growth slowed substantially beginning
in 1989.
Planned reductions in the United States' defense budget also have the potential
to negatively affect local governments. Finally, in selected localities for which FY 1991
and projected FY 1992and FY 1993data were obtained, local revenue growth in selected
revenue sources has not matched historical increases. In fact, for some local governments, declines in certain revenue sources have occurred.
Recent Economic Recession Has N-1
Governments, The
most recent recession has not left Virginia or its local governments untouched. The poor
fiscal conditions faced by many local governments in Virginia may be evident in several
economic statistics.
Since the beginning of the recession, employment in specificjob classifications
showed dramatic decreases. For example, construction-related employment in the
Northern Virginia and Hampton Roads areas decreased by 35 and 21 percent, respectively. Other areas of the State were also affected by the decline in relatively high paying
construction-related employment in the Northern Virginia region. As noted by the
Virginia Employment Commission (VEC):
Northern Virginia real estate has been devastated, and this has
produced high unemployment among construction workers in the
rural areas thirty to eighty miles south and west of Washington, D.C.

The impact of the national recession was also felt in other economic areas
commonly used as measures of Virginia's overall economic health. Thirteen of 15
economic indicators used by the VEC showed unfavorable changes for the January 1990
to January 1991period. Many of these indicators registered substantial declines Vigure
6). For example, new vehicle registrations and valuation of building permits registered
declines of greater than 20 percent. Other economic indicators registered somewhat less
substantial declines.
Decreases in employment and earnings can directly affect home sales and
prices. In Alexandria City and Arlington and Fairfax Counties, housing sales between
1989 and 1990decreased 23 percent. In addition, sale prices of homes declined by almost
five percent.
Commercialreal estate has also been affected. Fairfax County reported that the
value of building permits declined by $389 million for the first nine months of 1990. The
county also noted:

Change in Virginia Economic Indicators

-
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Source: JLARC staff analysis of data published by the Virginia Employment Commission.
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[One]component of real estate tax is normal growth in residential and
commercial sectors. This rate is estimated a t two percent for 1992,the
lowest level of growth the County has experienced in twenty years.
The effect of the most recent recession on the commercial real estate sector has
the potential to affect the local economy for years. In a recent United States Conference
of Mayors study, one Virginia city commented that:
The very sigruficant difference in the cause of this recession compared
to the last one creates uncertainty about the long term impact and the
nature of the eventual recovery from the current recession.... Due to
the fact that the city is largely dependent upon property taxes, the
effects of the current recession will restrict budgetary options for the
next three to five years as demand "catches upn to the oversupply of
vacant commercial office and retail space in the region.
These trends are particularly noteworthy since they could be reflective ofan overall trend
in the value of real estate which, through real property taxes, can lead to little or no
growth in local revenues.

e Revenues Szgge$t Declines m Local R e v e w Like the State,
local governments also enjoyed substantial growth in locally-raised revenues from FY
1980through FY 1990. In fact, as compared to the growth in State general fund revenues,
growth in locally-raised revenues from F Y 1985 through FY 1990 closely matched the
State's growth (Figure 7). This growth is likely attributable to increases in population,
local revenue capacity, and local revenue effort.
However, in FY 1990, the beginning of a national recession began to affect
Virginia. As a result, substantial reductions in State general fund revenue collections
occurred. Because growth in locally generated revenues appears to be related to that of
the State, it is likely that annual growth in local revenues also will moderate or decline
in the near future.
It appears that the impact of the national recession may affect local government
revenues later than it has the State's general fund revenues. For example, local
government revenue growth exceeded the State's in FY 1990. However, analysis of
selected localities' revenue collections for FY 1991and projections for FY 1992 and FY
1993 indicates that the moderation of local revenue growth began in FY 1991.

..

of Selected LoZndrxates Some Local Revenue Sources W
Likelv Decline Comprehensive local financial data is largely unavailable after FY 1990.
As a result, JLARC staff collected more recent local financial data for selected localities
in order to determine the extent to which local revenue growth has been afFected since
FY 1990.
For example, Fairfax County experienced annual growth in real property
revenue from F Y 1985to FY 1990 averaging more than 15percent. Yet for the FY 1990

Figure 7

Growth in Local Revenues Compared to
Growth in State General Fund Revenues
Since Fiscal Year 1980
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Source: Auditor of Public Accounts data; and Secretary of Finance presentation to Senate Finance,
House Appropriations, and House Finance Committees on August 23,1991.

to F'Y 1991 period, growth in this revenue source was about seven percent. Average
increases in real property revenue for F'Y 1992 and FY 1993 as compared to F'Y 1991 is
projected to decline by about three percent. Other sources of local revenue have similar
trends (Figure 8).
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Figure 8

Projected Growth in Selected Local
Revenue Sources for Fairfax County
FY 1986 FY 1993
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Source: Fairfax County Office of Management and Budget.

Many other localities exhibited similar patterns, although not quite as dramatic. For example,the City of Dandle experienced annual growth in local real property
tax revenue averagingmorethan 13percent for the FY 1985through FY 1991period. For
FY 1992, growth in projected real property revenues is expected to be only 1.5 percent.
Giles County experienced annual growth in real property tax revenues averaging about
10 percent for the FY 1985 through FY 1990 period. For FY 1991, this revenue source
declined by about 2.6 percent.
Not all localities for which JLARC had FY 1991 revenue data exhibited
decreases in real property tax revenues. But where increases did occur, they were often

at a lower rate than exhibited in previous years. And other revenue sources in these
localitiesmay have registered declines. For example, accordingto data obtained from the
Auditor of Public Accounts,York County experiencedannual growth in real property tax
revenues averaging 19 percent for the FY 1985 through FY 1990 period. In FY 1991,
growth in real property taxes was about 16 percent. Yet the amount of revenue York
County collected from both the personal property tax and the local option sales tax for FY
1991 was less than the previous year.
ut U.S. D-t
of D-es
Mav Meet Local
GQvernments. In FY 1990, the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) expended more than

$15.7billion in Viiginia for personnel salaries and procurement contracts. The defense
industry has a substantial impact in certain regions of the State -especially Northern
and Southeastern Virginia -where it is basically a primary industry. For example,one
of the State's largest private sector employers, the Newport News Shipbuilding Company, is very dependent upon DOD shipbuildingcontracts. In fact, two planning district
commissions, Northern Virginia (PDC 8) and Hampton Roads (PDC 23), accounted for
more than 90 percent of the total statewide DoD expenditures for salaries and procurement contracts.
In 1989,future reductions totalling 25 percent were planned for the DoD budget.
As noted in the November 1991issue of the U.S.Economic Outlook: 1991-94,the WEFA
Group stated that "defense spendingwill continue to be cut sharply," projecting declines
of "7.0%,6.5%and 5.8%in 1992,1993,and 1994, respectively." The magnitude of the
defense presence in Virginia leads logically to the assumption that these proposed
cutbacks have the potential to negatively affect both the State and those local governments with a large military presence. For example, a recent study by the Federal Reserve
Bank of Atlanta noted that:
The five states most likely to suffer severely because of defense outlay
cuts are Connecticut, Massachusetts, Virginia, Missouri, and Colarado. For the times measured, these states typically have had a largerthan-average share of employees tied to defense . . . .
The recent decline in military tensions between the United States and Soviet Union has
the potential to further increase cutbacks beyond the 25 percent originally planned for
the DoD budget. The consequences of further cutbacks on defense-dependent Virginia
localities could be profound.

In order to address a more than $2billion revenue shortfall in the State's 19901992budget, reductions in State aid to local governmentswere initiated. Atotal of $297.6
million in State aid tolocalities was eliminatedfor the biennium. This amount represents
approximately 13.6percent of the total budget reductions taken by the State to address
the revenue shortfall.

The amount of reductions in State aid to local governments varied by program.
Four programs -the educational Standards of Quality, recordation tax, Compensation
Board, and aid for law enforcement ("599" funds)-accounted for more than 82 percent
of the total reductions (Table 6).
Reductions in aid to local governments add to the difXculties local govements
face in their attempts to meet the day-to-day demands for services. Many primary
services, such as education, health and welfare, and to some extent public safety and
public works, are need-driven. Children must be educated and clients eligible for
particular social services must be served. Because many local services are need- or
entitlement-driven, local governments have little discretionary control over whether
these services are to be provided. They do, however, have somewhat more control over
how and how many services are to be provided.
At the present time, anticipated State aid to local governments for F Y 1992 is
expected to decrease even further from FY 1991levels. The reductions in aid to localities
were minimized to the extent possible for FY 1991-requiring even greater reductions
for F Y 1992. Reductions were minimized in the first year of the biennium because at the
t i e the reductions became necessary, local governments had finalized their FY 1991
budgets and were almost two months into the fiscal year operating under that budget.
Despite the reductions in aid to local governments, there is estimated to be a net
increase in State aid to local governments from FY 1990 to FY 1991. However, for FY

Table 6

Reductions in Aid to Local Governments
FY 1990 1992 Biennium

-

Educational Standards of Quality
Recordation Tax
Compensation Board
Aid for Law Enforcement ("599" funds)
All Other Reductions
Total

Biennium

Percentage of

$131.9*
60.0
34.5
18.3

44.3%
20.1
11.6
6.2

523

X.8

297.6

100.0

%ductions in the Educational Standards of Quality reflect the restoration of $15 million in aid in
November 1991.
Note: Biennium reductions are in millions of dollars.
Sources: Department of Education, Department of Criminal Justiee Services, and the Department
of Planning and Budget.

1992,there is estimated to be a slight decline in the amount of State aid provided tolocal
governments compared to the previous fmcal year (Figure 9). This will only increase the
fiscal adversity facing local governments for the remainder of FY 1992.

To
- C
If local governments are struggling with inadequate local revenues or weak
revenue growth, then actions to control expenditure growth are often taken. When faced
with inadequate or slowing revenue growth, local governments may decide to reduce
fringe benefits, salaries, or even the number of staff they employ. They may eliminate
positions through attrition or by freezingjobvacancies. Other budget controls frequently
used by local governments include deferral of spending on capital projects and deferral
of maintenance on existing equipment and facilities.
Local governments have taken budget actions to control expenditures every
year since FY 1985. However, if local government fiscal conditions have worsened since
the FY 1989 revenue capacity, revenue effort, and fiscal stress index measures were
computed, increases in local government budget actions since that time period should be
evident.

State Financial Aid to Local Governments:
Increase or Decrease Compared to
Previous Fiscal Year, 1988-1992

Source: JLARC staff analysis of Department of Accounts data.

The JLARC staff survey asked local officials to
m e n c v of
note the number of budget actions they took in the past four fiscal years as well as those
they were planning to take in FY 1992. Survey responses indicated that local governments have been taking an increasing number of budget actions to control or reduce local
expenditures. The number of budget actions taken from FY 1988 through FY 1991
increased by more than 200 percent. If actions planned for FY 1992 are included, the
increase is more than 300 percent (Figure 10).
Another indicator of a worsening economic climate a t the local level is the
number of localities taking three or more budget actions to control expenditures. Twice
as many localities took three or more budget actions in FY 1991compared to the number
taken in FY 1990(Figure 11).This indicates that local government officials are having
to use a combination of budget reducing actions to enable them to deliver local services
within available revenues.

Number and I'ypes of Budget Actions

-

Taken by Local Governments (N
1988 N 1992)
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Source: JLARC staffsurvey of cities and counties, summer 1991. Survey data based on a
response of38 cities (93 percent) and 70 wunties (74 percent).

Figure 11

Percentage of Cities and Counties
Taking Three or More Budget Actions
By Fiscal Year
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Source: FY 1980 through FY 1983 data from 1983 JLARC report, State Mandate8 on Local
Gouernments and Local Financial Resources; FY 1988 through FY 1992 data from JLARC
staff survey of cities and counties, summer 1991.

In FY 1983,32 percent of the counties and 53 percent of the cities in Virginia
reported taking three or more budget actions to control expenditures. As reflected in
Figure 10, more cities than counties were still taking three or more budget actions in FY
1991. However, the difference between the two had narrowed considerably. In FY 1991,
about 70 percent of cities reported taking three or more budget actions and more than 60
percent of counties reported taking three or more budget actions. In FY 1992, more
counties than citiesplanned to take three or more budget actions to control expenditures.
This narrowing of the frequency with which cities and counties are taking
multiple budget actions is important. Clearly, both cities and counties are facing
increasing strain in providing loeal services within their available revenues. Counties,
as measured by the fiscal stress index, revenue capacity, and revenue effort measures,
are considered to have overall better fiscal conditions than cities. Yet their responses to

the JLARC staff survey indicate that they are dealing with many of the same problems
as cities. It is also noteworthy that the localities in the NorthernVirginia area, which had
high and rapidly growing revenue capacities and decreasing revenue efforts during the
late 19808, have taken the most budget actions to control expenditures since FY 1991.
of BudThe specific types of budget actions taken by local
govements are also important. In FY 1992, both cities and counties will rely
extensivelyon personnel actions and, to a lesser extent, deferral of all capital outlays and
infrastructure maintenance to control expenditures (Figure 12). The most frequently
used personnel actions include eliminatingcost-of-living increases for employees and use
of early retirement to reduce staffpositions. For example, more than 75 percent of cities
and counties anticipate providing no cost-of-living increase in salaries of full-time staff.

These actions, while necessary, can have implications for both the level and
quality of service delively a t the local level. Reductions in staff levels can result in a
decreased level of services or an increase in the time necessary to deliver the services.
Deferring maintenance or construction of infrastructure can also negatively affect
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operations and services. Capital needs cannot be postponed indefaitely. In fact,
delaying infrastructure maintenance can lead to a situation where portions of the
infrastructure deteriorate to the point where very costly replacement, rather than less
costly repairs, is necessary.

The available data appear to indicate that local revenue growth statewide for
FY 1991and beyond will likely slow substantially from rates achieved in previous years.
This indicates that local governments may have to reduce expenditures in local option
programs, increase taxes, or turn to other revenue-raising alternatives in order to
continue providing mandated services. Because local governments will likely not have
the increasing fiscal capacity of the FY 1985 through FY 1990 period, the necessity of
imposing State mandates on local governments should be carefully considered.

Chapter 111: Mandates on Local Governments
State and federal mandates have been a long-standingconcern to local government officials in Virginia and nationally. Federal and State officials generally view
mandates as a legitimate and necessary tool for implementing needed policies and
ensuring some level of basic services. While local officials also tend to recognize the
necessityof somemandates, they have been criticalofthe manner in which mandates are
implementedand of the continuous enforcement of mandates without, as they perceive,
sacient monetary resources to comply.
Evidence suggests that although the State has taken steps to mitigate the
impact of mandates on localities, mandates are still a problem for local governments.
Someofthe moreproblematic mandates originateda t the federallevel,and therefore,few
immediate changes can be made to streamline and reduce the impact they have on local
governments. However, there are some actions that the State can take to help ensure
that local governments are able to adequatelymeet mandate requirements and to better
inform the GeneralAssembly of the potential impact of proposed legislative mandates.

LOCAL CONCERNS ABOUT MANDATES
Local officialswere askedon the JLARC local government survey whether they
considered State and federalmandates to be a problem. Over 90 percent of the localities
that responded stated that mandates, in general, were a problem. Localities cited five
broad-based concerns with mandates:
the cumulative impact of mandates,
the lack of local input into the development of mandates,
inflexibility of mandates,
overlappingmandates, and
inadequate funding to meet mandates.
In addition,local governments rated specific mandate areas by indicating the extent to
which they considered the mandates to be reasonable or unreasonable.
Analyses indicate that in some cases, local officials' concerns are warranted.
Specifically, JLARC staff found:

Mandates are extensive, covering most areas of local government activity.
The number of mandates imposed on local governments increases yearly.
In some cases, mandates do not allow local governments sufficientflexibility
in implementation.
Some mandates issued by State agencies overlap with each other.
However, the State has taken actions to address some of the problems cited by local
governments. These includerecent steps by the executivebranch to relieve administrative burdens placed on local governments. Local concerns regarding the adequacy of
funding for mandates will be addressed in Chapter IV.

State and federal mandates on local governments are extensive,affectingmost
areas of local governmentactivity. As of December 1991,a total of 338 State and federal
mandates have been identified as affecting local governments.
Although individual mandates can have a great impact on localities, when
viewed collectivelythey generate even greater concern. Figure 13 shows the proportion
of mandates imposed on local governments by functional area. The area most affected
by State and federal mandates is health and welfare -26 percent of all mandates on
localities. Within health and welfare, mandates imposed on local social services
departments are particularly extensive. A substantial proportion of mandates also
pertains to local school systems. Few mandates are imposed in the areas of parks,
recreation, and libraries, and the administration of the judicial system.
There are three types of mandates which affectlocal governments: those which
are required regardless of any funding; those required as a condition of aid; and those
required if the locality chooses to perform an optional activity. The following examples
illustrate each mandate type.
e-s
ofFundirg(Contpulsory Orders): Localitiesmust
adopt ordinances regulating the subdivision of land and its development.

: Local governments must

have new model buses tested at a facility in Altoona, Pennsylvania, in
order to receive federal mass transit grant funding.

rigure la

Proportion of State and Federal Mandates
on Localities by Functional Area, 1991
26%

Health and Welfare
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Judicial
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Education
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of Government
12%

16%

Public Safety

Pubkc Works

N = 338
Source: JLARC staff analysls of Code of Vzrgmia;survey of cities and counties, summer 1991; and
survey of State agencies, summer 1991.

Eq,ured Lf a Localztv Chooses to Pedorm an O v ~ActiGty:
l
If
transportation of non-handicapped children is provided, school divisions must conform to State regulations regarding equipment, insur.
ance, and driver qualifications.
Table 7 summarizes the number of mandates imposed on local governments by
functional area and according to the type of mandate. Most of the mandates identified
-61 percent -are required regardless of whether a locality receives any funding for the
mandated program. Over one-fourth of the mandates which are conditions of aid or of a

Table 7

Number of Mandates by Functional Area
and by Type of Mandate, 1991
Totd
Number of

Required
Regardless

b!lauwu

Requiredas
Condition

Requiredif
Activity

Quid

Performed

Health and Welfare

89

66

9

14

Education

68

57

9

2

Public Works

53

19

16

18

Public Safety

40

15

17

8

Community Development

35

8

18

9

Parks, Recreation, and
Libraries

13

2

6

5

Judiciary System

2
3

S

4

4

Total

338

205

77

56

Administration
of Government

Source: W
C staff analysis of Code of Virginia; survey of cities and counties, summer 1991; survey
of State agencies, summer 1991.

locality choosingto perform an activity are accounted for through public works activities.
Though optional, most localities are in fact affectedby these mandates, since they pertain
to such activities as the construction and operation of water and wastewater facilities,
and the construction and maintenance of streets.
A companion JLARC report titled Catalog of State and Federal Mandates on
Local Governmentslists each of the 338mandates and identifies whether each is required
regardless of funding, required as a condition of aid, or required if a locality chooses to
perform an optional activity. The report also identifies localities' concerns about
individual mandates.

Local governments repeatedly cited that, although any one mandate may not be
burdensome, the cumulative effect of new mandates issued on top of existing mandates
can result in a substantial burden to local governments. To address this concern,JLARC
staffexamined the dates mandates were instituted to identify new mandates imposed on
local governments since the 1983 JLARC mandates study. Based on this examination,
81 new mandates were identified, an increase of 32 percent.
Most areas of government have been affected to varying degrees by new
mandates. These new mandates ranged from requiring a new major program ofrecycling
to requiring training for animal wardens, custodians, or animal control officers engaged
in the operation of an animal pound. Revisions to existing mandates have also affected
the scope of activities performed by local governments. Much of this new mandating
activity was due to State rather than federal initiatives. However, the State has recently
taken steps to streamline and reduce the number of mandates on local governments.
9

e FY l9StnceFY
Table 8 identifies the

number of new mandates imposed in each functionalarea annually since 1984. Over twothirds of the mandates implemented since 1983 originated a t the State level. The
remainingone-third were basedon federal initiatives. Most ofthe new mandates affected
education, health and welfare, and environmental proteetion.
The increase of 19 mandates in the area of education was largely the result of
State initiative. Only one of the mandates originated at the federal level. In 1988,the
State responded to concerns over elementary and secondary school performance by
developing more stringent education requirements. New standards included greater
emphasis on writing, speaking,listening, and mathematics skills; reduced class sizes in
certain grades; and literacy testing. Eleven of the new education mandates can be
accounted for by the educational Standards of Quality.
Both State and federal initiatives have produced significant new mandates in
the area of environmental protection. For example, at the federal level the Clean Water
Act reauired the im~lementationof mandates in 1988 concernine wastewater discharze
and udderground &rage tanks. In addition, the Clean Water &t requires initiatinga
stormwater discharge permitting process. Though these permittingregulations have not
yet been developed by the State, many local governments expect them to have a negative
fiscal effect on their localities.
Virginia's growth and increasing urbanization during the 1980s have contributed to the State's interest in improving and preserving the environment. For example,
substantial new mandates have been implemented by the State regarding solid waste
management. Through mandates issued in 1988 and 1989, the General Assembly
required localities to submit 20-year solid waste management plans and meet certain
recycling requirements by 1991,1993,and 1995. Another Stateenvironmental initiative
was the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act, which was implemented in 1988 to protect
and improve the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

Table 8

Number of New Mandates Since 1983
by Functional Area and Year
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JLAFX staff review of Code of Virginia; survey of cities and counties, summer 1991;survey
of State agencies, summer 1991; and interviews with State agencies.

With the exception of 1988, in any one year the number of new mandates may
not appear significant. However, local government officials have stated that the
cumulative effect of mandates can become a significant burden on local governments'
personnel and financial resources. In the "Local Governments' Mandates Manifesto"
developed by the Virginia Municipal League (VML) and local administrators, officials
ex~ressed
the concern that whenviewed collectivelv."mandates can be auite detrimental
often resulting in serious budgetary impacts and political discord." G a l officials also
noted that this burden is compounded during downturns in the economy, when financial
resources may be reduced while the mandates remain intact.
Eeuised Mandates Also Impact Local Governments, In addition to the increasing number of new mandates, local governments were also affected by mandates that had
been revised or expanded since their original enactment. JLARC staff did not systematically identify all revisions to existing mandates. However, some local governments

cited examples in which existing mandates had been expanded, and subsequently
imposed additional requirements on localities.
As with new mandates, local officials noted that revised mandates can have a
substantial effect on the level oflocal resources needed to provide the mandated program.
For example, changes in federal eligibility requirements for Medicaid have resulted in
increased caseloads and an increase in the amount of staff time that must be spent on
each case. The following official's comment reflects the opinions of many localities.
The Medicaid program contains too many categories of eligibles, too
many different income levels, and too many different resource limits.
It has become very difficult for a social service agency to provide
expedient services to its clients because applicants must be screened
against each of these criteria to determine their categorical placement. . . .
On the other hand, some mandates have been revised in such a way as to reduce
the impact on local governments. For example:
Local governments over 3,500population are eligible to participate in
the State urban highway construction program. i n 1989, project
eligibility requirements were changed by reducing the local funding
match from five percent of the project cost to two percent of cost.
As mentioned earlier, mandates viewed individually are generally not considered
burdensome. However, considered collectively, new and revised mandates can have a
significant impact on local governments.

Actions to Lessen the I-&
of M
A In a recent Executive
Memorandum, the Governor stated interest in examining and improving State-local
relations through the streamlining of administrative requirements imposed on local
governments. The Administration is interested in improving communication and
cooperation between State and local governments and hopes through these efforts to
eliminate any unnecessary burdens on local governments. Also, as part of Project
Streamline several State agencies have instituted actions designed to provide more
coordinated services. For example:
Prior to Project Streamline, the regulation ofasbestos was fragmented
among five agencies: Department of Labor and industry, Department
of Commerce, Department of Air Pollution Control, Department of
Waste Management, and the Department of Housing and Community
Development, Local governments had agreat deal of trouble determ'ning which agency to contact for various problems. As part of Project
Streamline, these departments met and subsequently submitted recommendations to the Governor a s to how the asbestos-relatedresponsibilities of the various agencies could be consolidated. The Governor is
currently reviewing the proposal.

Agencies in the Natural Resources Secretariat have also examined procedures
to streamline existing agency processes.
In a n attempt to find ways to simplify the environmental permitting
process and to better inform the public about the process, the State
Water Control Board, Department of Air Pollution Control, Marine
Resources Commission, and Department of Waste Management held
ten permitting conferencesaround the State. The conferences were held
at eight community colleges, most of which were located in rural areas
and small cities. Duringeaeh stop, the four agenciesgavea step-by-step
explanation of their permit process. The total attendance was approximately 600, ofwhich @percent were from small businesses, 30percent
from local governments, and ten percent fiom State agencies, large
businesses, and others. In addition to the conferences, these agencies
are currently examining ways to improve the multi-agencyinspections
process through consolidation, coordination, and cross-training of
staff:
These actions may result in less confusion as to which agencies local governmentofficials
should contact for various technical assistance, and less overlap between agencies as to
the mandates administered by each.

Many local government officials voiced concerns to JLARC staff that State
agencies do not solicit and use local government input in the development of regulations.
Local government officials stated:
The process used to arrive at mandates is a concern. Local input often
is not sought which results in conflictsbetween the state and localities.

For the most part, State agencies do not listen to or consider the
comments of localities in the development of regulations. This is true
even when the locality is charged with administering the final regulations .. . .
This may seem to suggest that State agencies do not consider local government input a
major concern when developing agency regulations.
However, detailing the procedures they use to develop regulations, many of the
14 State agencies interviewed by JLARC staff provided examples of how they exceed
Administrative Process Act requirements in gathering public input. Many agencies
stated they form advisory groups, or convene workshops or meetings of interested
parties, including local government officials, to help in the development of proposed
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regulations or changes to existing regulations. These agencies stated that local government participants had substantive input in the process since they were essentially
working on the first draft of the regulations.
The agencies also noted that local officialswere able to provide additional i n p u t
into the development of the regulations through the public hearings required as part of
the Administrative F'mxss Act. For example:
The Department of Waste Management provided JLARC staff with a
copy of the comments from public hearings on the proposed solid waste
management regulations issued in 1988. These comments identified
concerns raised by local government officials and the Department's
response to these concerns. Analysis of these comments revealed that
several substantive changes i n the proposed regulations were made
based on localgovernmentinput. For example, some localgovernments
commented that the time ~eriodfor existing facilities to comply with the
regulations wasezcessiv~~ s ~esultofloc~lcomments,
a
the-Gmpliance
time was changed from five years to three years. Local government
comment also resulted in an extensionof thestorage timefor recyclables.
In addition, the Department made changes based on the comments of
private businesses and environmental groups. In particular, the
requirement that sanitary landfillshave double liners was added to the
regulations based on concerns voiced by environmental groups.
Though agencies have cited examples of "meaningful" participation by local
officials,further examination of the level of public i n p u t into the development of agency
regulations is warranted. To that end, JLARC is currently conducting a study of the
Administrative Process Act as mandated by HJR 397. The study is scheduled to be
completed and released in 1992. As part of that study, JLARC staff will be conducting
a systematic assessment of the extent to which public participation has resulted in
changes to proposed regulations.

States typically mandate to promote statewide uniformity and to ensure a
minimum level of services statewide. However, variations in the resources and capabilities of the 136 cities and counties in Virginia make implementation o f some mandates
burdensome to some localities. This variation among localities includes differencesin
size, population density, and fiscal capacity. In some cases State agencies take these
differences into account by granting mandate waivers to individual localities.

. ..

zent E'IPrtb&& Currently, most State and federal mandates impose
certain standards or procedures uniformly across all localities, regardless ofthe differing
effects of those mandates and the ability of various localities to comply with the
mandates. Smaller, more rural localities may face unique problems i n implementing
certain mandates. As one local offieid noted:

Recycling goals areclearly necessary and desirable, but the mandatory
10%in 1991,15%in 1993, and 25%in 199153are clearly arbitrary and
not reflective of local needs. Some localities will meet the 25%
relatively easily because of particular industrial activities, while rural
areas with insufllcient residential density to make curbside household
solid waste separation and collection economically feasible will never
meet the mandate or only meet it with extraordinarily expensive and
inefficient operations.
On the other hand, larger more urbanized areas may have the capacity to provide a
service at levels beyondthose required. Some local governments reported, however, that
mandates sometimes had the effect of limiting local governments .from exploring
alternative approaches which would better suit their locality. For example,

The State Board of Elections worked with the Department of Znformation Technology and representatives fiom various localgovernments to
design, develop, and implement an automated voter records management system. At the time, Fairfax County had already developed their
own automated management system. Once the State system was
implemented, use of the system tailored specifically for Fairfax County
was denied. The State Board of Elections does not authorize use of
programs requested by individual localities. As a result, the county is
unable to use the advanced capabilitiespreviouslydeveloped. However,
according to staffat the Board ofElections, the current system used by
the State is more advanced than any local system previously used. Zt is
considered by the Bmrd to be one of the best automated management
systems in the country.
Generally speaking, large, urban localities have larger staffs and a greater level
of expertise to comply with mandates. In addition, they have access to advanced
technology which makes implementation of mandates in some areas relatively simple.
Rural localities, on the other hand, usually have less staff and fewer resources. For
example, Highland County has the smallest population of any county i n Virginia. The
county employs a total of 29 staff. Implementation of sanitary landfill requirements have
been a major concern to the local government. AS the county reported:
Engineering services do not exist without contracting outside of the
County. The County does not have sufEcient staff to monitor landfill
activities. The amount of funds required to comply with State mandates does not exist with such a small tax base. The amount of refuse
produced by the small population does not justify the stringent requirements being imposed on the County.
Although mandates are meant to establish uniformity among localities, "blanket" mandates may not be practical in all circumstances. There are mechanisms in place
such as waivers, designed to allow local governments more flexibility i n the implementation of mandates. However, other methods should be considered. These include

allowing localities with high levels of staff and expertise to develop their own programs
while requiring certain outcomes or goals, and giving localities without staff resources
more direction and technical assistance.
Waivers and &mutwns from ib&m&&&During interviews with 14 State
agencies, data were collected on agency policies for granting waivers and exemptions
ffom mandates and the extent to which they are granted. Several of the agencies
identified formal p m d u r e s to grant waivers, as illustrated by the following examples:
The Department ofEdmation requires that special education teachers
be endorsed in areas corresponding to the disability conditions of
students assigned to their classrooms. The Department allows for
waivers from this requirement "when schooldivisionshave mode every
reasonable effort to employ a qualified teacher endorsed in the appropriate area.' Of the 785 special education waiver requests in FY1991,
783waivers were granted.

Local law enforcement personnel are required to attend a certain
numberofhoursoftrainingwithina 12-manthperiod. The Department
of Criminal Justice Services CDCJS) grants waivers in the form of
extensions of time for local law enfircement officerstocomplete required
training. DuringFY1991,111 exemptions or waivers were authorized
by DCJS due to illness, injury, military service, or other extenuating
circumstances.
The large
- number ofwaivers or exemptionsfrom mandates may reflect the difficulty local
governments have in meeting some requirements. It appears, however, that many State
agencies are aware of the need for local flexibility, and where possible some do attempt
to mitigate the effect on local governments through waivers and exemptions.

Over 60percent of the localities that responded to the local government survey
said that they could identify mandates issued by one agency that they thought were
conflicting or duplicative of mandates issued by other agencies. JLARC staff examined
these mandates to determine the extent to which they were conflicting or overlapping.
Analysis of local concerns revealed that there appears to be some overlap in the
requirements of certain agencies. Clear evidence of conflicting mandates is still being
assessed. Other perceived problems were due to a lack of clear identification of the
respective responsibilities of various State agencies and to a lack of communication
between the State andlocalities. Recognizing the potential confusion that can arise from
requirements involving similar issues, some State agencies have taken steps to clarify
the distinctions between their requirements.

There are some cases where mandates of one agency
overlap with those of another agency. This is a concern for local governments who have
to comply with requirements they consider redundant. In some cases two agencies may
appear to provide identical services. In the areaof environmental protection, many of the
h c t i o n s of State agencies are similar in nature. For example:

Until recently, both the HealthDepartment and the State WaterControl
Board performed technical and administrative inspections of treatment ficilities. The same checklist was utilized by each agency.
Use of the same checklist for two different inspections led to confusion among local
governments as to why two inspections were necessary.
Table 9 lists examples of overlapping responsibilities between agencies in the
area of environmental protection. Somelocal governmentsare confused when complying
with mandates that involve the same activity,but arepromulgated by different agencies.
For example, two State agencies have initiatives involving stormwater management.
The Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR) stormwater management regulations establish criteria and procedures for the control of precipitation runoff
from land development projects. Every local government that establishes a local
stormwater management program and every State agency that is involved in an activity
which involves soil movement or land development must comply with these regulations.
One purpose of the stormwater regulations is to protect the quality and quantity of State
waters in land development projects. The regulations are designed to control nonpoint
source pollution by establishing technical criteria that must be met by all State agency
and local stormwater management programs.
The Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area Designation and Management regulations, administered by the Chesapeake Bay Local Assistance Department, establish
criteria which govern the use or development of land in Chesapeake Bay preservation
areas to protect the quality of State waters. AU localities in Tidewater Virginia are
required to adopt such development criteria. The purpose of the land use and development criteria is to:

. . . prevent a net increase in nonpoint source pollution from new
development, achieve a 10%reduction in nonpoint source pollution
from redevelopment, and achieve a 40%reduction in nonpoint source
pollution from agricultural and silvicultural uses.
Many local governments questioned the need for both sets of regulations, given
their similarity. Realizing the confusion regulations that are similar in nature can cause,
State agencies sometimes issue memoranda of understanding which delineate the
responsibilities of each agency in the administration of the mandate.

Formal hreements among State A&a&& Some agencies that have joint or
similar responsibilities for regulations issue memoranda of understanding in order to
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consolidate efforts or enumerate responsibilities. For example, as mentioned earlier,
both the State Water Contml Board and the Department of Health are involved in the
inspection of sewerage systems and sewage treatment works. The memorandum of
understanding signed by the two agencies is intended to facilitate cooperation between
the agencies and spells out the role each agency plays in the inspection process.

Similarly, the Department of Conservation and Recreation and the Chesapeake
Bay Local Assistance Department signed an agreement in February 1991, which
addresses each agency's responsibilities for assisting local governments in the administration of Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act regulations. The memorandum of understanding states that both agencies agree to identify areas of program overlap and resolve
conflicts between their regulations. Further, reviews of agency projects will be held in
an attempt to minimize conflicts in program objectives and requirements. VML, VACO,
and the Tidewater localities were notified of this arrangement.
As mentioned earlier, the Department of Labor and Industry has also issued
memoranda of understanding with the Department of Air Pollution Control and the
Department of Commerce regarding asbestos abatement. The purpose of both of these
memorandais touachievea systematicflow of information and documentationpertaining
to the on-site inspections conducted by the Department of Labor and Industry."
Whiie State agencies appear to recognize the overlap in responsibilities, and
have taken steps to clarify their respective roles, the results are not always communicated to local governments. The agreements are public information and are available
upon request. However, if the agencies do not take steps to inform local governments, the
localities are possibly unaware that the agreement exists.

On the JLARC local government survey, local officials were asked to rate the
extent to which they considered State mandates to be reasonable or unreasonable in
specificmandate areas. An unreasonable mandate was defined as one which (1)required
an inappropriate type or level of service for the locality, (21was inflexible or restricted
local ability to implement cost-effective alternatives, or (3) was antiquated or no longer
relevant. Atotal of 30major mandate categories and 46 subcategories were rated by local
governments. Comparisons with 1983 data were made where applicable.
.UnreasonableMa&No one mandate category wasjudged to be unreasonable by a majority of local officials. However, certain functional areas were repeatedly
cited as problematic. They included social services, education, and environmental
protection. In 1983, areas of local concern focused primarily m u n d social services and
education.
Table 10 lists the major mandate areas cited most frequently as unreasonable
by cities and counties. Appendix I contains a complete listing of mandate areas and the
percentage of local governments rating each area as unreasonable.
Three of the major governmental areas listed as unreasonable in Table 10 are
within the area of social services. Social services includes hancial assistance to the
needy, social services for the needy, and social services administration. Financial
assistance to the needy and social services for the needy were also considered unreasonable by a substantial number of local governments in 1983.

Percentage of Cities and Counties Citing
Mandate Areas as Unreasonable

Financial Assistance to the Needy
Special Education
Social Services Administration
Social Services for the Needy
Refuse Disposal
Storm Water Management
Refuse Collection
Wetlands Management
Wastewater Treatment
Corrections and Detention
Elementary and Secondary Education
Note:

"NR" denotes that the mandate area was not rated by city and wunty officials in 1983.

Source: JLARC staff surveys of cities and counties, 1983 and 1991.

Table 11 lists the major mandate subcategories cited most frequently as
unreasonable by localities. Program requirements within financial assistance to the
needy were considered unreasonable by over 50 percent of all responding localities.
Reporting requirements under social services administration, and service requirements
for social services for the needy were also cited as unreasonable by a substantial
proportion of localities. As the following examples illustrate, local g o v e m e n t s reported
that requirements in these areas could be cumbersome, complex, and time consuming.
The number of reports which must be completed is voluminous, and the
types of reports so varied. The locality must maintain separate
accounting systems to meet State as well as local accounting and
reporting requirements.

Lacal agencies are seriously understaffed, client levels are a t historic
highs, and programs keep increasingin complexityand administrative
detail.

The paper work requirements of the social services programs prohibit
the most efficient use of the social workers' time. If paper work

Percentage of Cities and Counties Citing
Mandate Subcategories as Unreasonable

Sanitary Landfill Requirements
Program Requirements
Recycling
Reporting Requirements
Service Requirements
Staff-to-Pupil Ratio Requirements
Eligibility Requirements
Personnel Fbquirements
St& Certification Requirements
Permit Requirements
Source:

Refuse Disposal
Financial Assistance to the Needy
Refuse Collection
Social Services Administration
Social Services for the Needy
Special Education
Financial Assistance to the Needy
Social Services Administration
Special Education
Wastewater Treatment

JLARC staffsurvey of cities and counties, summer 1991.

requirements were reduced then more time could be spent helping
familiesresolve their problems. The current system mandates that the
paper work be completed in order to receive funding for the programs.
Problems cited in the education area dealt primarily with special education.
Under special education, staff-to-pupil ratio requirements were reported as unreasonable by almost one-half of all responding localities. Specifically,local governments were
concerned with the lack of local flexibility to provide programming based on the
individual needs of students.
Special Education staB-to-pupil ratio requirements are absolutely
rigid and deny schools the opportunityto provide flexible instructional
programming based upon a child's needs on a case by case basis. The
state regulations assume all handicapped children fit the same ftxed
instructional mold.

While waivers granted by the State indicate that the requirements are not "absolutely
rigid," the perception of inflexibility nonetheless exists for numerous localities.
Five of the governmental areas listed as unreasonable relate to environmental
protection. Three of the five areas were also rated by local government officials in 1983.
They include refuse disposal, refuse collection, and wastewater treatment. Discontent
among localities increased somewhat in the area of refuse disposal since 1983. Within

this area, 58 percent of the responding localities said that sanitary lanall requirements
were unreasonable. This is most likely due to the adoption of new sanitary landfill
regulations in 1988. According to one local government:
The requirement for municipal solid waste landfills to have double
liners (the same as hazardous waste landfills) is unreasonable for
localities. The cost to implement the double liner requirement will
double the present cost of landfilling. Dry cell development has not
shown any excessive leachate at landfills. Products now available
have not proven to be puncture resistant and soil ion exchange should
be taken into wnsideration. Also, landfill design should be flexible to
accommodate location and geology.
Over five times as many local governmentofficialsfelt that mandates in the area
of refuse collection were unreasonable in 1991compared to 1983. Forty-six percent of the
localities felt that recycling mandates, instituted in 1989, were unreasonable. As one
locality noted:
The State's mandate that localities recycle 10%by 1991,15%by 1993
and 25%bv- 1995is unreasonable in that it does not allow enough
- time
for a recycling program to gear up and become established . . . .
Recycling mandates arejustified but with no assistance from the State,
they have caused significant financial burdens on localities.
Many local governments stated that requirements in this area are too stringent and
costly:
Although the intent of State recycling mandates is recognized, it has
resulted in significant financial burden to localities. Lacking markets
for recyclable material, local governments are bearing the burden. ...
Local governments were generally more concerned with newer mandates such as
recycling, because start-up costs are often quite high.
Only 19 percent of local governments cited mandates in the area of corrections
and detention as unreasonable in 1991, as compared to 45 percent in 1983. One reason
for this could be the 1989 State provision which increased the maximum reimbursement
amounts for local jails by 50 percent, and provided monetary incentives promoting
regional jails. In addition, State financial support for p e r s o ~ ecosts
l
in sheriffs' offices
and regional jails has increased substantially since 1985. The number of staffpositions
in sheriffs' offices funded by the State to operate local jails has also increased.
Table 12 lists the five governmental areas which local
officials rated as having the most reasonable mandates. The majority of local governments that responded to the survey reported that mandates in the area ofpublic libraries
were reasonable. This may be due to the relatively low number of State and federal

Table 12

Percentage of Cities and Counties
Citing Mandates as Reasonable

Public Libraries
Inspections
Planning and Community Development
Elections
Voter Registration

60%
52
47
46
46

Source: JWEC staffsurvey of cities and counties, summer 1991.

mandates in this area. Localities also repeatedly cited mandates involving inspections
as well administered. Regarding building code enforcement, one local official wrote:
Codes are clear cut -good cominunicationbetween Federal, State and
local government. People know what is expected of them and building
inspector knows what is expected of him. State provides for inspector,
paid by the County. Excellent cooperation between all levels of
government and the public.. . .
The majority of the mandates in the area of planning and community development are
conditions of aid or regulations of optional activities, which may partially account for its
favorablerating. Generally, it appeared that areas with fewer mandates were rated more
favorably.

ESTIMATING T m COST OF LEGISLATIVE MANDATES
In order to provide legislators with information about the potential cost of
mandates, a process to provide estimates of the potential fiscal impact of proposed
legislative mandated services on localities was established in Virginia. The Commission
on Local Government (COLG) is currently the agency responsible for preparing cost
estimates of proposed legislation affecting local governments. However, the COLG has
other reswnsibilities in addition to~re~arinelocal
These duties
fiscal i m ~ a cestimates.
t
include, &ongothers, reviewinglochg&en&ent boundaryEhanges, mediatinginterlocal
issues, analyzing local fiscal conditions, and providing staff assistance to the Virginia
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations.
There are constraints inherent in any legislative cost estimating process. For
example, the Legislaturemay propose amandate pursuant to regulations to be developed

by a State agency. The cost of the mandate would be largely dependent on the specific
contents of the agency regulations rather than the bill's provisions. Another constraint
is the relatively short time period of Virginia's legislative session. There simply is not
much time to prepare cost estimates of some legislation.
Given these constraints, the COLG's f s a l notes appear to be well developed
and presented in an appropriate manner. However, other problems, many out of the
direct control of the COLG, negatively affect the cost-estimatingprocess and its ability
to provide the legislature with timely data concerning the potential impact on local
governmentsofproposedlegislativemandates. Thecurrent cost-estimatingprocessdoes
not:
provide cost estimates to the legislature in as timely a manner as desirable,
and
identify all bills with a potential fiscal impact on local governments due to
statutory constraints.
There are two primary options available to enhance the effectiveness of the
current process. First, the processcould be modifiedto ensure fiscalnotes are completed
in time for use by legislative committees reviewing the proposed legislation. Second,
criteria for selectingproposed legislation could be expandedto ensure legislationwith a
negative fiscal impact on local governments is appropriately identified.
ew of the Cost

In 1980,the GeneralAssembly established a process in $30-19.03of the Code of
Virginiu whereby proposed legislation that requires one or more local governments to
render a new service or expand existing services, including the furnishing of capital
facilitiesfor State or State-related facilities,would be subjectto a fiscal impact estimate.
The COLG was given responsibility for preparing fiscal impact estimates of proposed
legislationidentifiedby the Division of legislative Services(DLS). The COLGprepared
six fiscal impact estimates during the 1991 General Assembly Session.
There are a number of participants in the process in addition to the COLG.
These participants include DLS,the VirginiaMunicipal League(VML),and the Virginia
Association of Counties (VACO) as well as a number of local governments. In early
October,VML and VACO are each asked by the COLGtodesignate 30 localitiesto assist
the COLG in preparing cost estimates during the upcoming GeneralAssembly Session.
DLS is responsible for identifying legislation meeting the criteria established in $3019.03 of the Code of Virginia.
Once the COLG has been notified by DLS that there is legislation requiring a
cost estimate, the COLG mails copies of the introduced legislation to each of the 60
localities selected by the associations. Localities are asked to respond within 48 hours
by telephone facsimile with an analysis of the proposed legislation's estimated fiscal

impact to their locality. COLG also asks applicable State agencies to provide data on the
impact to local governments of the proposed legislation.
In addition, during the General Assembly Session, staff' from the COLG attend
weekly VML and VACO meetings where completed fiscal impact statements are posted
and a status report of legislation undergo& a fiscal impact analysis is provided.
Further, the COLG requests that VML and VACO invite all their member localities to
comment on the bills' fiscal impact. These actions are taken to ensure that local
governments not formally contacted by COLG for a cost estimate are aware of legislation
requiring a fiscal impact analysis and can provide input to the COLG. COLG then
evaluates and compiles the responses and distributes the findings to the Clerk of the
House of Delegates, the Speaker of the House, VML, VACO, and DLS.

The value of fiscal impact statements is reduced if the committees initially
considering the bills are unable to review them before voting on the legislation. The
COLG's written policy requires completion of the statements within seven days of receipt
of notification from DLS. While some states have policies that require completion of cost
estimates in a prescribed time period, other states use the schedule of the committee with
jurisdiction over the bill as a deadline for completionof the cost estimate. To enhance the
COLG's ability to complete the estimates in sufficient time for committee review, the
COLG should be notified sooner that legislation has been introduced requiring a fiscal
note.
Cost EstimgtesSkould Meet Committee S c h U Because scrutiny and
debate over proposed legislation is often more intense in committee, it is important that
cost-related information be available to all participants at this stage of the legislative
process. Of the six bills for which the COLGcompleted an estimate in 1991,only two were
completed in sufficient time for review by the applicable legislative committee.
The U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO), in a recent study of the federal
government's cost estimating process, found that the majority of states with cost
estimating responsibilities prepared estimates before the full legislative committee
voted on the bills. Most state legislatures, however, have significantly longer legislative
sessions than does Virginia. GAO also noted that in these states the estimates were "used
to a greater extent than when prepared later ...and were considered to be timely and
influential." The Department of Planning and Budget (DPB), while allowing a fixed
number of days for completion of its cost estimates, also informs its analysts that:
the due date should be adjusted if a bill has been docketed before the
scheduled due date so that the [impact statement] will be available to
the committee when they consider the bill.
The current goal ofcompletingestimateswithin seven days appears reasonable,
given the short length of Virginia's Legislative Session. However, completion of cost

estimates before full legislative committee review ofthe proposed legislation should be
adopted by the COLG as the primary goal.

..

matzneProcess Co-

In order toensure that fiscal
notes are completedin time to meet committee schedules,initiation of the cost estimating
process should begin as soon as possible. DLS is responsible for selecting and notifying
the COLGthat legislation warrants a fiscal impact analysis. According to both DLS and
COLG staff, initial contact with the COLGregarding a bill that requires a cost estimate
is often by telephone. Even in cases where the notilkation is by telephone, a formal letter
follows.
According to provisions developed by the COLG and distributed to all participants in the process, 'DLS will notify this agency by telephone of bills being referred as
soon as such are identified." These procedures do not identify a deadline for referring
initial legislation. Yet in its own procedures addressing the development of fiscal notes,
the COLG states that "the DLS shall refer such legislation to the Commission no later
than the day following the day of introduction. . . ."
However, there has been a gap between bill introduction and initiation of thecostestimating process. For legislation introduced in the 1991 General Assembly Session
requiring a COLG fiscal analysis, more than five days elapsed on average between bill
introduction and notification of the COLG (Table 13). According to DLS staff, this gap
between introduction of the bill and notXcation of the COLG can occur for a number of
reasons. First, most bills are introduced in a short period oftime early in the Session, which
requires staffto review a large number ofbills a t one time. Second,there may be delays due
to the prelimhary evaluation of bills by the COLG at the request of DLS.

Table 13

Initiation of the COLG Legislative Cost
Estimating Process

Eill
SB 548
SB 565
HB 1442
HI3 1495
HB 1680
HB 1827
Source:

Date Bill

Date DLS
Referred

Introduced

Eill

January 10
January 10
January 17
January 18
January 22
January 22

January 16
January 19
January 19
January 19
January 25
January 25

Date COLG
Received
January 16
January 22
January 22
January 22
January 29
January 25

-

Date COLG
Initiated
January 16
January 22
January 22
January 22
January 29
January 25

Commission on Local Government and Division of Legislative Services.

Date
Estimate

Comnleted
January 23
January 31
February 1
January 30
February 19
February 1

Finally, three of the six bills referred to the COLG during the 1991Session were referred
on a Saturday, which led to the COLG receiving the notification on the next Tuesday.
The preliminary evaluation procedure developed by DLS and the COLG was
adopted in the late 1980s to assist in determining definitively which bills had a fiscal
impact on local governments. In cases where a preliminary review is used, legislation for
which DLS cannot conclusively determine whether there is a local fiscal impact is
forwarded to the COLG for their opinion. If the COLG determines that the bill does
qualify for a fiscal impact analysis, DLS then formally refers the bill to the COLG. Four
of the six bills receiving a fmal impact analysis were identified through this preliminary
evaluation procedure.
Other delays can be partially attributed to the fact the DLS decision to refer was
made on a Saturday. Three bills, SB 565,HB 1442,and HB 1495,were allreferred to the
COLG on a Saturday. In addition, the following Monday, January 21,was a State and
federal holiday. Since there was n0U.S. mail pick-up or State inter-agency mail delivery
on the holiday, COLG was unable to initiate the process until January 22. For SB 565,
some of the delay appears to be the result of the bill being referred to the COLG by DLS
at the request of the Virginia Municipal League.
Because legislative deadlines are so short, it is important that a bill requiring
a fiscal impact analysis be referred as quickly as possible to the COLG. To the extent
possible, all participants in the process should attempt to meet the stated goal of referral
to the COLG within one day of the bill's introduction. If situations arise where referral
has occurred before the bill is commercially printed, the COLG should use bills printed
from the legislative bill status system to expedite the initiation of the costestimating
process. In addition, in cases of a State holiday, the COLG should initiate contact with
DLS to determine whether bills have been referred, and thus lessen reliance on interagency mail.

Section 30-19.03of the Code of Virginia specifies the criteria a bill must meet
in order to be subject to a COLG cost estimate. The Code of Virginia requires DLS to
notify the COLG of any legislation mandating localities to either render a new service or
to expand any existing service, including the furnishing of capital facilities for State
activitiesor State-related activities. Under current guidelines, a bill does not qualify for
a fiscal impact assessment if it provides permissive or optional authority or affects taxes
or other locally-generated revenue sources. There is a great deal of concern from local
governments that bills not meeting the current criteria do impose a fiscal impact on local
governments.
While it is reasonable to expect no cost estimate for proposed legislation with
permissive language, legislation reducing a locality's revenue can have an impact
comparable to a mandate that requires a locality to expend additional revenue. Legislation reducing a locality's ability to raise revenue reduces its ability to provide locallyinitiated services. For example, legislation introduced during the 1991Session proposed

restricting the taxable tangible personal property of a business to property subject to
depreciation for federal income tax purposes. This had the potential to reduce locallygenerated revenues. For example:

The Department of Taxation noted that this bill would "result in some
increase in administrative costs and some loss of revenue for localities.
Reductions in revenue may be substantial for some localities."

One locality reported that, had this legislation passed, the estimated
revenue loss (fical impact) to the local treasury would have been
$632,000per year.
As a result, localities would have had to reduce services or increase taxes to account for
the decreased revenues.
Accordingtothe GAO,80percent ofall states withcostestiiatingunits prepare
cost estimates for local tax or revenue-relatedmandates. The GAO found that excluding
these types of mandates h m the cost estimating process "ignore[s] substantial costs
passed on to local governments." In addition, completing cost estimates on these types
of mandates provides legislators with a "more complete picture of the potential mandate
burden imposed."
Because of the potentially siWcant impact of revenue-related bills on local
governments, fiscal impact statements should be prepared for these bills. However, not
all revenue-related bills would likely have a major fiscal impact across localities. For
example, a number of bills are introduced each year in accordanee with the provisions of
$58.1-3610 through $58.1-3621 of the Code of Virginia which exempt certain property
from taxation.
These bills typically exempt one entity from a locality's property tax for religious
or charitable purposes. Examination of all such bills would hinder the process and reduce
C O W staff time available to prepare fiscal impact statements for those bills having
major fiscal impacts on localities statewide. Therefore, bills of this type should not be
required to have a COLG fiscal impact estimate.

Chapter
IV: State Assistance to
Local Governments
Virginia's local governments are dependent upon the State to fund its aid
commitments. A s noted in C h a ~ t e11.
r reductions in State aid to local eovernments which
were precipitated by the state'; revenue shortfall have in part contributed to increasing
financialpressures a t the local level. Long-term declines in the level or share of State and
federal financial assistance to local governments, over time, can also negatively impact
local governments' ability to provide services.
Some troublesome trends were observed during this review. The 1985 JLARC
fiscal stress report found that the State's share of total local revenues had increased to
32 percent, allowing the local share to remain stable despite continuing reductions in
federal funding. In FY 1990, the State continued to maintain its share of local funding
at 32 percent. However, while the State share has been maintained, local governments
have increased the locally-raisedshare of revenues from 60 percent to almost 63 percent.
This increase reflects, in part, local efforts to mitigate the effect of a declining share of
federal revenue.
Although State financial assistance has remained a stable portion of local
budgets, localities are having to raise additional revenues to provide desired or required
levels of services. Imposing additional State and federal mandates without adequate
levels of funding increases the likelihood localities will have to raise additional revenues
or forgo local option services in order to implement the mandates. State financial
assistance should be an integral part of any decision to either mandate or regulate
activities a t the local government level.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES
Although most local governments provide a wide array of services and facilities,
the budgets of local governments are dominated by five functions: education, public
safety, public works, capital outlay and debt services, and health and welfare. Cities and
counties continue to devote varying proportions of their budget for each of the identifled
functional areas of government. Still, the relative importance of each functional area in
relation to total local expenditures has remained constant since FY 1985.

For both cities and counties, education was the primary recipient of local
government funding. In FY 1990, education accounted for more than 52 percent of all
local expenditures. However, counties spent a significantly higher proportion of their

budget on the education activity (Figure 14). This may be due to the fact that for many
counties, education is the principal public service provided.
Cities, however, continued to spend substantially more for public safety and
public works. City budgets reflected these higher expenditures by showing larger
proportions of total spending in these categories. Many of these differences can be
attributed to the service needs of densely populated m a s . Demands for urban services
include additional law enforcement protection, more extensiveroad networks, and sewer
and water services.
In 1983,JLARC determined that cities provided a larger proportion of spending
for health and welfare activities than did counties. In FY 1990, however, cities and
counties provided about the same proportion of spending for the health and welfare
function. This change could be the result of the continuingurbanization of some counties
and the fact that the urban counties could be providing health and welfare services
similar to those traditionally provided in cities.

k g u f e 14

City and County Expenditures, FY 1990

Source: JLARC staff analysis of Auditor of Public Accounts data.

Expenditures for elementary and secondary education continue to dominate
local g o v e m e n t spending (Figure 15). The relative importance of each functional area
in relation to total local expenditures has remained fairly constant sinee FY 1985.
However, there have been some changes in the proportion spent on each functional area.
For example, spending for elementary and secondary education as a proportion of total
expenditures decreased slightly sinee FY 1985. In FY 1985, local governments directed
about 54 percent of their total expenditures to elementary and secondary education. In
FY 1990, this percentage decreased to 52 percent.
Other changes in the proportion spent on each functional area were also noted.
For example, the proportion of funds spent on health and welfare increased slightly since
FY 1985. In addition, the proportion of funds spent on capital outlay and debt also
increased slightly. Other functional areas, however, have seen relatively little change in
expenditures as a proportion of total local expenditures since F Y 1985.

rlgure 1s

Local Government Expenditures
by Functional Area
FY 1985 and FY 1990

Source: JLARC staff analyis of Auditor of Public Accounts data.

TYPES OF STATE ASSISTANCE
Virginia devotes a msjor portion of its annual budget to providing aid to
localities. The majority of this aid is in the form of financial assistance to local
governments. In FY 1990, Virginia provided more than $3.4 billion in financial
assistance to local governments -a 110 percent increase from FY 1982.
In addition to frnancial assistance, the State also provides direct assistance to
local governments. In FY 1990,the State provided more than $1.2 billion in direct
assistance to local governments. Examples of direct assistance are the road construction
and maintenance program and h d i n g for local health departments. Some State
agencies also provide technical assistance to local governments.

State financial aid to local governments accounts for the largest portion of State
assistance to localities. Growth in State financial aid from FY 1982 to FY 1990was 110
percent, about 2.5 times the rate of inflation for government goods and services. Since
1985,both revisions toexisting programs and the implementation of new programs have
in part added to the State's continuing commitment to providing aid to localities.
Revising and implementing new programs add to the State's obligation to fund existing
aid programs. Yet local governments have continuing concerns over the adequacy of
State aid for specific programs.

FYI982- FY1990, InFY 1982,the State distributedmore
than $1.6billion in State and federal financialaid to local governments. In FY 1990,over
$3.4billion was distributed by the State to local governments (Table 14). Of this amount,
about $3 billion was State funding and about $430million was federal funding. According
to estimates provided by the Department of Accounts, the total amount of financial
assistance in FY 1991 distributed to local governments is about $3.6 billion.
As in 1982,State frnancial aid is concentrated in five agencies -the Department of Education, the State Compensation Board, the Department of Social Services,
the Viiginia Department of Transportation, and the Department of Mental Health,
Mental Retardation, and Substance Abuse Senrices. In total dollars, the funding
distributed by the Department of Education accounted for more than 68 percent of the
aid disbursed to localities in FY 1990.

A review of the percentage increase in total funding distributed by State
agencies shows that local governments and community services boards receiving aid
through the Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation and Substance Abuse
Services witnessed the largest increase. Next were programs receiving aid through the
State Compensation Board, such as funding for sheriffs and Commonwealth's attorneys
offices.

Table 14

Financial Assistance Distributed
to Local Go.vernments
FY 1982 and FY 1990
(dollars in millions)
FY 1982

FY 1990

Percent

Increase
Department of Education
State Compensation Board
Department of Social Services
Virginia Department of Transportation

$1,152.4

$2,343.5

103%

96.4

264.5

174

149.7

228.1

52

76.2

185.4

143

$1,642.7

$3,447.0

Department of Mental Health,
Mental Retardation, and
Substance Abuse Services
Other State Agencies
Total
Source:

110%

Department of Accounts, June 1991 and State Mandates on Local Gouernmnts and Local
Financial Resources, JLARC,1983.

All of the programs highlighted in Table 14 saw growth in State aid to local
governments greater than the rate of inflation for government goods and services for the
FY 1982 through FY 1990 period. However, growth in funding distributed by the
Department of Education (103 percent) and the Department of Social Services (52
percent) was below the statewide average growth of 110percent for total financial aid to
local governments.

Financial Aid Prwrams, A number of new programs have been
initiated since 1985. Many are in the areas of law enforcement and the environment.
New programs which have provided funding for the law enforcement community's effort
in the control of illegal drugs include the local anti-drug task force program and the drug
enforcement assistance program. These programs are administered by the Department
of Criminal Justice Services.
New programs in the environmentalarea provide local governments funding for
coastal management, underground petroleum tank removal, and local implementation

of the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act. Another new program that has the potential
to increase the level of aid provided localities is the distribution of the recordation tax.
This program was established by the 1990 General Assembly, but funding has been
withheld due to the reduction in State general fund revenues. It is estimated that, had
the program been implemented, funding for the 1990-1992biennium would have been
about $60 million.
&visions to existing State aid
~rorrrams
since 1985have been numerous. Based in part on recommendations made in
- related JLARC reports, programs distributing the bulk of State aid -elementary and
secondary education, local health departments, and city and county street maintenance
- have all been reviewed and revised since FY 1985. In most cases, the increase in
funding to local governments has been significant. For example, revisions to the
educational Standards of Quality recommended by JLARC resulted in the provision of
more than $490 million in additional education funds. In addition, primarily as a result
of revisionsto the city street maintenance fundingprogram, State aid tolocalities for that
program increased more than $23.5 million, or 30 percent, from FY 1985 to FY 1986.
Other program revisions could also result in a significantfinancial commitment
by the State. For example, State reimbursement levels for the construction of local jails
have been increased three times since FY 1981. The most recent revision removed the
cap on the maximum amount of funding the State will provide for the construction of a
regional jail that has three or more participating localities.
This incentive was provided in part to influence localities with older and smaller
jails, which are very expensive to maintain and operate, to consolidate into larger, more
efficientjail facilities. Still, this enhanced funding incentive has resulted in a potential
$253 million future funding obligation for the State. This figure, developed by the Joint
Subcommitteeon State Support for Jail Construction, is based onestimates of approved,
planned, and proposed jail construction projects.

.
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Government Oasnwns on the AdeThe JLARC staff
survey of local governments asked local officials to rate the adequacy of State financial
aid in implementing mandates in a number of program areas. As in 1983, the results
indicate that local officials believe funding is inadequate for a majority of the program
areas.
Some of the responses to this question show similarity to the responses to the
1983JLARC staff survey of local governments. For example, in 1983funding for special
education was rated as inadequate by almost 82 percent of the respondents, and funding
for elementary and secondary education was rated inadequate by 86 percent of the
respondents. In 1991, State aid for these programs was rated inadequate to implement
mandates by 77 and 76 percent, respectively (Table 15).
In addition, some new governmental areas have been highlighted by local
officials as having insufficient hancial aid to implement mandates. Funding for refuse
disposal was rated inadequate by more local government officials -87 percent -than

Table 15

Percentage of Cities and Counties Citing
State Financial Aid as Inadequate

Refuse Disposal
Speeial Education
Elementary and Secondary Education
Social Services Administration
Social Services to the Needy
Wetlands Management
Storm Water Management
Law Enforcement
Financial Assistance to the Needy
Corrections
Source: JLARC staff survey of cities and counties, summer 1991.

any other area. In fact, of the ten program areas most frequently cited as having
inadequate State financial assistance, three were in the environmental area.
There are also some aid programs that local governments rated more favorably
in 1991 as compared to 1983. In 1983, 75 percent of local government officials rated
k d i n g for street maintenance as inadequate. In 1991,only 58 percent rated the funding
as inadequate.

Direct services are services provided to local clients or local governments by
State agencies. These services are often described as expenditures on behaif of local
governments, since there is no transfer of funds to local treasuries. Direct services do,
however, constitute a major benefit to local governments. Direct services ffee local
financial resources which otherwise might have to be expended in providing these
services.
Data that enable a complete accounting of the value of direct services are not
available. However, examples of major services provided to local governments and their
citizens are provided in Table 16. Two State agencies - the Virginia Department of
'I'ransportation (VDOT) and the Department of Social Services (DSS)- provided the
m4ority of direct services to local governments. In FY 1990,these two agencies expended
more than $1.1billion in providing direct services.

Major Direct Services to Localities
FY 1982 and FY 1990
(dollars in millions)
FY 1982
Estimated

FY 1990
Estimated

Percent
Increase

Yalue

Yalue

(Decrease)

Construction of Non-Interstate Roads

$150.9

$544.1

260%

Maintenance of Non-Interstate Roads

182.7

375.1

105

State Administration of ADC/Fuel
Payments

235.4

200.2

(15)

32.6

77.5

138

5.6

11.2

100

Funding of Local Health Departments
Funding of the State and Local
Hospitalization Program
Source:

State man&.&^ on Local Government8 and Local Financial Resources. JLWX. 1983:
Virginia Department of Transportation; Department of Social services; ~ e ~ a i m ebfn t
Health: Fundine the State and Local Hav~italizationPrwmrn. JLARC. 1987: and
~irectoryof LocIl ~overnment
~ s s i s t aCommission
~,
on LO& ~ o v e k m e n t 1990.
,

VDOT's expenditures were for the construction and maintenance of noninterstate roads, streets, and bridges. During this period, expenditures for these
programs grew at a robust rate. The growth rate for both programs was more than 175
percent. During this time period, the funding distribution methods were reviewed and
modified. In addition, a major transportation initiative was passed by the General
Assembly in 1986that generated substantial additional revenue for State road eonstruction.
Direct services are not typically considered when discussing State aid to local
governments. Still, as evidenced by the level of State expenditures, these services are of
significant benefit to local governments. State provision of these direct services helps
ensure State priorities are met while leaving local funds free for other local priorities.

Technical information, advice, or training provided to local governments is
another form of State assistance to local governments. Many local governments request
technical assistance from State agencies in an attempt to meet mandated requirements.

Technical assistance is particularly valuable to smaller localities which often lack large
or specialized staffs or the expertise to comply with certain mandates.
Most State agencies have a formal procedure for information-sharing and
advice-giving, and all provide information to local oficials on an informal basis.
However, local governments voiced concerns with the adequacy and timeliness of some
of the assistance.

Provision of State Technical ALB&WXG On the JLARC staff survey of State
agencies, agencies and institutions were asked to list the types of technical assistance
they provided to assist local governments in meeting mandated requirements. Fiftythree percent of the agencies surveyed said they provided technical assistance to local
governments. Most of the agencies which administer mandates to local governments
reported providing technical assistance.
The type of technical assistance listed most often in survey responses was
training. Thirty-two of the responding agencies and institutions listed the availability
of some sort of training program. A training program regarded very highly by local
governments was training for building officials and inspectors provided by the Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD). As one locality noted:
The Division of Building Regulation, Department of Housing and
Community Development, provides excellent training sessions, both
for entry level inspectors and for continuing education of trained
inspectors. The provision of this training is of great benefit to
localities, particular smaller localities that do not have individual
resources to train their own personnel.
The training is provided through the Uniform Statewide Building Code Academy and is
funded in part from building permit fees collected by local governments.
In addition to training, most agencies reported providing advice to and consultations with local governments. Agencies reported that requests for general information
can usually be handled by telephone. However, more complicated requests involve
formal meetings.

. .

lernmer~tOplnwns on the A d e m o f a t e Techrrccal Assistance.
h a 1 GOL
Eighty-nine percent of the officials responding to the local government survey reported
that they requested technical assistance from a t least one State agency in FY 1991.
Overall, localities stated that the State technical assistance they received was both
adequate and timely. DHCD was rated the most favorably by local officials (Table 17).
However, some agencieswhich primarily play a regulatoryrole wereratedless favorably.

As Table 17 indicates, three of the agencies identified most frequently as
providing inadequate and untimely technical assistance were in the area ofenvimnmental protection. Local government officials were most dissatisfied with technical assistance received from the Department of Waste Management ( D m ) . Many localities

Local Assessments of State Technical Assistance

Department of Criminal Justice Services

97

3

91

9

Department of Conservation and Recreation

96

4

96

4

Council on the Environment

96

4

92

8

Department of Transportation

96

4

85

15

Department of Education

92

8

92

8

Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation,
and Substance Abuse Services

82

18

81

19

Department of Air Pollution Control

82

18

79

21

Department of Health

82

18

77

23

Department of Corrections

78

22

79

21

Department of Social Services

70

30

57

43

State Water Control Board

62

38

57

43

Chesapeake Bay Local Assistance Department

57

43

59

41

Department of Waste Management

51

49

36

64

Source: JLARC staff survey of ntles and wunt~es,summer 1991.
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reported that DWM is understaffed and unable to respond to questions. In addition, they
have expressed frustration over the timeliness of the review and approval of landfill
pennits and assistance in meeting recycling requirements, as the following examples
illustrate:

[DWM is] understaffed; unable to review, unable to answer questions.
State budget cuts have rendered DWM unable to process material
required for submission under their regulations. It is extremely
frustrating to be forced to meet unreasonable deadlines with subrnissions while having no realistic hope of having those submissions
reviewed in any particular amount of time.

When asked what method(s) could be used to estimate commercial
waste, we were told by the DWM to come up with a method and they
would tell us if it was acceptable. The planning assistance program
provided by DWM gave no guidelines on how to prepare such estimates. This was a key piece of data which most smalljurisdictions had
no experience with yet the State d d provide no help.
A new director of the DWM was named in August 1991,after the position had
been vacant for five months. In an interview with JLARC staff, the director acknowledged that problems exist within the agency, and they are working toward improving
agency policies and programs. Currently the department is dealing with the enforcement
of many new complicated regulations and is backlogged in processing permits.
However, in 1990 DWM did conduct 22 two-day workshops on solid waste
management planning - one within each regional planning district. During the
workshops, the statutory and regulatory aspects of recycling and waste management
planning were discussed as well as programmatic information for recycling operations.
Based on the sign-in sheets provided a t each meeting, representatives of 54 cities and
counties attended these workshops. DWM has also prepared several solid waste
management and recycling manuals for distribution to local governments and other
affected parties. All 327 cities, counties, and towns were notified of and invited to attend
the workshops. Further, all localities received solid waste management-related documents and manuals in advance of the workshops.
Although the Chesapeake Bay Local Assistance Department (CBLAD)lists as
one of its principal responsibilities toUprovidetechnical assistance to local governments,"
some localities reported that they have received limited assistance in implementing the
Chesapeake Bay preservation requirements. Localities commented that the guidance
they have received is confusing and sometimescontradictory, and staffresponse to local
inquiries is generally untimely.
Providing guidance to localities on program implementation has been
slow and sometimesconfusing. This is due, in large part, to implementation of a new State mandate and the s t a s inability to provide
consistent direction and guidance. It is anticipated that this situation
will improve as the agency matures.

The problem with generally untimely and inadequate technical assistance is attributed to inadequate staffing of the State agency and
unrealistic deadlines for local implementation.
CBLAD staffreported that they provide several types of technical assistance to
help ensure local governments are able to adequately implement the Chesapeake Bay
preservation requirements. To help address localities' unique needs, the department
reported it groups localitiesby geographicregion and assigns a staffliaison toeach group.
In addition, the department provides a "LocatAssistance Manual" to all Tidewater local
governments to assist them in the designation and management of preservation areas.
The 386-page manual includes, among other information, guidance on mapping natural
resources, implementing the performance criteria, and designing a comprehensive plan
which protects water quality. Further, CBLAD staff noted that they initiate written
contact with VML, VACO, and the Tidewater localities to inform them of new developments and other relevant matters.
Regarding the State Water Control Board (SWCB), many local governments
commented that the agency is not providing the guidance and assistance localities need
to meet various permit requirements. Part of the problem may be due to different
perceptions of the role of the agency. In responding to the JLARC staff survey of State
agencies, the SWCB reported that "[the board] is a regulatory agency and therefore does
not provide technical assistance to local governments." However, it is clear h m local
government comments that localities expect technical assistance to be a function of the
agency. This expectation is supported by the 1990-1992 executive budget document,
which lists technical assistance as part of the agency's responsibilities.
Local officials also commented on the SWCB permit process, stating that there
is a very long review time for permit applications. According to one locality:
The permitting process is not working. Response times for Virginia
Water Control Board WDES permit issuance can take 2 to 3 years.
Communication from [SWCB] during the permit development period
is minimal and, consequently, permit requirements are a surprise to
the municipality.
In response to local concerns about the permit timetable, the SWCB stated that
delays in their permitting process areoften due to incomplete applications. According to
SWCB staff the permit process does not begin until the local government application is
complete. SWCB staffreported that they receive many applications from 1&il governments that have not been signed or are missinginformation. Forms areoften passed back
and forth between the locality and SWCB until the application is complete. SWCB noted
that these actions can delay the process by severalmonths. Although the agency informs
the locality of the nature of the problem before the survey is returned for completion,the
agency does not tell them how to go about getting that information. No assistance is
provided in completing the application.

On the local government survey, officials were also asked to identify any types
of technical assistance that were needed but not currently provided by the State. In many
cases, local governments listed assistance that State agencies reported they already
provide. For example:
One locality responded that the State should provide assistance in
finding markets for recyclable materials and attracting recycling
facilities to localities. However, the DWM reported that one staff
position is devoted solely to the development of recycling markets in
Virginia. The department also issues a quarterly newsletter to all
localities entitled "RecyclingMarkets Update." This newsletter i n f o r m
local governments of marketplace activities, including the current
prices for various recyclable products. Further, the department maintains adatabase ofreeyclingcompaniesoperatingthroughoutthe State.
Similarly, there was concern among a few localities that adequate training
programs for local social services employees were lacking.
One locality reported that they needed training for eligibility and
service staff: The local ofiial stated that ?mining is not provided by
the State and State dollars are insuficient to purchase outside training." The Department of Social Services (DSS) reported, however, that
multiple training courses are provided through their Divisions of
Benefits Programs, Service Programs Management, Human Resource
Management, Financial Management, and Information System. In
some cases, tmining is provided on a quarterly basis. Other tmining is
provided by request.
Local comments regarding the lack of technical assistance programs suggest a
communication problem between the two levels of government. Some State agencies
reported that they do not publicize the technical assistance they provide. They simply
respond to requests as they are received. On the other hand, some agencies actively seek
out opportunities to provide assistance. For example, the Department of Education
(DOE)provides weekly memos to all local school divisions, informing them of technical
assistance that is available. DOE receives daily requests for technical assistance. Few
localities identified the DOE'S assistance as inadequate.
A s mandates become more technical and complex, there is an increasing need
for State technical assistance to ensure local government compliance with mandates.
Based on the comments of local governments and agencies, it is apparent that additional
two-way communication is necessary. Agencies need to inform local governments of the
technical assistance available. Reciprocally, local governments should inform agencies
of their technical assistance needs. This increased communicationwill help ensure that
the technical assistance provided by State agencies is indeed the technical assistance
required by local governments.
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A closer examination of the FY 1985 through FY 1990 period shows that as a
percentage of total local revenues, locally-generated revenues increased from 60.6
percent to 62.7 percent. State aid accounted for 31.7 percent of local revenues in FY 1985
and 32.1 percent in FY 1990. At the same time, federal revenue as a percentage of total
local revenues decreased from 7.7 percent in FY 1985 to 5.2 percent in FY 1990.
Clearly, the declining share of federal revenue has had a large impact on the
growth of local revenues as a percentage of total local revenues. Federal financial aid,
as a percentage of total local revenue, has dramatically decreased since FY 1978. In FY
1971, federal aid to local governments comprised about 12 percent of local revenue. This
increased to a high of 16 percent in FY 1973. By FY 1990, federal aid had decreased to
about five percent of local revenues. Federal aid to local governments, in total dollars,
was less in FY 1990 than in FY 1980. In an apparent response to this decrease, local
governments have been funding a larger share oftheir operations from locally-generated
revenues.
Since FY 1985, State aid has provided a stable source of funding for local
governments. In absolute terms, State aid has increased at almost the same rate as that
for locally-generatedrevenues. However, because federal financial aid has not increased
at nearly the same rate, local governments have apparently assumed some of the
declining federal share. This trend has masked the State's continuing commitment to
providing local governments with both a stable and increasing level of financial aid.

..

Using combined city and
for Urban
county data for analysis can mask significant differences between localities. Therefore,
JLARC staff differentiated localities on an urban and rural basis. The basis for
differentiating urban and rural localities was population density. Localities with 300 or
more people per square mile were classifiedas urban, and those with less than 300 people
per square mile were classified as rural. For this analysis, 47 localities were classified
as urban (including seven counties), and 89 were classified as rural.
2Ze.~-s

Althoughcities and counties were found to receive roughly the same percentage
of their revenue from the State (32 percent),urban and rural localities showed dramatic
differences in their reliance on State revenue as a percentage of their total local revenues
(Figure 18). Urban localities clearly rely on locally-generated funds for the majority of
their total available revenue. Rural localities, on the other hand, rely on State funds as
much as local funds for most of their revenue. Nonetheless, an overall trend of locallyraised revenues accounting for a larger percentage of total local revenues is evident.
In FY 1985, rural localities provided almost 45 percent of their total local
revenues. InFY 1990,theirshareincreasedtoalmost49percent. At the same time, State
aid as a percentage of total local revenues increased to a high of 48 percent and then
decreased to 45 percent in FY 1990. The portion of local revenues comprised of federal
h d s declined from 9.5 percent in FY 1985 to six percent in FY 1990. In urban localities,
State aid has been a much more stable portion of local revenues, yet there has been an
increase in locally-generated funds and a decrease in federal funding. Again, in an
apparent response to the federal decrease, local governments have been funding a larger
share of their operations from locally-generated revenues.

Figure 18

Funding Sources for Urban and Rural Localities
Ii711985 Ii71 1990

-

Note: "Rural"defines localities with population densities of less than 300 people per square mile.
"Urban"defines localities with population densities equal to or greater than 300 people per
square mile.
Source: JLARC staff analysis of Auditor Public Accounts data.

DISTRIBUTION OF STATE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
Another issue in the area of State aid to localities is the statewide distribution
of that financial aid. Based on analysis of data collected by the Auditor of Public Accounts, the total FY 1990 value of State aid per capita, both fmancial assistance and
direct services,was about $630. Counties received about 11percent more on aper-capita
basis -$654 for counties compared to $590 for cities. Some of this discrepancy is likely
attributable to the different manner in which cities and counties are treated for funding
purposes.

A substantial amount of State aid is distributed using methods that attempt to
address local need or ability to pay. In general, it appears that localities with a lower
ability to pay, as measured by revenue capacity and adjusted gross income, receive more
State financial assistance per capita. However, certain State aid distribution methods
remain a concern to local officials.

In FY 1990,State financial assistance was reported to comprise more than 32
percent of local governments' revenues. To obtain a more accurate accountingof the total
financialaid distributed by the State, however, the value of the direct financialassistance
provided by the State should be included. As indicated earlier, direct financialassistance
includes AbC payments, funding of local health departments, and the construction and
maintenance of many non-interstate roads.
The results of including the value of the State's direct financial assistance show
that counties receive higher per-capita benefits from the State than cities (Table 18). In
FY 1990,counties received $654 per person from the State, while cities received about
$590 per person. However, the different proportions that comprise State financial aid
and direct services for cities and counties is striking. On a per-capita basis, cities receive
about 12 percent more direct financial aid than counties. Counties, on the other hand,
receive about 136 percent more in the value of direct services than cities.
Much of this difference can be accounted for by the method of distributing
funding for non-interstate highway maintenance. Cities are responsible for their own
secondary street maintenance and receive State financial aid to help with this responsibility. For all countiesexcept Arlington and Henrico,the State directly provides and pays
for the maintenance. Other programs alsovary distribution of State financial assistance
for cities and counties. For example,the State CompensationBoard funds approved staff
for law enforcement and dispatching duties for most counties. Cities and some counties,

Table 18

FY 1990 Per-CapitaValue of Financial Aid and Direct
Services to Cities and Counties

State Financial Aid
State Direct Services
All State Aid
Source: M

me8

Counties

$468

$503

$449

SiI

225

630

590

654

lfa

C staff analysis of Auditor of Public Accounts data.

on the other hand, fund and stafftheir own police departments with assistance from the
State through funding from the "599"program (Aid for Localities with Police Departments).

Many State aid programs allocate a substantial amount of financial aid based
on some measure of local need or ability to pay. Therefore, it would be reasonable to
expect localities that have alower ability to pay to receive more State aid per capita than
other localities with a higher ability to pay. For this analysis, the distribution of State
financial assistance as reported to the Auditor of Public Accounts was compared to local
revenue capacity percapita and adjusted gross income to determine whether less affluent
localities receive more State financial assistance per capita.
The results indicate that distribution methods utilizing ability to pay appear to
be allocating aid as designed. Using both revenue capacity and adjusted gross income as
predictors of ability to pay, more State financial assistance on an average per-capita basis
is distributedto less affluent localities (Table 19). For example, localities with the lowest
revenue capacity per capita and the lowest adjusted gross income received the most State
financial assistance per capita. This pattern continues through each quartile, with the
lower group, by both measures, receiving more per-capita aid. By either measure,
localities with a lower ability to pay receive more than 30 percent more State financial
assistance per capita than the more affluent communities.

xatxe XY

Allocation of ETY 1990 State Financial Assistance by
Revenue Capacity and Adjusted Gross Income

Source: &ARC staff analysis of Auditor of Public Accounts and Commission on Local Government data.

On a statewide basis, the patterns of State financial assistance for FY 1990 are
relatively clear (Figure 19). With a few exceptions, localities in the Southwest and
Southside regions of the State fall within the upper 50 percent of all localities in terms
of State financial assistance per capita. These regions also exhibited the lowest growth
in revenue capacity per capita for the FY 1985through FY 1989 period. Localities in the
Northern Virginia and Shenandoah Valley regions generally fall within the lower 50
percent of all localities in terms of State financial assistance per capita. These regions
exhibited relatively high growth in revenue capacity per capita for the FY 1985through
FY 1989 period.

On the JLARC staff survey of local government officials, respondents were
asked to assess the fairness of a variety of financial aid distribution methods (Table 20).
As in 1983, the results indicate that local officials believe certain distribution methods
are unfair. Some were rated more harshly in 1991than in 1983. For example,more than
70 percent rated the basic aid for education distribution method as unfair in 1991 as
compared to 40 percent in 1983. Funding for social services was also rated unfairby more
local officials in 1991than in 1983. Financial aid for all constitutional officers with the
exception of clerks of the court was another program whose distribution method was
critically rated by local officials.

Table 20

Percentage of Cities and Counties Citing
Financial Aid Distribution Methods as Unfair

Basic Aid for Education (Composite Index)
Constitutional Officers and Staff(Except Clerk of the Court)
Confinement in Local Jails
Social Services
State and Local Cooperative Health Departments
Community Services Boards
Aid for Localities With Police Departments ("599" Program)
Alcoholic Beverage Control Profits
Note:

"NRnindicates that the distribution method was not rated by local government officials in
1983.

Source: JLARC staff survey of cities and counties, summer 1991; and State Mandates on Local
Governmentsand Local Financial Resources, JLARC, 1983.

Figure 19

Distribution of State Aid per Capita

Source: JLARC staff analysis of Auditor of Public Accounts data.

ADEQUACY OF S T A m ASSISTANCE FOR SPECIFIC PROGRAMS
While analysis of overall trends may indicate that the State's commitment to
providing aid tolocalitiesis stable, analysis of the overall trends can mask problems with
State financial assistance for specific programs. On the JLARC staff survey of local
governments, local officials rated the adequacy of State financial assistance to implement mandates in specific program areas.
Particular concerns were noted in the areas of social services, elementary and
secondary education, special education, and environmentalprotection. To address these
concerns, JLARC staff examined funding in these areas in more detail. The results
indicate that funding for social services may not be adequate despite the State's effort at
providing additional aid for this area. In elementary, secondary, and special education,
the State has maintained its funding levels, although local participation is again
increasing. However, in environmentalprograms, Statefunding has not been consistent
with its level of control.

One area consistently rated by local government officials as having inadequate
State financial aid to implement mandates is environmental protection. State involvement in this area has steadily increased since 1983. The mandates imposed on localities
have the potential to have an adverse financial impact. However, appropriate levels of
State financial assistance to localities for implementing environmental mandates appear to be lacking.

Increasing Federal a n d e Inuolue&
Involvement by both the State and
federal governmentsin the environmentalarea has increased greatly during the last ten
years. The increasing state involvement in environmentalp&ctioi is evidenced by the
addition of two relatively new State agencies whose primary roles are in the environmental area -the Department of Waste Management and ChesapeakeBay Local Assistance
Department. It must be noted, however, that the Department of Waste Management was
created in 1986 by merging three existing units from the Department of Health.
Another indication of the increasing involvement by the State in this area is the
growth in the maximum employment level of State agencies under the Natural Resources
Secretariat. For the FY1989toFY 1992~eriod.
the maximum em~lovment
level for these
"
agencies increased by more than 17percent. By comparison, the maximum employment
level for all other State agencies for that period increased by about seven percent. The
by
maximum employment level for the Department of w a s t e ~ ~ a n a ~ e r nincreased
ent
about 28 percent. However, as evidence of federal involvement in the environmental
area, 56 of DWM's positions are funded by the federal government.
m

The level of environmental mandates imposed on local governments further
reflects the State and federal governments' interest in environmental protection. From

the federal government,mandates covering wetlands management, permitting of public
drinking water systems, and underground petroleum storage tanks have been passed
down through the states to local governments. From the State, mandates addressing
recycling and protectionof the ChesapeakeBay have been imposed on local governments.
Since 1983,14mandates on local governments in the areas of sanitation, waste removal,
and environmental protection were added. Six of these new mandates were based on
federal regulations.
While environmentalmandates may be perceived as being burdensome or even
unreasonable, they are intended in part to ensure that citizens in every area of the State
have the same level of environmental quality. Local residents benefit through clean
drinking water, better quality air, and landfiis that will not leak dangerous leachate or
require costly cleanup in the future. In addition, mandates such as recycling can result
in efficient use of natural resources and sanitary landfill space.

Cost to Local Governments of E;nuironme&&Mmh&
The best
method for determining the adequacy of State financial aid for the environmental
programs would be to isolate the additional costs of State environmental mandates and
then compare these costs with the level of State aid provided. However, comprehensive
data on the cost to all localities of these mandates are not available. Therefore, it is
necessary to provide examples of the potential cost to localities of certain mandates.
The Virginia Waste Management Board developed regulations to establish
standards and procedures pertaining to the siting, permitting, construction, and operation of solid waste management facilities. The stated purpose of the regulations is to
protect the public's health and the environment. These regulations, especially the
requirement that landfills have double liners, were cited by many local government
officials as being extremely costly. The requirement to have double liners in landfills is
generally consistent, however, with solid waste regulations recently issued by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.
The Department of Waste Management's (DWM) projected cost for implementation of the regulations stated that:
Landfill owners or operators will experience increased costs of design
and construction, operation, closure and postclosure care . . . . For a
landfill of approximately 50 acres, the increased cost for increasing
from a single liner of clay 1 foot thick to a double liner system as
required would be... approximately $35,285 per acre or $117,585 per
year over the life of the facility.... Landfills in parts of the state such
as west and southwest may incur additional costs over areas where
adequate clays [can] be found.
Further DWM analysis on the cost of complyingwith mandatedrequirements in the area
of solid waste management resulted in the following estimates:

Virginia's projected, future capital and new compliance costs for
recycling centers, resource recovery facilities, incinerators, and new
with a
andlor upgraded landfills is estimated to be $1,558,884,874,
projected $859,955,126in operations cost over the estimated lifetime
of thefacility. Thus, on the basisofthisverypreliminary data, the total
cost of solid waste management for Virginia's future is estimated to be
about $2,408,740,000.
Of this amount, the cost of complying with landfill requirements was estimated
to be $1.2billion statewide. DWM staff stated that the cost estimates were for a 20-year
period. It was noted that the estimated costs for landfills and other waste management
facilities could decrease because mandated recycling by local governments had the
potential to reduce the need for landfills and other waste management facilities.
This potential cost to local governments helps explain the basis of local officials'
belief that federal and State financial aid in this area is insflicient. Local oEcials'
concern about the level of federal and State financial support is evident in these
comments:
The single most important area [our] county needs assistance in is
solid waste.

The State does not provide financial aid in this area; however, in
December 1988 the State passed land fill regulations that will at least
triple the cost of solid waste disposal.

If the Commonwealth continues to become involved in establishing
environmental guals and objectives mandated to be carried out at the
local level, some recognition of the cost of these state-wide goals must
materialize. Just as schools must be funded to reach state goals, so
must the "cost" of achieving a better environment.
In addition, local government concerns regarding the costliness of environmental mandates go beyond Virginia. In a recent study by the United States Conference of
Mayors, 66 percent of the cities responding to the survey cited federal environmental
mandates as having the greatest cost implications for their budget. Environmental
mandates included those addressing waste, landfills, sewers, and underground storage
tanks.
Although State
financial assistance is not always linked to mandates, it is reasonable to expect that
financial aid for implementing specific mandate would be channelled through the
agency responsible for developing and regulating the program area. In FY 1990,the
93

Department of Waste Management -responsible for overseeing recycling and landfill
regulations -provided local governments $709,419through the litter control program.
Other agencies under the Natural Resources Secretariat provided an additional $12.3
million to local governments (Table 21). In addition to financial assistance, the State also
supports the State Revolving Loan Fund that provides loans to local governments for
wastewater treatment improvements to publicly-owned facilities.
Local government concerns about the adequacy of State and federal funding in
this area avmar
- - to be warranted. While mandates such as recycling- and stricter landfill
requirements may be necessary, the lackofclear financialsupport orincentives can make
the implementation of these mandates, along with costly mandates in other areas like
education, burdensome to local governments.

The Department of Social Services (DSS) provided more than $450 million in
State and federal funding for local social service vromams in FY 1991. These funds were
provided to cover the ~ t a &
and federal share of the administrative and program costs for

Table 21

Aid to Localities by Agencies in the
Natural Resources Secretariat
FY 1990
FY 1990 State and
Federal Financial
State Water Control Board
Department of Conservation and Recreation
Department of Waste Management
Council on the Environment
Marine Resources Commission
Department of Air Pollution Control
Chesapeake Bay Local Assistance Department
Department of Historic Resources
Total

$13,047,594

Source: Department of Accounts, Department of Waste Management, State Water Control Board,
Department of Historic Resources, Marine Resources Commission, Chesapeake Bay Local
Assistance Department, and Department of Conservation and Recreation.

benefit and service programs provided to eligible recipients through local social services
agencies.
Mandates in the area of social services are both specific and comprehensive.
State mandates affect local staffing levels, employee compensation, reporting requirements, and levels of local financial participation. Federal involvement is also extensive.
Seven new mandates in the area of social services, three of which originated with the
federal government, have been implemented since 1983.

State and Federal Fundirtg, In FY 1991, State and federal funding for local
social services totalled more than $450 million. This is a 24 percent increase since FY
1985and is slightly less than the inflation rate for government goods and services. This
includes an increase of more than seven percent between FY 1990 and FY 1991. Much
of that increase was due to an eight percent increase in funding for ADC benefits required
by an increased caselaad.
However, analyzing total State and federal funding masks the full extent of the
State's efforts in funding local social services. Based on analysis of data in the 1985 and
1991Appropriation A&, State funding for local social services programs increased by
about 48 percent. However, federal funding for local social service programs increased
by only about six percent. Clearly, the State has provided additional funding, but the
relatively small increase in federal funding has masked that effort.
Still, the growth in total funding is of concern. For example, between FY 1988
and FY 1991, State and federal funding for local social services programs has only
increased by ten percent. This represents an increase that is less than the inflation rate
for government goods and servicesfor that period. However, one reason the increase was
small was because of the reduction of local administrative fundingin FY 1991to address
the State's shortfall. The relatively low increase in funding in recent years probably
accounts for so many local governments rating funding for this area as insufficient to
implement mandates. Local government concerns are expressed in these comments:
The effect of current levels of State support has been understaffkg of
local departments resultingin high workloads, poorer service to clients
and high staff turnover.

[Our] local government has been willing to provide local match money
based on State allocations. As the State allocations decline, local
budgets are not able to absorb the difference.
A 1989 study by DSS of the funding needs of local social services agencies
provided further insight into the adequacy of funding for local social services agencies.
Beyond funding for required local match programs, DSS also identified additional localoption funding. Seventy-one percent of the local social services agencies pmvided data
on the level of local government financial involvement beyond the required local match.

The total local-option funding provided tothese 88 offices totalled $24.7 million.
Two localities. Fairfax Countv and Arlinrrton Countv. accountedfor 55 uercent of the total
one-half of the-88 local &id services agencies which were
local-option &ding.
provided local-option funding reported receiving less than $10,000 from their local
governments. Because so many localities pmvided less than $10,000 in local-option
funding, the degree to which State funding is inadequate must be questioned.
However, local concerns regarding the adequacy and allocation of funding for
stailing of local offices may be valid. For example, 52 percent of the $24.7 million local
option funding was used for staffing. As expressed in the DSS report:

Burgeoningservicecaseloads,stagnationin federalfunding,the breadth
and complexity of existing and emerging programs, and increased
demands for documentation and record-keeping all signal additional
resource needs for local agencies.
In response to concerns fmm localities and local social service offices, among
others, about the allocation process for administrative funds, DSS has been developing
an alternative distribution methodology for State funding of local social services administrative needs. The distribution formula currently under considerationby DSS will rely
primarily on caseload standards. Two options for indexing the allocation to recognize
differences among local offices -salary and size of office -are also being considered.
According to DSS "this will provide a simple, equitable approach utilizing an established
system that has become increasingly validated."
DSS anticipated the new allocation methodology would be fully developed and
implemented for use in the 1992-1994biennial budget process. However, due to the lack
of funds necessary for implementing the new distribution method, it will not be used to
distribute funding to local social services offices in FY 1993. As a result, DSS is taking
the opportunity to assess other options, such as a hold-harmless provision, to use with
the proposed distribution method.

As previously noted, State and federal funding since FY 1988 for local social
servicesagencies has been less than the inflation rate for government goods and services.
This is of concern since there has been no lessening in the number of mandates on local
social services agencies. In addition,aslocal fiscal conditionsworsen, some localitiesmay
be required to reduce local-option funding for their social services agencies. This could
impact the level and quality of services provided to social services recipients, especially
in cases where local-option funding may be supporting the provision of mandated
services.
r?/ Grants Program, As in 1983,funding arrangements for the Auxiliary

Grants Program continue to warrant attention. Although the General Assembly
substantially increased the State's funding participation in the program, the extent to
which particular local governments are financially impacted is still of concern.
The Auxiliary Grants Program was established in 1973to supplement income
for recipients of Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and certain other individuals in

accordance with Title XW of the Social Security Act of 1972. It was intended to ensure
that recipients would be able to maintain a standard of living which met a basic level of
need. According to the policy set by the State Boardof Social Services,the auxiliary grant
can only be used to provide financial support for individuals residing in a licensed adult
home or approved adult family care home.
Funding for the program is based on cost sharing between the State and local
governments. The State's share of benefit costs is currently 80 percent, which is
substantially higher than the 62.5 percent share reported in the 1983JLARC mandates
report. Localities are required to fund the remaining 20 percent. In FY 1991,
expenditures for the Auxiliary Grants Program totaled $16,371,504. The State's share
of funding was $13,097,203, while localities provided the remaining $3,274,301. This
represents an overall growth in funding of about 78 percent since FY 1984. The number
of auxiliary grant recipients has shown an increase of more than 50 percent since 1984
(Figure 20).
As noted earlier, the cost-sharing provisions for the program prior to FY 1986
required local governments to provide funding for 37.5 percent of the program's total cost.
In 1985, the General Assembly revised the cost-sharing requirements to be more
consistent with the level of State control over the program. State funding was increased
to 70 percent in FY 1986and to the current 80 percent in FY 1987. This change was based
in part on findings and recommendations from the 1983 JLARC mandates report. As
illustrated in Figure 20, total local expenditureshave moderated substantially due to the
State's assumption of an additional 17.5 percent of the program's total cost.

State and federal mandates, however, continue to govern all aspects of the
program. The State and federal government have full authority over eligibility criteria
for clients served. If an individual meets all of the eligibility guidelines for an auxiliary
-=ant benefit. the locality must provide the grant. Maximum reimbursement rates are
set each ye& in the ~ppropriaiionAct by the General Assembly, and rates for each
individual adult home are calculated annually by the Department of Social Services.
This leads to the localities having no flexibility in either the number of clients served or
the level of financial commitment.
AS identified in the earlier J W C reports, the unevenness with which local
participation occurs a c m s the State is still a concern. Because the increase in State
participation was a proportional increase, no moderation in the unevenness of the local
participation (in this case, measured by per-capita expenditures) was achieved. For
example, the City of Richmond had percapita a d i grant expenditures more than
164 percent higher than the statewide average in FY 1991.

Table 22 provides examples of the unevenness in local program funding by
showingthe five localitieswith the highest per-capita expenditures and the five localities
with the lowest in FY 1991. It must be noted, however, that Manassas City, Prince
William County, and Manassas Park City participate in a district adult home whose
residents cannot receive auxiliary grant benefits. Individuals who would otherwise
qualify for auxiliary grant benefits are provided funds through the General Relief
Program.

Figure 20

Increases in Auxiliary Grants Program
Expenditures and Auxiliary Grant Recipients
FY 1979 to F Y 1991
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Table 22

Total Per-CapitaAuxiliary Grant
Expenditures for Selected Localities
FY 1991
Per-Capita

Localltv

Localitv

Richmond City
Petemburg
Bristol
Washington
Galax

Source:

Per-Capita

$10.46
10.42
10.32
10.20
8.64

Manassas Park
Virginia Beach
Prince William
Emporia
Manassas City

$.51
.36
.32
.09
.06

JLARC staff analysis of Department of Social Services data.

In addition to little local government flexibility in administering the program,
other factors beyond the control of local governments seem to have an influence on the
degree to which they participate in the program. In their 1985 report on the Auxiliary
Grants Program, the firm of Emst & W h i m e y noted that the number of licensed homes
for adults in the locality and the proximity of a locality to a State mental institution will
likely leadtoalocality having "proportionallyhigher numbers ofAuxiliary Grants cases."
The A d a r y Grants Program,unlike most other mandated benefit programs,
has a required local funding match. There are, however, non-mandated programs with
a local funding match. For example, the General Relief Program has a 37.5percent local
funding match. Yet, local governments have the option to establish a General Relief
Program and then choose what services will be offered. In FY 1989,most localities
provided some type of General Relief Program, but only 30 offered a broad-based
program.
No local discretion, however, is available to localities in the Auxiliary Grants
Program. Although the State has made a substantial commitment to increasing its share
of total program funding, the impact of the program continues to fall unevenly across the
State. As a result, this program will be examined further in Phase Two of the study to
determine whether the structures in place for providing and funding this service are
appropriate and whether changes in the delivery and funding structures are necessary.

The largest program of State financial assistance to localities is for elementary
and secondary education. In N 1990, the Department of Education provided
more than $2.3 billion to local governments in the fonn of financial aid to public
education. Most State funding is provided to assist local governments in meeting the
requirements of the educational Standards of Quality (SOQ).
These standards are prescribed by the Constitutionof Virginia and are used to
determine the minimum program of high quality education that must be offered by all
school divisions. State financial assistance is provided to localities to meet the Constitutional requirement that the costs of the prescribed program be shared between the
Stateandlocalgovernments. Reflectiveofthe State's commitmentto providing adequate
aid to localitiesfor education, funding for the educational SOQswas reviewedby JLARC
staff in the late 1980s.
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Thefirst JLARC SOQstudy
addressed the issue of assessing the costs associated with the SOQs. This study
recommended a new methodology for estimating SOQ costs, based on quantified standards where available, and prevailing costs across school divisions where quantified
standards were not available. As noted earlier, these recommendations were accepted,
and the General Assembly provided more than $490 million in additional aid to
implement them.
Recommendationsfrom the second JLARC SOQstudywere directed at increasing pupil and tax equity. To increase pupil equity, the General Assembly adopted a
number of JLARC recommendations addressing:
the need to vary the number of instructional personnel,
the cost of competing for many Northern Virginia school divisions, and
the revision of the pupil transportation funding formula
To increase tax equity, the General Assembly equalized the funding of special
education, vocational education, remedial education, transportation, and fringe benefit
programs. This resulted in a much greater proportion of State funding for elementary
and secondary education allocated on the basis of each locality's ability to pay.
W z t u r e T&
forElementamand SecondarvE d u w & ~Statefundingof
education continues to be an area of local concern. Between N 1978and FY 1990,local
expendituresfor education increased more than 250 percent. For the same time period,
Stateexpendituresincreased by about 192percent. Federalfunding,however,increased
by only 57 percent. This was less than the inflation rate for government goods and
services for the same period.
Theexpendituretrends for educationshowthat the State's share of elementary
and secondary educationexpenditures fmt decreasedand then increased for the period

FY 1978 through FY 1988 (Figure 21). However, the state's percentage share of
expenditures in F Y 1989 and FY 1990 has decreased.
Despite the State's continuing commitment to providing funds for education,
the percentage of education expenditures attributable to local governments is again
increasing. As a percentage of total educationexpenditures, local participation saw rapid
increases until it peaked in FY 1983 a t 48.3 percent. After a decline to 46.6 percent in
FY 1986, data for FY 1990 shows the local percentage again increasing to more than 49
percent.
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Funding Sources for Elementary and
Secondary Education Spending
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Source: JLARC staff analysis of Department of Education data; and Local Fiscal Stress and State
Aid, JLARC, 1985.

Second, programs provided by many local schools that are not included in the
SOQs may also be increasing local expenditures at a higher rate than State aid. For
example, some local school divisions provide instruction in English as a secondary
language and programs for at-risk students. While the General Assembly appropriated
$1.7million in the 1990-1992biennium for instructional positions for the English as a
second language program, some local governments reported that they often had to
continue the program with local money once the State funding was expended. For
example:

One local government official noted that "Englishas second language
programs are expensive but necessary. It cost us in excess of $35,000to
run the program last year -we received $1,000from the State."

Another local government reported receiving no State aid for the
English as a second languageprogram in FYI990and $319,647in FY
1991. Local funding for the progmm for the two years totalled more
than $20 million.

Regarding programs for at-risk students, a local official noted that
"OnceState grant funding rum out for [at-risk progmmsl the division
has to pick up the program through local funds."
Finally, local initiatives that go beyond the mandated SO* may also be driving
the increase in local expenditures. Course offerings by the vast majority of local school
divisions currently comply with the mandated standards. In addition, many seem to go
well beyond the standards. According to the Governor's Commission on Educational
Opportunity for All Virginians, "the analysis reveals that all divisions, regardless of
their wealth, currently exceed these standards." This trend of going beyond the
standards, aceording to the Governor's Commission, also extends to other areas such as
stang.

...

Many local governments appear to be both adopting and funding programs not
currently recognized by the SOQs and, where programs are funded through the SOQs,
exceeding the mandated standards. In some localities, these additional programs are
regarded as necessary to ensure children are able to learn and develop in school.
Although State grant money for these programs has been available, it does not appear
to be sufficient to cover the cost associated with many of these programs. The costs not
covered by Statefunding are then assumed by local governments, leading to increases in
the local share of educational funding.

State Funding of Standards of Q
u
y State funding of
soecial education is ~rovidedfrom several fundine accounts and is based on a cost
methodology design$ to recognize the impact of stat;, standards. Assessments of special
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education funding that indicate minimal State support, relative to local effort, usually
only include State funding accounts designated for special education. Such assessments
are inaccurate, because they leave out the portion of State funding from the basic aid and
teacher benefits accounts that also cover special education.
During the 1986-88biennium, the State established f d funding for the SOQs,
including special education. Still, local officials have concerns about the level of State
funding for special education. As one local official noted:
Special education funding is not adequate. The costs are soaring. For
example, offive new teachers authorized for hire this year, four are for
special education. Special education, more than anything else in the
school division, is a major drain.
education
However. the State does f d v fund its share of the cost for the s~ecial
SOQs. The State SOQ methodology calculates the number of special edication positions
to be funded based on a strict applicationof the State pupil-teacher minimum ratios. This
is done by applying the standards to special education child count data that are collected
for each school.
Salary levels for special education teachers are based on prevailing costs. For
example, the costs of special education teachers at the elementary level are recognized
based on the prevailing salary for elementary teachers, and special education teachers
at the secondary level are recognized based on the prevailing secondary teacher salary.
All support expenditures,including specialeducation support expenditures, are included
in the data upon which prevailing costs are calculated. State support for transportation
of schoolchildren recognizes exclusive schedule and special arrangement transportation,
which are mostly for special education children.
There are three major SOQ accounts from which substantial State support for
special education is provided: basic aid, fringe benefits, and SOQ special education
payments. Fkcause some analyses of State fundingfor special education have only taken
into account State categoricalpayments specifically earmarked for the special education
program, mistaken conclusions have been drawn that State support only amounts to
approximately20 percent of program costs. This problem was fully illustratedin a recent
JLAFtC report on State funding of regional vocational education centers.
For FY 1988, analysis of data from the Department of Education and the
Appropriation Act indicates that the State share of funding for special education
programs was about 48 percent of total expenditures, compared to the 45 percent of
expenditures attributable to local governments. This is consistent with the FY 1988
expenditures for elementary and seconda~yeducation, where the State provided 47.9
percent of total expenditures and local governments provided 47.5.

CONCLUSION
State aid tolocalgovernmentsaccounts for a significantportionofboth the State
and local budgets. As presented in this chapter, the State has provided a stable source
of funding for all local governments. In addition, the State's effofts a t providing local
governments with an increasing level of aid have been veiled by the continual decline in
federal financial aid. This lackof growth in federal financial aid has likely been partially
responsible for the growth of locally-generated revenues.

The increasing reliance on locally-generated revenues, however, has important
implicationsfor the State. Local governments are in arelatively poor position to fund and
therefore implement additional State and federal mandates. State aid distribution
methods must ensure State aid is fairly allocated to alleviate the fiscal stress providing
mandated services can cause local governments. If new and costly mandates and
regulations are implemented, the issue of additional State funding will have to be
addressed to enable the State to maintain its current level of local government funding.

Chapter V: Policy Options
There is a widely held concern among local government officials that mandates
are becoming increasingly burdensome to local governments. The concerns of local
officials regarding mandates center on two primary issues: the absolute number and
complexity of mandates and a perceived lack of funding. These concerns are especially
evident in areas where State and federal involvement has been historically significant
or is becoming increasingly significant -education and the environment, for example.
While each individual mandate in and of itself may not be particularly costly or complex,
new mandates issued on top of existing ones can lead to a situation where the effect both in terms of cost and complexity -becomes almost unmanageable. As two localities
stated the problem:
In today's setting, the intent of a mandated program may be good and
noble; however, when consideredin the cumulative effect with allother
programs and in priority with other local needs, the impact can be
disastrous.

However much we may agree that mandated activities are, in a general
sense, proper to good government, in their cumulative impact and cost
these mandates preempt local government's ability to accomplish a
legitimate local agenda.
There are a number of options available to the State to alleviate the strain
mandates can impose on local governments. One such option is for the State to increase
the amount of fmancial assistance provided for specific problem areas, such as most
environmental-related activities. The State may also wish to consider increasing the
revenue-raising authority of localities. This would include equalizing city and county
taxing authority, providing localities access to additional tax instruments, and raising
the maximum rates allowed on certain local taxes. Another option available would be for
the State to fully assume the cost of mandates it imposes on local gove-ents.
However,
results from other states that have such a requirement indicate that full funding of
mandates is not the typical outeome. Rather, such policies have led to a limitation of or
modification to mandates. In some cases, such policies have had a negligible effect.
Additional procedures should also be developed to allow for both an ongoing and
one-time review of mandates and their associated costs. Procedures should be developed
that enable State agencies to implement mandates on a trial basis to determine whether
the mandates can achieve the desired goals and objectives and whether the impact on
local govements is too great. In addition, the Commissionon Local Government's fiscal
note process should be enhanced to ensure legislators are well informed about the
potential cost of legislation on local governments. Finally, as a short-term response to

the current economic hardships facing localities, the General Assembly may wish to
suspend implementation of some mandates to ease the fiscal stress on localities.

ACTIONS TO INCREASE LOCAL RESOURCES
The resolutions directing Phase One of the study -HJR 156 and SJR 45 direct JLARC staff to examine additional revenue sources that could be used to provide
services. The General Assembly has two broad options to increase local resources:
increase local taxing authority or increase State financial aid to local governments. The
advantages to both are that local governments would have additional funds to support
mandated services, and thus would be better able to accomplish policy goals. However,
these approachesmay be dependenton the willingness of citizens to accept additional tax
burdens.

Through the Code of Virginia and city charter provisions, Virginia's counties
and cities have different taxing authority. As noted in previous JLARC reports, the
differences reflect historical distinctions between counties and cities. However, with the
increasing urbanization and suburbanization of Virginia's localities, these distinctions
have blurred. Consequently, differences in city/county taxing authority should be
eliminated. In addition, as new funding responsibilities are placed upon local governments, taxing authority should correspondingly be increased.
k a l i z e CitvlCountv TaxiAt one time, differences in city and
county taxing authority reflected differences in the level of services which different types
of localities were required or expected to offer. For example, high public safety costs were
traditionally incurred in cities but not their more rural counterpart - counties.
However, in FY 1990, urban counties and cities alike spent almost 14 percent of their
funds on public safety. Rural counties spent only one-half that proportion.
In addition,the funding sourcesofurban counties aremore similar to cities than
they are to rural counties. Urban counties and cities receive almost 70 percent of their
funds from locally-generatedrevenues. State funds account for less than 30 percent of
their revenues. On the other hand, rural localities receive almost the same proportion
of revenues from the State and local sources. Clearly, the terms "city" and "county" no
longer reflect differences in services provided or reliance on various funding sources.
Though counties are increasingly providing the same services as cities, they
have fewer options available to raise revenues to fund those services. As such, they must
typically rely more heavily on property taxes -a tax for which there is strong taxpayer
resistance. For urban counties in FY 1990, property tax revenues accounted for almost
70 percent of total locally-generated revenues. In contrast, property tax revenues in
cities were only 57 percent of locally-generated revenues.

By equalizing taxing authority between cities and counties, the State would
provide counties with more flexibility to impose the taxes most appropriate for that
locality. Further, by divemifyingthetaxes imposed, urban counties could decrease their
reliance on property taxes.

Recommendation (1). The General Assembly may wish to allow counties taxing authority equal to that of cities.

. ...

An area in which distinctions
Local Fu-onsrbzbetween cities and counties do still exist is transportation. Currently, cities are
responsible for secondary street maintenance within their jurisdictions, though they
receive State aid for the activity. For all but two counties, on the other hand, the State
directly provides and pays for seconda~ystreet maintenance.

A recent proposal by the Secretary of Transportation suggested changing this
distinction. Specifically, the proposal called for all cities and counties to pay for 20
percent of the cost of secondary street maintenance within their localities. Although the
proposal was not presented to the 1992 Session of the General Assembly, any future
revisions to the current funding process for secondary street maintenance should also
address any differences in local taxing authority. If the same funding match were
required across both cities and counties, the current distinction in taxing authority
between these jurisdictions would be further called into question. Such proposals also
point to the need for additional locally-generatedrevenues for cities and counties alike.
As discussed in Chapter 11, localities increased their use of taxes substantially
during the 1980s. Further, many localities are currently using most of the taxing
authority granted them. If local funding responsibilities are increased, additional taxing authority -either allowing new taxes or increasing the caps on current local taxes
- will likely be needed.
On the survey of local governments,JLARC staffasked local officialsto identify
up to four taxes, not currently imposed, which would be appropriate for their localities.
As reflected in Table 23, there was substantial consensus between counties and cities
regarding additional taxes to which they would like access. Most localities favor an
additional local-option sales tax. In addition, a substantial proportion of counties favor
a mealslprepared food tax without a referendum. If taxing authority were equalized
between cities and counties, counties would be able to impose the meals tax without the
referendum that is currently required.
Local governments were also asked to rate the extent to which the statutory
limits on various local taxes were appropriate. Taxes rated include: the business,
professional, and occupational license tax; merchant's capital tax; utility license tax;
consumer utility tax; motor vehicle tax; transient occupancy tax (for counties); and
mineral taxes. The mineral taxes received the most unfavorable rating - 74 percent
responded that the statutory limits on these taxes were inappropriate. Fifty-three
percent of the counties also reported that the maximum rate allowed for the transient
occupancy tax was not appropriate. Caps on the other taxes were each rated unfavorably
by 34 percent to 42 percent of the local officials.

Taxes to Which Cities and Counties
Would Like Access
Number of

Percentage
of Counties

Number

Percentage
of Cities

Tax

Counties

Additional Local
Option Sales Tax

52

74%

30

83%

Additional State Sales
Tax Distributed to
Localities by Formula

46

66

25

69

Qfatiw

State Income Tax
Surcharge Distributed to
Localities by Formula

39

56

20

56

Meals/Prepared Food Tax
Without Referendum
(For Counties)

32

46

NA

NA

Local Option Income Tax
Without Referendum

26

37

15

42

Commuter Tax or Tax on
Payroll Earnings Within
a Locality

13

18

17

47

Cigarette Tax
(For Counties)
Admissions Tax
(For Counties)
NA:

Selection of the tax by cities was not applicable since cities already have authority to
impose it.

Source: JLARC staff survey of cities and counties, summer 1991.

These results indicate that, with the exception of the mineral taxes and
transient occupancy tax, most localities do not find the current statutory caps on local
taxes objectionable. Instead, localities favor the use of additional taxes as a way to
increase locally-generated revenues. In particular, a large proportion of local officials
favor additional local-option sales tax. Compared to surrounding jurisdictions, Virginia's current sales tax rates are low (Table 24).

Table 24

Combined State-Local Sales Tax Rates
for Selected States, 1990

Virginia
District of Columbia
Kentucky
Maryland
North Carolina
Tennessee
West Virginia
Note:

3.5%

None
6.0
5.0
3.0
5.5
6.0

4.5%

1.0%
6.0
None
None
2.0
1.75 to 2.25
None

6.0
6.0
5.0
5.0
7.25 to 7.75
6.0

The local sales tax is imposed only by counties in North Carolina.

Source: Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Significant Featurea ofFi-1
Federalism: Budget Processes and Tax Systems, 1991, Vol. 2 (Washington, D.C., February
1991). Table 33: from Spwiol AnalysW of City and Caunty T a m (1991). Center for Public

Recommendation (2). If funding responsibilities of local governments
are increased, the General Assembly may wish to provide cities and counties
with additional taxing authority to help fund the additional responsibilities.
Taxes that the General Assembly should consider include an addition to the
local option sales tax, the meals tax without referendum, and the cigarette tax.
In addition, the General Assembly may wish to consider raising the maximum
rates allowed on certain local taxes, such as the transient occupancy tax for
counties, utility license tax, and mineral taxes.

red to Other States, Equalizing city and county taxing
authority would address current needs. Further, additional taxing authority for all
localities may be needed if local funding responsibilities are increased. However,
comparison across states indicates that Virginia's local taxes are already higher than
many other neighboring states. State taxes, on the other hand, are lower than most other
southeastern states.
Such comparisons must be carefay made since rates, service responsibilities,
and other factors may differ amongother states and their localities. However, the results
staff suggest that as the State and federal
of a comparison conducted by UC
governments increase service responsibilities of local governments through mandates,
additional financial aid may be necessary in addition to the increased local taxing
authority already proposed.

To draw conclusions about the level of taxing authority afforded Vvginia's
localities, JLARC staffwmpared Virginia's local and State tax revenues to those of other
states in the southeastern region of the United States. Tax revenues were standardized
by resident personal income to allow for direct wmparisons across states.
Overall, Virginia collected proportionally less total (State plus local) tax
revenues than most of the other southeastern states (Table 25). Only four states had
lower total tax revenues per $1,000of income. Virginia also collected less total taxes per
$1,000of income - $105.4 -than the national average of $115.7.

Table 25

Comparison of State and Local Taxes
in Southeastern States
(1989)
States
(Ranked by Total

Total Taxes
Per $1000

State Taxes
Per $1000

Local Taxes
Per $1000

c2uaxm2

OfIncome

!2fhxm3

105.4

62.2

43.2

Regional Average

$107.0

$73.1

$33.9

National Average

$115.7

$70.2

$45.5

2Lx&mud
Louisiana
Maryland
West Virginia
South Carolina
North Carolina
Kentucky
Georgia
Mississippi

VIRGINIA
Florida
Arkansas
Alabama
Tennessee

Source: JLARC staff adaptation of data from the National Conference of S t a b Legislatures 1991
report Recent Chnnges in State, Laarl, and State-Lorn1 T a Leuela.

With respect to strictly &&-generated taxes, ten of the 12 other southeastern
states had higher levels of taxes. In contrast, only one other southeastern state Maryland-hadhigherwtaxes thanVirginia7slocalities.Though the local taxes were
still lower than the national average, the data suggest that Virginia's local governments
have been given taxing authority at least comparable to other southeastern states.
Future funding for new programs and increasinglyexpensive current programs
may need to come, at least in part, fmm new State-generated revenues. An advantage
of this approach is that the State has the ability to reallocate State-generated revenues
to those localitieswith the highest levels of fiscal stress, and thus reduce fiscal disparities
among localities, as has been its practice in the past.

The State has committed itself to providing financial assistance for many
services and programs it requires local governments to provide. For the period reviewed
in this study, State financial assistance has been a relatively stable share of all local
government budgets. It is important to note, however, that these data are not fully
reflective of the current fiscal environment that has negatively affected State aid to local
governments -the recession and resulting State revenue shortfall. Two steps the State
could take when resources are available to relieve the financial burden of mandates on
local governments are: (1)priority restoration of reductions in aid-to-locality funding
imposed to help close the State's revenue shortfall, and(2) development of State and local
funding goals for specific program areas identified as problematic.

r
To reduce the more than $2
billion projected State revenue shortfall for the 1990-1992 biennium, reductions in aid
to localities totalling more than $297.6 million were instituted. Reductions in some
areas, such as funding for the educationalStandards of Quality, were substantial. These
cuts have had a negative impact on localities. Reductions d e c t e d long-standing
programs like elementary and secondary education, for which the State has both alongstanding commitment to providing substantial funding and extensive involvement
through mandates. Therefore, when State resources become available, a high priority
should be placed on restoring funding for these programs to their historical levels.

Recommendation (3). When the State's fiscal climate a n d revenue
projections improve, the General Assembly m a y wish to establish as a priority
the restoration of funding for aid-to-locality programs which were reduced
during the 1990-1992biennium.
&tablish Funding? Cornn&ae&s for Sgecific Pragmrc~s,As in 1983, there are
program areas where State funding has not been consistent with State involvement or
historical funding efforts. One area of concern is environmental protection. In the last
few years there have been 14 new mandates in this area. Many of these mandates are
from the federal government,though little federalfinancialaid tomeet the mandates has
been forthcoming. The State, however, has also imposed its own environmental

mandates on local governments. For example, in 1989 the General Assembly passed
legislation requiringlocal governmentsto meet the followingrecyclinggoals:ten percent
reduction of the local waste stream by 1991,15 percent by 1993,and 25 percent by 1995.
Where financial data are available it appears these new mandates are or will
have a substantial financial impact on local governments. As previously noted, the
Department of Waste Management estimated that sanitary landfill requirements will
cost approximately $1.2 billion statewide over thenext 20 years. The cost ofmeetingnew
State landfii requirements for an average landfii (approximately50 acres with a single
liner)was estimated at $117,585 per year. It was also noted that landfills in the west and
southwest parts of the State - where some of the more fiscally stressed localities are
situated -may cost even more.
To address the impact of these environmental mandates on local governments,
a systematic review of the costs to localities of meeting these mandates should first take
place. The goal of this review should be to establish the mandates' full cost to local
governments and to determine an appropriate cost-sharing basis for implementing the
mandates. Just as with other areas where the State has established statewide goals for
fundingprograms implemented at the local level (for example, the educational Standards
of Quality), clear funding objectives could be established for environmental programs.
These objectives would enable the State to establish an equitable and stable source of
financial assistance for programs in this area
Recommendation (4). In orderto promote stable and equitablefunding
for State-localprograms, the General Assembly may wish to require a review
of mandatesin specificprogram areas to establishthe fullcost of implementing
the mandates on local governments and to develop an appropriate basis for
determining State-localfunding responsibilities. The General Assembly may
then wish to develop clear objectives for funding a share of program costs.

Another option available to the State to mitigate the local effect of mandates is
to fully fund the cost of mandates it imposes on local governments. Such a proposal was
presented in House Bill 751(State Payment for State Mandates Act) of the 1990General
Assembly Session. This bill would have suspended most new laws and regulations
requiring localities to, in effect, provide or perform services that had a net additional cost
in excess of a predetermined amount unless sufficient State funding was provided to
cover the additional cost to local governments. Some local governments remarked that
they supportedsuch a policy, citing Louisiana's recently adopted constitutional provision
addressing State payment for mandates.
Anumber of statescurrently have statutory or constitutional provisions already
in effect that are similar to House Bill 751. The U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO)
completed a study covering this issue. JLARC st& also conducted structured interviews
with these states regarding the provision requiring payment for state mandates. The
findings indicate that the outcome in these states is mixed.

In general, funding of mandates has not been the primary outcome of this
requirement. What the policy has led to is a limitation of or modification to mandates to
make them less costly or obtrusive to local governments. Such a policy can also increase
judicial intervention in state~localrelations. In addition, such a policy may not be cost
effective given the likely results and the potential administrative costs. Consideringthe
mixed results in other states, the desired outcomes may not be achieved through such a
policy.
zve Fundz-

Fifteen states have
established a reauirement that calls for reimbursement of local eovernments for the cost
of implementingstate mandates (Table 26). The legal basis for such provisions is almost
equally divided between a constitutional provision and a statutory requirement. However, in states with a mandate reimbursement policy, state funding of mandates has not
occurred to the extent expected.
Only three states -California, Rhode Island, and Massachusetts -reported
providing any funding for enacted state mandates in FY 1990. These three states
reported providing about $219 million for state mandates, with California providing
about 98 percent of this amount. Despite California's mandate funding efforts, the GAO
reported that many state mandates in California are in fact still not funded. For example:

Table 26

States with Mandate Reimbursement Policies
Year

EfFective
California
Colorado
Florida
Hawaii
Illinois
Louisiana
Massachusetts
Michigan
Missouri
Montana
New Hampshire
New Mexico
Rhode Island
Tennessee
Washington

Constitution
Statute
Statute
Constitution
Statute
Constitution
Statute
Constitution
Constitution
Statute
Constitution
Constitution
statute
Constitution
Statute

Source: Legislative MMdates: State Experiences Offer Imight htfar Fedem1 Action, U.S.General
Accounting Offtee, September 1988.

In only a small number of cases does the legislation containing the
mandate also provide the funding. While [the GAOI cannot determine
how much funding is provided in this manner, only 124 of 4,100
mandates enacted over a ten year period (1975-85) also had funds
provided in the legislation
.

...

The other states interviewed by JLARC staff reported providing no direct
funding for specific mandates during FY 1990. One state reported providing h d i n g for
only one mandate since the requirement went into effect in 1981. Another state reported
never funding a single mandate in the 11years the requirement has been in effect. The
GAO noted that in one state, Tennessee, the monies earmarked for mandates were funds
the local governments would have received as aid to localities regardless of the mandate
payment requirement.
Monies earmarked for mandates were largely funds that local governments would receive even if there were no reimbursement requirement. Although in some instances, the legislature provided special
appropriations for state mandates, there appeared to be no connection
between the cost of state mandates and the amount of state-shared
taxes provided.
Overall, state funding of mandates does not appear to be the primary outcome of a
mandate reimbursement policy.

.

. . .

P o l h Mav Result an Lzmstataon or Modilimthn ofMandate& While states with
a mandate reimbursement policy do not in general provide signXcant amounts of
funding, such policies do app& to limit the number of mandates imposed on localities.
Seventy percent of the states interviewed by JLARC staff reported that a mandate
reimbursement policy has in fact limited the number of mandates imposed on local
governments by their state. More specifically, the GAO found that in Massachusetts
legislators arr! more reluctant to pass mandates on to local governments because the
state, not the locality,must pay for the cost of the mandate. For example, the report noted
that Massachusetts "had delayed updating landfill regulations to avoid dealing with the
mandate issue."
Another outcome that is an apparent result of this policy is the modification of
mandates to limit the cost to local governments. The most common modification made
is to change a compulsory mandate to one for which compliance is optional. For example,
the GAO reported:
[Michigan]mandatedchanges in the compensationfor full-timecounty
prosecuting attorneys, which resulted in increased salaries. It allowed
the counties, however, to determine whether their prosecuting attorneys would be full-or part-time, thus giving them a way to avoid the
mandate.

Massachusetts legislators have modified state mandates by making
local compliance optional . . . . This relieves the state of the responsibility to pay and reduces local financial burdens. For example, the
legislature allowed optional compliance with the state's Omnibus
Education Reform Act, which would have mandated increased teachers' salaries and other educational program costs. As a result, costs
ranging from $400 million to $1.3 billion for the state and local
governments were avoided.

..

Policv Could Lad to Greater J u M Interve& The GAO found that the
courts, in states where such a policy exists, have had a significant role in the mandate
reimbursementpolicy. Court decisions have affectedthe rights of local governments both
to seek reimbursement from the state and to simply ignore the mandate. In Massachusetts and Michigan "courts have ruled that local governments need not comply with state
mandates unless the state appropriates funds for reimbursement."
On the other hand, states have been allowed not to reimburse certain mandates
based on decisions of the state courts. For example:

In 1987the California Supreme Court ruled that increases in workers'
compensation benefits are not reimbursable state mandates because
they apply to the private sector as well as local governments. ... This
decision reversed 15years of prior state practice, as the state had not
differentiated between mandates affecting the private and public
sectofs.

..

AdmznzstrofMandate &hzburse-kelv
Be Hi&
A mandate reimbursement policy, assuming all mandates were fully funded, would be
very costly. Even if mandates were not fully funded, there would still need to be an
administrative structure in place to determine the cost of all mandates on all local
governments. This structure, given the number and complexity of mandates, could also
be costly.
Estimates of other states' administrative expenses were obtained. Not surprisingly, given the complexity of the work, some units in other states had extensive data
processing and computer-modelingtechniques. However, such resources are expensive.
Massachusetts reported that its annual budget for the unit determining the cost of
mandates on local governments is about $750,000. Other states reported administrative
costs nearly as high. For example, Illinois and California were annually spending
approximately $500,000 and $750,000, respectively, to support the administrative
components of their state mandates programs.
The Department of Planning and Budget (DPB), in a legislative impact statement for House Bill 751(1990),noted that the fiscal impact ofthe proposal was unknown.
DPB stated that analysis of the workload would need to be completed to determine the
s t f i g required and the additional appropriations necessary. Virginia's annual
administrative costs might not be as high as other states due to the fewer number of local

government units. However, New Hampshire reported spending about $250,000in FY
1991to support the administrative components of its mandate reimbursement program.

Concl2lsion. It is reasonable to expect that the results of requiring full funding
for State mandates in Virginia would not differ dramatically from other states. Yet the
results from other states of such policies point to actions that Virginia could take without
formally implementing such a requirement and experiencingthe potential problems and
expenses accompanying it.
Modification and limitation of state mandates appears to be the primary
outcome. Therefore,the State, when developingand proposingmandates, should develop
procedures that ensure mandates are as unobtrusive as possible on local governments.
Limitation and modification of mandates could take place in an atmosphere of mutual
concern for the State's goals and objectives as well as the impact on local governments
of implementingthe mandates. This should result in policies that are designed to limit
the impact on local governments,yet provide the results the State has deemed beneficial
for its citizens. Actions that Virginia might take to address the need for or adequacy of
mandates are presented in the next section.
ACTIONS TO IMPROVE THE CURRENT
STATBYLOCAL MANDATE ENVIRONMENT
Requiring full State funding for mandates is not likely to occur or, based on the
experiences of other states, fully achieve its desired results. In addition, the short-term
outlook for substantial amounts of additional State financial aid for localities is not good.
Therefore, other methods of addressing the effects of mandates on local governments
need to be developed. Those identified during this study include: (1)maintenance of a
catalog of all mandates and their costs; (2)a one-time review of all current mandates to
identify those that must continue to be in force, as well as areas where mandates could
be relaxed or eliminated; (3)a process whereby mandates could be implemented on an
experimental or pilot basis in selected localities before they are required to be implemented statewide, (4)the temporary suspension of selected mandates, and (5)enhancements to the fiscal note process.

Reducing the impact of mandates on local governments depends on knowledge
and commitment by both legislators and agency heads. Legislators and agency heads
need to recognize the impact mandates have on local governments. For this report, an
extensive catalog of State and federal mandates was developed. This catalog provides a
readily available source of information on the mandates on local governments, and can
indicate areas where mandates are becoming excessive or duplicative. However, there
is currently no procedure for periodically updatingthe catalog. Lacking such a procedure,
the catalog will quickly become outdated and inaccurate.

Several recent studies of governmental mandates have recognized the importance of having comprehensive, up-to-date information about mandates. Arecent study
by the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) recommended that the U.S. Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations prepare a biennial report containing new
mandates passed by each session of Congress and their associated costs. The GAO noted
that:
Such a report could help increase congressional awareness of the
overall cost impact of proposed legislation on state and local governments.
State legislatures also recognize the importance of having comprehensive, upto-date information about mandates the federal government is attempting to impose on
states. The National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) regularly publishes a
report titled Mandate Watch List. This report records the status of federal legislation
that imposes a mandate on state and local governments. This report is published ten to
12 times each year.
To this end, the State should begin monitoring mandates on an ongoing basis.
The JLARC catalog of State and federal mandates should be used as the current
mandates base. As new mandates are imposed and others are eliminated or modified,
the catalog should be revised. In addition, the cost of the new and modified mandates
should be compiled.
The COLG is the primary State agency dealing with State-local issues. As
previously discussed the COLG is responsible for preparing fiscal impact statements for
proposed legislation affecting local governments. In 1989, the COLG also began
collecting and maintaining information on various local government activities, such as
services ~rovidedand the level of local taxing authority used by localities. Consistent
with their current role, COLG should ass-me res&nsibiliti for maintaining and
periodically updating the catalog of State and federal mandates on local governments
and the corresponding fiscal impact statements.

Recommendation (5). The Commission on Local Government should
maintain and periodically update a catalog of State and federal mandates
imposed on localgovernments. On an annualbasis, the COLG shouldadd to the
catalog all new mandates imposed on local governments and delete those
mandates which have been eliminated. In addition, a summary of the fiscal
impact of the new mandates should be compiled into the document.

In order to identify areas where the burdensomeness of mandates on local
governments could be relieved, all State agencies should undertake a one-time review of
all mandates they administer. Although the Virginia Administrative Process Act
requires a periodic review of regulations, the purpose of this one-time review should be

to completely identify all mandates and develop criteria that can be used to prioritize the
mandates according to their necessity.

If possible, the outcome of this review should point to mandates whose requirements could be relaxed or eliminated. For example, the Department of Education is
currently conductinga series of studies on special education requirements. A goal of the
studies is to streamline and eliminate mandates where possible, and to increase local
flexibility in this area. To the extent possible, this one-time review of existing mandates
should be coordinated with applicable elements of Project Streamline.
Recommendation (6). The General Assembly may wish to require all
State agencies imposing mandates on local governments to conduct an indepth assessment of the mandates they are responsible for administering.
Specific attention should be given to streamlining, reducing, or eliminating
mandates where possible.

Mandates are usually imposed to produce specific outcomes or objectives. Yet
the full effects of the mandates, and a determination of whether they produce the desired
outcomes, may be difficult to fully determine until after the mandates have been
implemented. Given the dynamics that are evident a t the local level, it is not unrealistic
to expect that in some localities the outcomes would be as good as or even better than
expected. However, in others, the outcomes may not be those intended. In addition, the
impacts on local governments can be expected to vary.
To fully gauge the effectivenessof the mandate andits fiscal impact on localities,
where possible, mandates should be pilot-tested or implemented on a trial basis in a
number of different localities. For example, in 1988the Department of Health provided
State funds for Arlington County to operate a locally-administeredhealth department as
a pilot program. Pilot testing should enable State agencies to refine newly-mandated
programs to achieve the stated objectives as well as more completely understand their
impacts on local governments.

Recommendation (7). The GeneralAssembly may wish to require State
agencies, where appropriate, to implement mandates on a trial basis through
local pilot programs prior to requiringalllocalities to implement the mandate.
Where possible, a representative cross section of localities should be used for
any pilot project.

The current economic downturn has required significant changes at the State
level. State agencies have had to prioritize their spending and eliminate, a t least
temporarily, programs they would otherwise provide. Local governments, too, are

prioritizing their budgets and eliminating lower priority programs. In some cases they
are limited in their options because State and federal mandates require that certain
activities be conducted. However, suspension of some of these mandated activities,
particularly those that are costly to the localities, could ease the fiscal stress they
currently face.

A frequently cited mandate for temporary suspension or "relaxation" pertains
to recycling. Specifically, there is strong local support for extending the interim and final
recycling deadlinesfor one to two years. As m e locality noted, "a depressed economy has
made recycled materials markets soften, raising the cost to localities to recycle." On the
other hand, the less localities recycle the more they will have to use sanitary landfills. In
other words, recycling potentially increases the life of landfills, which are expensive to
construct and operate.
It is important to point out that the recycling mandate is not a mandate that
specifically should be eliminated. Rather, it is provided as a target of opportunity for
further examination. The agency responsible for administering the mandate should be
involved in analyzingthe repercussions if the mandate were temporarily suspended. The
short-term advantages of temporary suspension should be weighed against the possible
long-term disadvantages before a final policy decision is made.
The concept of temporarily suspendingmandates is not new. Section 2.1-51.5:l
of the Codeof Virginia authorizes the Governor to temporarily suspend certain mandates
on individual localities upon application for exemption by the local government. Education mandates, however, are not subject to such suspensions. In addition to having local
govenunents initiate the process to suspend a mandate on individual localities, the
General Assembly may wish to authorize the Governor to identify and temporarily
suspend administrative mandates statewide. The one-timereview of existingmandates
recommended earlier could provide a list of mandates for possible suspension. However,
the constitutionality of such an arrangement would have to be explored.
As with the provision in $2.1-51.5:l of the Code of Virginia,an expiration date
for this authoritv should be included. The current authoritv for the Governor to
temporarily suspend mandates expires July 1,1993-two years &r taking effect. Any
additional authority empowering the Governor, based on his determination, to temporarily suspend mandates should also expire two years after enactment. The suspension
of the mandates should expire at the same time the authority granted to the Governor
to suspend mandates statewide expires.

Recommendation (8). The General Assembly may wish to amend 92.151.5:l of the Code of Virginia t o allow the Governor to temporarily suspend
selected administrative mandates identified as imposing extreme financial
burdens on localities. Administrative mandates t o be suspended should be
based in p a r t on the results of the one-time review of existing mandates
previously recommended. Amendments to this section of the Code of Virginia
and resultant suspension should expire two years after enactment.

Certain legislation may have an adverse fmal impact on local governments. As
previouslydiscussed, the COLGis primarily responsible for preparing estimates, known
as "fiscal notes," of the fiscal impact on local governments. In general, the p m s s is
sound, and the estimates produced by the COLG appear to be well developed. Yet, some
enhancementsto the process are necessary to ensure legislators are well informed about
the potential cost of legislation to local governments.
First, fiscal notes should be completed in sufKeient time for review by the full
legislative committee. This is not currently a goal of the COLG. The current goal is to
complete the fiscal note within seven days of notificationthat a fiscal analysis is required.
Yet scrutiny and debate over proposedlegislationisoften more intense in committee,and
it is important that cost-related information be available at this stage of the legislative
process. This will require the COLG to adopt as a primary goal the completion of cost
estimates before the full legislative committee review of the proposed legislation.
To help meet this goal, the COLG could be notified sooner that legislation
requires a cost estimate. The Division of Legislative Services (DLS) is responsible for
notifying the COLG that legislation requires a cast estimate. In FY 1991, an average of
five days elapsed between bill introduction and initiation of the fiscal note process. Some
of this gap can be accounted for by the heavy volume of bills introduced early in the
Session that require DLS review, the preliminary evaluation process, and the fact that
some referrals to the COLG were made on the weekend. Still, efforts to reduce the gap
between bill intduction and initiation of the fiscal note process could assist the COLG
in providing completed estimates earlier.
In addition,legislation affectinglocal revenuesshould alsobe subject to a COLG
fiscal note. This type of legislation often addresses local taxes and revenue-raising
authority. Legislation reducing a locality's revenue can have an impact comparable to
a mandate that requires a locality to expand a service. Therefore, the Code of Virginia
should be modified to require that revenue-relatedbills should be forwarded to the COLG
for a fiscal impact analysis.
However, not all legislation affecting local revenues should receive a fiscal
analysis. For example, a number of bills are introduced each Session in accordance with
$58.1-3610 through $58.1-3621of the Code of Virginia,exempting certain property from
taxation. These bills typically exempt one entity from a locality's property tax for
religious or charitable purposes. Examination of all such bills would hinder the process
and reduce COLG stafftime available to prepare fiscal impact statements for those bills
having substantive fiscal impacts on localities.
While the current process works relatively well and can be enhanced further,
some problems with the process are intrinsic to the existing system. One limitation is the
time available for fiscal analysis. Adding to this limitation is the fact that proposed
legislation must be kept confidential prior to introduction. Before a bill is formally
introduced, the COLG may not even know of pending legislation that has a fmal impact
on local governments.

If the responsibility of preparing fiscal notes were moved to the legislative
branch, evaluation of the fiscal impact on local governments could theoretically start at
the bill drafting stage. In addition, the fscal impact analyses could be completed for all
legislation,not just for legislation affecting local governments. Most of the fiscal impact
analysis for legislation affecting entities other than local governments is conducted by
the Department of Planning and Budget and the Department of Taxation.

Having the legislature complete fiscal notes on p r o p e d legislation is not
unique. Ten of the 16states contacted by JLARC staffregarding fiscal notes reported the
fiscal note function in their state was the responsibility of the legislative branch.
However, shifting responsibility for completing fiscal notes, while presenting certain
advantages,could also lead to problems and unacceptable costs. Therefore, ifthe General
~ssembly
has an interest in G u m i n g the fiscal no& process, the merits of such a change
could be evaluated by the Joint Rules Subcommittee studying the legislative process.

Recommendation (9). The Commission on Local Government should
adopt as a primary goal the completion of cost estimates for proposed legislation before the legislation is reviewed by theinitial fullcommittee. Inaddition,
the Commission on Local Government &d the Division of Legislative Services
should jointly review and revise the procedures in place for notifying the
Commission of bills requiring a wst estimate.
Recommendation (10). The General Assembly may wish to amend 93019.03 of the Code of Virginia to require that legislation negatively affecting
the local revenue-raisingability of local governments, except those providing
property tax exemptions in accordance with 058.13610 through 058.1-3621 of
the Code of Virginia, be submitted to the Commission on Local Government for
a fiscal impact analysis.
Recommendation (11). The General Assembly may wish to direst the
Joint Rules Subcommittee studying the legislative process to evaluate the
consequences of moving the fiscal note process to the legislative branch.
CONCLUSION
During the 1980s many of Virginia's localities experienced strong economic
growth. Since 1989, however, new fiscal pressures have been exerted on local governments. The national recession has severely impacted many regions of Virginia In
addition, recent State reductions in appropriations to localities have fimther affected
local governments' ability to provide services within existing revenues.
Declining economic indicators suggest worsening local f m a l conditions for
localities. They will be in a relatively pcmr position to fund and therefore implement
additional State and federal mandates. If new and costly mandates and regulations are
implemented, the issue of additional State funding will have to be addressed to enable

the State to maintain its current level of local government funding. Further, when the
State's fiscal climate improves,the General Assembly may wish to establish as apriority
the restoration of funding for aid-to-locality programs which were reduced during the
1990-1992 biennium. In the short-term, the General Assembly may wish to consider
suspending the implementation of certain mandates to ease the fmal stress faced by
localities during the economic downturn.
Mandates are only one component of the broader issue of how State and local
government responsibilities are assigned. Phase One of the JLARC study has examined
two fundamental ways the State and local governments interact -through mandates
and financial aid. Phase Two of the study will assess the more fundamental question of
how State and local government service responsibilities should be assigned.
More specifically, Phase Two will examine the services currently provided by
the State andlocalgovernments,whether the functional assignments of servicesbetween
the State and local governments are reasonable, how service responsibilities should be
assigned, and the funding structures that could be used for service delivery structures
recommended for change.
For example,JLARC staffanticipate using the Geographic Information System
(GIS) to identify how areas of the State differ in terms of service delivery and funding
structures. This could allow analysis to focus on whether responsibilities for providing
and funding services could be assigned based on criteria other than the more traditional
city/county distinction. This portion of the study will be presented prior to the 1993
General Assembly Session.
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Appendix A
HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 156
Requesting the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission to study state and fedeml
mandates on loca/ governments and the fiscal impact of the mandates.

Agreed to by the House of Delegates, March 9, 1990
Agreed to by the Senate, March 7, 1990
WHEREAS, the Legislative Program Review and Evaluation Act of 1978 (5 30-66 et seq.
of the Code of Virginia) provides for the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission to
conduct a systematic evaluation of state government according to schedules and areas
designated for study by the General Assembly; and
WHEREAS, increased service costs, slowed revenue growth, and reduced federal aid
have created financial stress for many localities; and
WHEREAS, local governments are recognized as political subdivisions of the
Commonwealth and many localities have unique characteristics and capabilities which need
to be considered; and
WHEREAS, local governments have been required to comply with a growing number of
statutory and regulatory requirements in order to serve useful public purposes which have
been identified by the state and federal governments; and
WHEREAS, local efforts to comply with such requirements have continued to impose
additional fiscal pressures upon local governments; and
WHEREAS, Local governments bave continued to rely primarily upon real property taxes
for an average of forty percent of their revenues, and the real property tax effort among
Virginia's localities ranks second among all Southern states; and
WHEREAS, the rate of increase in the true value of real estate has stowed in recent
DroDertY
*vean.. and the local (covernments should bave methods other than real .
. . taxes to
deal with state mandates; and
WHEREAS. in 1984. the Joint Lepislative Audit and Review Commission reoorted that
localities consistently cited lack of funlding as the primary problem in complying with state
mandates; and
WHEREAS, there is a continuous need to study the many complex Issues concerning
federal, state, and local relations, including hut not limited to, federal and state mandates
on local governments and their fiscal impact on local government; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED by the House of Delegates, the Senate concumin& That the Joint Legislative
Audit and Review Commission shall conduct a follow-up study focusing on the (1)
responsibilities of local governments for providing public services; (ii) differences in the
responsibilities of cities, counties, and towns; (iii) sources of revenue available to localities;
(iv) additional revenue sources that could be wed to provide public services; and (v) the
Commonwealth's responsibilities for providing public services and procedures for aiding lOCal
governments.
The Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission shall also consider the following
issues: (i) the fiscal impact for localities in attempting to achieve state-required standards in
the fields of education, mental health and mental retardation, public health, social services,
and environmental protection; (iif the types of intergovernmental relationships which wnuid
be necessary for localities to efficiently and effectively provide services at ieveis required
by the Commonwealth; (iii) tbe Commonwealth's responsibilities in providing technical and

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 45
Requesting the Joint Legislofive Audit and Review Commission to study state and federal
mandates on lo& governments and the fiscal impact of the mandates.

Agreed to by the Senate, March 9, 1990
Agreed to by the House of Delegates, March 7, 1990
WHEREAS, the Legislative Program Review and Evaluation Act of 1978 ($ 30-66 et seq.
of the Code of Virginia) provides for the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission to
conduct a systematic evaluation of state government according. to schedules and areas
designated for study by the General Assembly; and
WHEREAS, increased service costs, slowed revenue growth, and reduced federal aid
have created financial stress for manv localities. and
WHEREAS, local governments -are recognized as political subdivisions of the
Commonwealth a'nd many localities have unique characteristics and capabilities which need
to be considered; and WHEREAS, local governments have been required to comply with a growing number of
statutorv and rermlatorv reauirements in order to serve useful Dublic -~ u -m s e swhich have
been iientified 6y the h t e ' a n d federal governments: and
WHEREAS, local efforts to comply with such requirements have continued to impose
additional f i l pressures upon local governments; and
WHEREAS, local governments have continued to rely primarily upon real property taxes
for an average of forty percent of their revenues, and the real property tax effort among
Virginia's localities ranks second among all Southern states: and
WHEREAS, the rate of increase in the true value of real estate has slowed in recent
years, and the local governments should have methods other than real property taxes to
deal with state mandates; and
WHEREAS, in 1984 the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission reported that
localities consistently cited lack of funding as the primary problem in complying with state
mandates; and
WHEREAS, there is a continuous need to study the many complex issues concerning
federal, state, and local relations, including but not limited to, federal and state mandates
on local governments and their fiscal impact on local government; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED by the Senate, the House of Delegates concurring That the Joint Legislative
Audit and Review Commission shall conduct a follow-up study focusing on the (i)
responsibilities of local governments for providing public services; (ii) differences in the
responsibilities of cities, counties, and towns; (iii) sources of revenue available to localities;
(iv) additional revenue sources that could be used to provide public services: and (v) the
Commonwealth's responsibilities for providing public services and procedures for aiding
local governments.
The Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission shall also consider the following
'ksues: (i) the fiscal impact for localities in attempting to achieve state-required standards
in the fields of education, mental health and mental retardation, public health, social
services, and environmental protection: (ii) the types of intergovernmental relationships
which would be necessary for localities to efficiently and effectively provide services at
levels required by the Commonwealth; (iii) the Commonwealth's responsibilities in providing
technical and financial assistance to local governments; and (iv) avenues or revenue
sources that the Commonwealth and localities should consider utilizing in order to provide
such public services.
Local governments and state agencies are requested to cooperate by providing any
information that the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission deems necessary for
the purpose of completing its study.
The Commission shall submit an interim report of its progress to the Governor and the
1991 Session of the General Assembly and shall complete its work in time to submit its
recommendations and final report to the Governor and the 1992 Session of the General
Assembly as provided in the procedures of the Division of Legislative Automated Systems
for the processing of legislative documents. The Commission is further encouraged to
present its study plan and interim and final reports to the Local Government Advisory
Council for its review and consideration.

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 235
Requesting the Joinf Legislative dudit and Review Commljsion t o stu&
government parinershrps.

slate and local

Agreed to by the Senate, February 4, 1991
Agreed to by the House of Delegates, February 15, 1991
WHEREAS, the Legislative Program Review and Evaluations Act of 1978 (5 30-66 et
seq. of the Code of Virginia) provides for the Joint Legislative Audit and Review
Commission to conduct a systematic evaluation of state government according to schedules
and areas designated for study by the General Assembly; and
WHEREAS, there are increasing financial pressures on both the state and local
governments which are making it difficult to provide the desired range and level of
services: and
WHEREAS, it is desirable that services be provided, whether by the state or local
governments, in the most efficient manner Dossible so as to make the best use of financial
?esources; and
WHEREAS, it is possible that services that have traditionally been performed by one
level of government might be more efficiently provided by another; and
WHEREAS, there may be services performed by one level of government which could
better be provided if shared between the State and local governments; and
WHEREAS, there is a continuous need to study the many complex issues concerning
state and local relations, including, but not limited to, the division of responsibilities
between state and local governments, with a particular emphasis on funding obligations;
now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED by the Senate, the House of Delegates concurring. That the Joint Legislative
Audit and Review Commission be requested to conduct a study focusing on (i) identifying
specific governmental services and the provider of those services; (ii) considering whether
the services identified in (i) above can better be provided by the other level of
government, or whether provision of a service should be shared between the state and
local governments; (iii) determining how the responsibility for providing a service should
be assigned and how that entity is accountable for satisfactory provision of the service; and
(iv) identifying methods for insuring that the entity providing the service has adequate
funding or the ability to raise adequate resources to provide the service.
Specific service areas to be considered by the Joint Legislative Audit and Review
Commission shall include, but not be limited to: (i) transportation; (ii) education; (iii)
mental healthisocial services; (iv) environment; (v) constitutional officers; and (vi) jails and
corrections.
Local governments and state agencies are requested to cooperate by providing any
information that the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission deems necessary for
the purpose of completing its study.
The Commission shall submit an interim report of its progress to the Governor and the
1992 Session of the General Assembly and shall complete its work in time to submit its
recommendations and final report to the Governor and the 1993 Session of the General
Assembly as provided in the procedures of the Division of Legislative Automated Systems
for the processing of legislative documents. The Commission is further encouraged to
present its study plan and interim and final reports to the Local Government Advisory
Council for its review and consideration.

ITEM 13 OF THE 1990-92APPROPRIATION ACT
(Amended in the 1991Session):

The Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission, as part of its study of
State and federal mandates on localities (directed by HJR 156JSJR 45 of the 1990
General Assembly Session), shall examine possible alternatives to the current procedures for estimating the costs of State mandates on local governments, including
procedures for estimating the full costs of implementing State mandates.

Localities Which Res~ondedto the
Local ~overnrnentSurvey

HebMs

Note: Comparison of respondents to 1991 and 1983 local government surveys: 96 localities responded to both surveys; 4 localities did not respond
to either suwey; 13 localities responded to the 1991 survey but not the 1983 suwey; and 23 localities responded to the 1983 suwey but not
the 1991 survey.
3ource: JLARC survey of cities and counties, summer 1991.

Appendix C

Local Revenue Capacity Per Capita
CHANGE IN REVENUE CAPACITY

LEVEL OF REVENUE CAPACITY

Rank Scores:

Counties
Acoomack County
Albemarle Countv
Alleghany County
Amelia County
Amherst County
Appomattox County
Arlington County
Augusta County
Bath County
Bedford Caunty
Bland County
Batatourt County
Brunswick County
Buchanan County
Buckingham County
Campbell County
Caroline County
Carroll County
Charles City County
Charlotte County
Chesterfield County
Clarke County
Craig County
Culpeper County
Cumberland County
Oickenson County
Dinwiddie County
Essex County
Fairfax County
Fauquier County
Floyd County
Fluvanna County
Franklin County
Frederick County
Giles County
Gloucester County
Goochland County
Grayson County
Greene County
Greensville County
Halifsx Caunty
Hanover County
Henrico County
Henry County
Highland County
Isle of Wight County
James City County
King and Queen County
King George County
King William County
Lancaster County
Lee County

1 = Lowest
136 = Highest

1985

1985

1989

1989

1985-1989

1985-1989

1985-89

Revenue
Capacity

Statewide
Rank

Revenue
Capacity

Statewide
Rank

Dollar Change
In Capacity

Percent Change
i n Capacity

Statewide
Rank

$478.20
$665.99
$456.18
$560.67
$438.90
$473.33
$1.011.29
$553.65
$1.138.63
$567.19
$375.04
$521.22
$417.14
$463.06
$437.90
$477.81
$483.90
$372.88
$521.32
$427.04
$657.96
$681.20
$506.45
$604.61
$443.01
$443.87
$456.70
$645.50
$844.97
$878.68
$479.11
$605.16
$469.52
$608.79
$474.72
$611.89
$683.05
$377.03
$520.97
$416.78
$408.18
$667.57
$648.23
$483.54
$681.19
$551.57
$744.72
$529.50
$546.56
$589.62
$714.58
$319.71

55
115
38
85
33
47
132
84
134
87
6
67
22
43
32
54
59
4
68
27
113
118
63
102
35
36
39
11 1
127
129
56
103
45
105
50
106
120
7
66
21
19
116
112
58
117
81
123
72
79
98
122
1

$617.19
$907.02
$586.86
$683.82
$552.40
$605.35
$1,533.95
$729.37
$3,351.13
$740.44
$459.83
$675.03
$523.49
$554.73
$551.10
$641.36
$668.39
$495.65
$671.04
$546.49
$884.51
$944.23
$609.56
$825.87
$566.95
$486.69
$582.51
$796.29
$1.326.72
$1,177.46
$600.81
$717.27
$623.73
$853.81
$579.20
$698.42
$996.45
$469.90
$677.94
$539.56
$524.34
$915.54
$900.54
$593.93
$857.07
$676.84
$997.82
$731.67
$762.37
$738.37
$1.039.93
$391.99

57
114
43
75
31
51
132
83
136
88
4
69
24
32
30
63
66
15
68
29
111
118
53
107
37
8
42
102
129
125
49
80
61
109
41
77
121
6
71
27
25
116
112
47
110
70
122
84
95
87
123
1

$138.99
$241.03
$130.68
$133.15
$113.50
$132.02
$522.66
$175.72
$2.212.50
$173.25
$84.79
$153.81
$106.35
$91.67
$113.20
$163.55
$184.49
$1 22.77
$149.72
$119.45
$226.55
$263.03
$103.11
$221.26
$123.94
$42.82
$125.81
$150.79
$481.75
$298.78
$1 21.70
$112.11
$154.21
$245.02
$ 104.48
$86.53
$313.40
$92.87
$156.97
$1 22.78
$116.16
$247.97
$252.31
$1 10.39
$175.88
$125.27
$253.10
$202.17
$215.81
$148.75
$325.35
$72.28

29.07%
36.19%

63
103

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Commission of LocalI Government.
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CHANGE IN REVENUE CAPACiTY

LEVEL OF REVENUE CAPACITY

Counties
Loudoun County
Louisa County
Lunenburg County
Madison County
Msthews County
Mecklenburg County
Middlesex County
Montgomery County
Nelson County
New Kent County
Nonhsmpton County
Northumberland County
Nottoway County
Orange County
Page County
Patrick County
Pinsylvania County
Powhatan County
Prince Edward County
Prince George County
Prince William County
Pulaski County
Rappahannock County
Richmond County
Roanoke County
Rockbridge County
Rockingham County
Russell County
Scott county
Shenandoah County
Smyth County
Southampton County
Spotsytvania County
Stafford County
Surry County
Sussex County
Tazewell County
Warren County
Washington County
Westmoreland County
Wise County
Wythe County
York County

1985
Revenue
Capacity

1985
Statewide
Rank

1989
Revenue
Capsoity

1989
Statewide
Rank

$878.41
$1,107.56
$396.44
$568.71
$645.24
$437.79
$709.24
$405.98
$628.05
$573.75
$402.33
$681.70
$419.15
$602.25
$472.72
$457.17
$411.19
$491.55
$418.22
$354.23
$613.61
$439.38
$746.01
$607.81
$593.33
$497.09
$523.95
$389.25
$336.00
$579.03
$374.89
$477.67
$664.88
$527.35
$1,542.02
$553.48
$418.70
$542.47
$429.39
$571.39
$422.52
$430.09
$577.78

128
133
13
89
110
31
121
18
108
94
16
119
25
101
46
40
20
60
23
3
107
34
124
104
100
61
69
11
2
96
5
53
114
71
136
82
24
78
28
92
26
29
95

$1.645.28
$1,313.87
$495.38
$732.74
$827.56
$596.04
$939.79
$555.32
$822.79
$740.63
$522.36
$1,138.33
$507.48
$781.42
$619.74
$571.68
$525.10
$718.96
$495.61
$490.19
$908.95
$570.91
$1.223.52
$799.83
$777.1 8
$681.58
$712.98
$464.36
$411.02
$764.59
$494.42
$565.65
$964.41
$763.04
$1,897.93
$602.19
$499.41
$736.48
$540.69
$740.72
$487.44
$559.39
$807.38

133
128
13
85
108
48
117
34
106
89
23
124
20
101
58
40
26
82
14
10
115
39
126
103
100
72
79
5
2
98
12
36
119
96
134
50
17
86
28
90
9
35
105

Rank Scores:

1 = Lowest
136 = Highast

1985-1989
Dollar Change
In Capacity

1985-1989
Percent Change
i n Capacity

1985-89
Statewide
Rank

LEVEL OF REVENUE CAPACITY

Cities
Alexandria City
Bedford City
Bristol City
Buens Vista City
Charlanesville City
Chesapeake City
Clifton Forge City
Colonial Heights City
Covington City
Danville City
Ernporia City
Fairfax City
Falls Church City
Franklin City
Fredericksburg City
Galax City
Hampton City
Harrisonburg City
Hopewell City
Lexington City
Lynchburg City
Manassas City
Manassas Park City
Martinsvilla City
Newport News City
Norfolk City
Norton City
Petarsburg City
Poquoson City
Portsmouth City
Radford City
Richmond City
Roanoke City
Salem City
South Boston City
Staunton City
Suffolk City
Virginia Beach City
Waynesboro City
Williamsburg City
Winchester City

1985
Revenue
Capacity

1985
Statewide
Rank

1989
Revenue
Capacity

CHANGE IN REVENUE CAPACITY

1989
Statewide
Rank
131
55
64
18
81
78
3
73
46
21
45
130
135
65
99
76
60
104
33
11
54
127
62
67

Rank Scores:

1 = Lowest
136 = Highest

1985-1989
Dollar Change
In Capacity

1985-1989
Percent Change
i n Capacity

1985-89
Statewide
Rank

Appendix D

Local Revenue Effort
LEVEL OF REVENUE EFFORT

CHANGE IN REVENUE EFFORT
Rank Scores:

Counties
Accomack County
Albemarle County
Alleghany County
Amelia County
Amherst County
Appornattox County
Arlington County
Augusta County
Bath County
Bedford County
Bland County
Botetourt County
Brunswick County
Suchanan County
Buckingharn County
Campbell County
Caroline County
Carroll County
Charles City County
Charlotte County
Chesterfield County
Clarke County
Craig County
Culpeper County
Cumberland County
Dickenson County
Dinwiddie County
Essex County
Fairfsx County
Fauquier County
Floyd County
fluvanna County
Franklin County
Frederick County
Giles County
Gloucester County
Goochland County
Grayson County
Greene County
Greensville County
Halifax County
Hanover County
Henrico County
Henry County
Highland County
Isle of Wight County
James City County
King and Queen County
King George County
King William County
Lancaster County

1 = Highest
136 = Lowest

1985

1985

1989

1889

1985-89

1985-89

1985-89

Revenue
Effort

Statewide
Rank

Revenue
Effort

Statewide
Rank

Change i n
Effort

Percent Change
i n Effort

Statewide
Rank

0.6715
0.7999
0.7183
0.5321
0.5397
0.451 7
1.0820
0.5517
0.5492
0.4034
0.4483
0.6024
0.6076
1.0597
0.5100
0.5197
0.4471
0.4652
0.7426
0.4579
0.8458
0.5940
0.4441
0.6256
0.4478
1.0390
0.7140
0.5051
1.3075
0.5434
0.5482
0.5530
0.4670
0.6676
0.6526
0.5549
0.5693
0.41 23
0.6037
0.7259
0.4793
0.6800
1.0006
0.6153
0.4261
0.6623
0.8510
0.5504
0.6216
0.5488
0.4084

65
51
60
97
96
121
27
86
88
134
123
77
75
31
105
101
125
116
53
117
48
78
128
72
124
32
62
107
5
95
91
85
115
66
71
84
81
132
76
58
111
63
34
74
129
68
46
87
73
89
133

0.6892
0.7622
0.9390
0.6402
0.5286
0.4496
0.941 8
0.5987
0.4367
0.4793
0.5819
0.6597
0.5910
1.2056
0.5224
0.5105
0.5604
0.4577
0.8991
0.5138
0.9529
0.5494
0.481 6
0.6904
0.4803
1.1519
0.7169
0.5452
1.1769
0.5937
0.5643
0.6246
0.5221
0.7065
0.6686
0.7000
0.6142
0.4942
0.7180
0.8576
0.5249
0.7201
0.9787
0.5886
0.5487
0.8364
0.9047
0.6036
0.6863
0.6090
0.4370

71
58
44
80
114
130
43
90
132
128
96
78
93
14
119
122
102
129
47
121
42
105
126
70
127
23
66
107
19
91
100
84
120
68
75
69
85
125
65
50
116
64
39
94
106
54
45
89
72
86
131

0.0177
-0.0377
0.2207
0.1081
-0.01 11
-0.0021
-0.1402
0.047
-0.1125
0.0759
0.1336
0.0573
-0.0166
0.1459
0.01 24
-0.0092
0.1133
-0.0075
0,1565
0.0559
0.1071
-0.0446
0.0375
0.0648
0.0325
0.1 129
0.0029
0.0401
-0.1306
0.0503
0.0181
0.071 6
0.0551
0.0389
0.018
0.1451
0.0449
0.0819
0.1 143
0.1317
0.0456
0.0401
-0.0219
-0.0267
0.1226
0.1741
0.0537
0.0532
0.0647
0.0602
0.0286

2.64%
-4.71%

90
123
3
17
114
108
133
55
136
22
4
49.5
117.5
31
94
11 1
12
110
16
36
34
127
57
45
65
43
104
60
130
53
88
32
38
77
91
10
61
18
21
26
49.5
76
115
121
6
9
70
48
44
41
67

Source: JLARC staff 'analysis of data from the Commission of Lot:al Govern
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Appendix 0

CHANGE IN REVENUE EFFORT

LEVEL OF REVENUE EFFORT

Counties
Lee County
Loudoun County
Louisa County
Lunenburg County
Madison County
Mathews County
Mecklenburg County
Middlesex County
Montgomery County
Nelson County
New Kent County
Northampton Caunty
Northumberland Caunty
Nottoway County
Orange County
Page County
Patrick County
Pittsylvsnia County
Powhstan County
Prince Edward County
Prince George Caunty
Prinoe William County
Pulaski County
Rappahannack Caunty
Richmond County
Roanoke County
Rockbridge County
Rockinghsm County
Russell County
Scott County
Shenandoah County
Smyth County
Southampton County
Spotsylvania Caunty
Stafford County
Surry County
Sussex County
Tazewell County
Warren County
Washington County
Westmoreland County
Wise County
Wythe County
York County

1985
Revenue
Effort

1985
Statewide
Rank

1989
Revenue
Effort

1989
Statewide
Rank

0.5731
0.8304
0.3920
0.5300
0.5101
0.4793
0.4133
0.4530
0.5873
0.5462
0.71 69
0.7376
0.4447
0.4855
0.5593
0.4566
0.4727
0.3814
0.4537
0.4887
0.7488
1.1410
0.51 20
0.41 34
0.5588
0.8505
0.6631
0.5487
0.6730
0.5293
0.5041
0.4448
0.5310
0.6544
0.8092
0.5162
0.5448
0.6546
0.5098
0.4787
0.5444
0.8804
0.4506
0.7248

80
49
135
99
104
112
131
120
79
92
61
54
127
110
82
118
114
136
119
109
52
19
103
130
83
47
67
90
64
100
108
126
98
70
50
102
93
69
106
113
94
45
122
59

0.6776
0.8417
0.5402
0.5833
0.5518
0.5239
0.4234
0.5088
0.6258
0.6318
0.7344
0.7383
0.4358
0.5396
0.6072
0.4238
0.5265
0.5236
0.5417
0.5063
0.8253
1.1944
0.6267
0.3924
0.5354
0.9017
0.7107
0.5663
0.6042
0.5929
0.5371
0.5625
0.6849
0.7260
0.8570
0.6536
0.6669
0.6605
0.5382
0.5733
0.5546
0.9533
0.5651
0.7692

74
52
109
95
104
117
135
123
83
81
62
61
133
110
87
134
115
118
108
124
55
16
82
136
113
46
67
98
88
92
112
101
73
63
51
79
76
77
111
97
103
41
99
57

Rank Scores:

1 = Highest
136 = Lowest

1985-89
Change in
Effort

1985-89
Peroent Change
i n Effort

1985-89
Statewide
Rank
25
100
1
47
59
52
92.5
35
68
29
92.5
106
113
40
54
125
39
2
20
85
46
79
14
124
119
73
66
86
131
37
69
8
5
42
75
7
13
101
78
19
97
58
11
71.5

Appendix D

LEVEL OF REVENUE EFFORT

Cities
Alaxandria City
Bedford City
Bristol City
8uena Vista City
Charlottesville City
Chesapeake City
Clifton Forge City
Colonial Heights City
Covington City
Danville City
Emporia City
Fairfax City
Falls Church City
Franklin City
Fredericksburg City
Galax City
Hampton City
Harrisonburg City
Hopewell City
Lexington City
Lynchburg City
Manassas City
Manassas Park City
Martinsville City
Newport News City
Norfolk City
Norton City
Petersburg City
Poquosan City
Portsmouth City
Redford City
Richmond City
Roanoke City
Salem City
South Boston City
Staunton City
Suffolk City
Virginia Beach City
Wsynesboro City
Williamsburg City
Winchester City

1985
Revenue
Effort

1985
Statewide
Rank

1988
Revenue
Effort

CHANGE IN REVENUE EFFORT

1989
Statewide
Rank

Rank Scores:

1 = Highest
136 = Lowest

1985-89
Change i n
Effort

1985-89
Percent Change
i n Effort

1985-89
Statewide
Rank

Appendix E

Local Taxing Authority
Tax Authority of Virginia Cities and Counties

Tax

Authority

Localities Empowered
to Levy Tax

Real property

Section 58.1-3200

Cites and counties

Tangible personal property

Section 58.1-3501

Cities and counties

Machinery and tools

Section 58.1-3507

Cities and counties

Merchants' capitala

Section 58.1-3509

Cities and counties

Business, professional,
& occupational licensese

Sections 58.1-3700,
et al

Cities and counties

Sales and use

Sections 58.1-605,
58.1-606

Cities and counties

Motor vehicle license

Section 46.2-752

Cities and counties

Utility consumers

Sections 58.1-3812,
58.1-3814

Cities and counties

Transient occupancy

Sections 58.1-3819to Cities and counties
58.1-3822,58.1-3840
Sections 58.1-3833,
58.1-3840

Cities and counties

Section 58.1-540

Cities of Norfolk, Virginia
Beach, Alexandria, Fairfax,
Falls Church, Manassas, &
Manassaspark, and Counties
of Fairfax,Arlington, Loudon,
and Prince William

Cigarettesd

Section 58.1-3830

Cities and Arlington and
Fairfax Counties

Admissions

Sections 58.1-3818,
58.1-3840

Cities and Fairfax, Arlington
Dinwiddie, Prince George, and
Roanoke Counties

Recordation

Section 58.1-3800

Cities and counties

Emergency 911

Section 58.1-3813

Cities and counties

Source: Special Analysis of City and County Taxes, November 1991, Center for Public Service,
University if Virginia. Reprinted with the permission of the Center for Public Service.
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Tax Authority of Virginia Cities and Counties

-

Tax

Authority

Localities Empowered
to Levy Tax

Coal severance

Section 58.1-3712

Cities and counties

Gas serverancef

Sections 58.1-3712,
58.1-3713.4

Cities and counties

Oil severanceg

Section 58.1-3712.1

Cities and counties

Coal and gas road
improvementh

Section 58.1-3713

Cities and counties

Utility license

Section 58.1-3731

Cities and counties

Cable TV franchisei

Section 15.1-23.1

Cities and counties

Bank franchisei

Sections 58.1-1208to
58.1-1211

Cities and counties

Motor fuelsk

Section 58.1-1720

Cities and counties

Note: This table summarizes the taxing authority of Virginia cities and counties allowed by statutory law. In addition.
cities which have incorporated the Uniform Charter Powers Act (5 15.1-837 to $15.1-907) into their charten have a general
taxing authority (0 15.1-841). Therefore, cities may levy taxes as a result of this provision, or though explicit authority
granted in their charters, which are not included in this table.

Source: Commission on Local Govemment,"Taxing Powers Granted to Virginia Counties, Cities, and Towns,"
staffreport dated June 1991.
a The merchants' capital tax may not be levied on my clrss on which a BPOL tax is lwied.
bcomtieb may levy a meals tax only after appmved in referendum, except for catain muntics which may i m p = tax if
unanimously approved by board of supervisors.
A160,revenues must be used
The inwme tax is limited m a maximum of 1 pacau md must be appmved by icf&
for transportation facilities.
Cities may levy tax only if they had authority to do so prior to J m y 1. 19n..
The BPOL tax can be levied against specified typs of businesses. Howwu, no cawgory can be rrquircd to pay both
merchants' capital tax and B W L tax.
One-half of the revenues from the gas servcrance tax in cities and counties in Southwest Virginia must by paid to the
Virginia Coalfield EMnomic Development WED) Fund
g Authority expires in 1992.
For localities which comprise the Virginia Coalfield Economic Development Authority, three-fourths of the m m u e
from this tax must be paid to the mal and mad improvement fund and one-fomh m the VCED Fmd.
Cities and counties may also levy BPOL tax on cable systems.
j Counties may tax only banks ovuide mwn c a p r u e limiu.
The motor fuels sales tax may be levied only in cities md countics.which are members of m y transpmtation district with
mass transportation systems. or in any transportation district subjffit m $ 15.1-1257 @) (6) and contiguous to the
Northern Virginia Transportation District

Appendix F

Use of Local Taxing Authority
Summary of Local Taxes in Effect for Virginia Counties and Cities, Fiscal Year 1991-92
Real
Property
Tax

Public Service
Corporation
Tax

Personal
Property
Tax

Machinery
and Tools
Tax

Merchants'
Capital
Tax

Alexandria
Bedford
Bristol
Buena Vista
Charlottesville

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

Chesapeake
Clifton Forge
Colonial Heights
Covington
Danville

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

Emporia
Fairfax
Falls Church
Franklin
Fredericksburg

X
X

X
X

X
X

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

Galax
Hampton
Harrisonburg
Hopewell
Lexington

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

'-*burg
Manassas
Manassas Park
Martinsvilte
Newport News

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

Localities

con sum^^'

Utility
Tax

Utility
License
Tax

Motor Vehicle
License
Tax

X

Cities

b.-

Cb.-

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

...

...

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

...
...
...

X

X

X

X

X

...

X

...
...
...

...

...
...
...

...

...

Source: Special Analysis @City and County Tares, November 1991, Center for Public Service,
University if Virginia. Reprinted with the permission of the Center for Public Service.
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Appendix G

Median Adjusted Gross Income
LEVEL OF MEDIAN AGI (ALL RETURNS)

CHANGE IN MEDIAN AGI (ALL RETURNS)
Rank Scores:

Counties
Accomack County
Albemarle County
Alleghany County
Amelia County
Amhsrst County
Appomattox County
Arlington County
Augusts County
Bath County
Bedford County
Bland County
Botetourt County
Brunswick County
Buchanan County
Buckingharn County
Campbell County
Caroline County
Carroll County
Charles City County
Charlotte County
Chesterfield County
Clarke County
Craig County
Culpeper County
Cumberland County
Dickenson County
Dinwiddie County
Essex County
Fairfax County
Fsuquier County
Floyd County
fluvanna County
Franklin County
Frederick County
Gtles County
Gloucester County
Goochtand County
Grayson County
Greene County
Greensville County
Halifax County
Hanover County
Henrico County
Henry County
Highland County
Isle of Wight County
James City County
King and Queen County
King George County
King William County
Lancaster County
Lee County

1 = Lowest
136 = Highest

1985

1985

1988

1989

1985-1989

1985-1989

1995-1989

Median
AGI

Statewide
Rank

Median
AGI

Statewide
Rank

Dollarchange
in AGI

Percent Change
i n AGI

Statewide
Rank

$1 1.572
$19,153
$17,351
$13,701
$16,528
$14,915
$23.394
$16.812
$13.728
$17,511
$14,570
$17.937
$12,005
$ 15,430
$12,221
$1 6.934
$14,069
$13,743
$13.762
$12.355
$25,736
$1 6,289
$1 6.278
$15,548
$12,157
$15,019
$14,522
$13.388
$27.283
$20.406
$14,851
$15.237
$15,266
$)6.725
$16.031
$18.356
$16,858
$1 2,465
$1 6.588
$13,105
$13,643
$20.636
$20.457
$14,743
$14.249
$17,957
$17,434
$13,277
$17,430
$1 6,873
$14,501
$12,322

2
116
105
32
94
67
131
99
33
108
61
109
4
78
6
102
41
34
35
9
135
92
91
77
5
69
58
23
136
124
64
72
73
96
87
112
100
10
95
17
29
126
125
62
47
110
107
18
106
101
57
8

$13,447
$23,892
$19.637
$17,501
$18,706
$17,177
$26,756
$20.006
$15,765
$21.040
$17,824
$21.154
$14,162
$18.388
$14,561
$19.063
$17,742
$16,490
$16.834
$14,994
$29,459
$21,023
$18,707
$20,038
$14,700
$16,429
$17.462
$16,185
$33,240
$26,349
$18,094
$19,096
$17,464
$21,213
$19.353
$20.275
$21.833
$14,894
$21,062
$14,671
$16,619
$25.781
$24.280
$16,531
$1 5,985
$20,310
$22,042
$1 6,067
$22.042
$20,094
$17,082
$14,640

4
119
96
62
86
56
130
97
28
108
73.5
11 1
5
82
8
90
70
39
46
19
134
107
87
98
14
37
60
34
136
129
80
91
61
112
95
102
114
16
109
13
43
126
121
41
30
103
115.5
32
115.5
100
51
11

$1,875
$4,739
$2.286
$3.800
$2,179
$2,262
$3.364
$3,194
$2,037
$3.529
$3,254
$3,217
$2,157
$2,958
$2,340
$2.128
$3,673
$2,747
$3.072
$2,639
$3.723
$4,734
$2,429
$4,490
$2,543
$1,410
$2,940
$2.797
$5.957
$5.943
$3,243
$3,859
$2.198
$4,488
$3.322
$1,919
$4.975
$2,429
$4,474
$1.566
$2,976
$5,145
$3,823
$1.788
$1.736
$2,353
$4.608
$2.790
$4,612
$3.221
$2,581
$2,318

16.20%
24.74%
13.18%
27.7436
13.1856
15.17%
14.38%
19.00%
14.84%
20.15%
22.33%
17.93%
17.97%
19.17%
19.15%
12.57%
26.11%
19.99%
22.32%
21.36%
14.47%
29.0696
14.92%
28.88%
20.92%
9.3936
20.2556
20.89%
21.83%
29.12%
21.84%
25.3356
14.4036
26.83%
20.72%
10.45%
29.51%
19.49%
26.97%
11.95%
21.81%
24.93%
18.69%
12.13%
12.18%
13.10%
26.43%
21.01%
26.46%
19.09%
17.80%
18.81%

55
114
33.5
128
33.5
49
40
73
46
87
106
67
68
77
76
28
120.5
86
105
96
42.5
131
47
130
92
13
88
91
100
133
101
117
41
124
90
16
134
81
125
23
99
115
71
24
25
30
122
94
123
74
66
72

Source: JLARC staffanalysis of data from the Centerfor Public Senrice, University of Virginia.
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LEVEL OF MEDIAN AGI (ALL RETURNS)

CHANGE IN MEDIAN AGI (ALL RETURNS)
Rank Scores:

Counties
Loudoun County
Louisa County
Lunenburg County
Madison County
Mathews County
Mecklenburg County
Middlesex County
Montgomery County
Nelson C o u n q
New Kent County
Northampton County
Northumberland County
Nottoway County
Orange County
Page County
Patrick County
Pittsylvania County
Powhatan County
Prinoa Edward County
Prince George County
Prince William County
Pulaski County
Rappahannock County
Richmond County
Roanoke County
Rockbridge County
Rockingham County
Russell County
Scott County
Shenandoah County
Smyth County
Southampton County
Spotsylvania County
Stafford County
Surry County
Sussex County
Tazewell County
Warren County
Washington County
Westmoreland County
Wise County
Wythe County
York County

1 = Lowest
136 = Highest

1985

1985

1989

1889

1985-1989

1985-1989

1985-1989

Median
AGI

Statewide
Rank

Median
AGI

Statewide
Rank

Dollar Change
i n AGI

Percent Change
i n AGI

Statewide
Rank

$25.327
$14.353
$11.927
$14.373
$16,789
$12.608
$14.215
$14,409
$ 14.279
$19.727
$10,456
$13.675
$13,289
$15,411
$13,602
$14,435
$14,112
$18,276
$ 12,687
$18,805
$24.361
$ 15,882
$16,208
$14,054
$20,144
$14,527
$15,691
$14,833
$15,698
$14,316
$13,848
$15.704
$20.290
$21,483
$13.988
$1 2,880
$15,307
$16.163
$14.173
$12.861
$ 1 6,203
$13,427
$18.973

134
53
3
54
98
13
46
55
49
121
1
31
20
75
26
56
43
118
14
114
133
84.5
80
40
122
59
79
63
80
52
37
81
123
127
39
16
74
88
45
15
89
24
115

$31,939
$17,417
$14,271
$18,873
$18,519
$14,663
$17,141
$17.588
$17,058
$26.1 10
$12.801
$1 6.075
$14.616
$19.194
$16,459
$17.521
$17.748
$23.962
$14,808
$20,805
$29,122
$17,988
$20.065
$ 16,226
$23,365
$17.316
$19,168
$16,989
$17,970
$18,479
$16,498
$18,564
$25,205
$26,998
$17,146
$14,616
$18,020
$20.251
$18,027
$14.960
$17,522
$15,758
$22,624

135
59
6
88
84
12
53
66
50
128
1
33
9.5
93
38
63
72
120
15
106
133
76
99
35
118
57
92
49
75
83
40
85
124
131
5s
9.5
78
101
79
17
64
27
117

$6,612
$3,064
$2,344
$4,500
$1,730
$2,055
$2.926
$3,179
$2,779
$6,383
$2,345
$2.400
$1,327
$3,783
$2,857
$3,086
$3,636
$4,686
$2.121
$2,000
$4.761
$2,106
$3.857
$2.172
$3,221
$2,789
$3,477
$2.156
$2,272
$4.163
$2,650
$2.860
$4.915
$5.515
$3.158
$1.736
$2.713
$4,088
$3.854
$2,099
$1,319
$2,331
$3,651

26.1 1 %
21.35%
19.65%
31.31 %
10.3096
16.30%
20.58%
22.06%
19.46%
32.36%
22.43%
17.5536
9.99%
24.55%
21 .OO%
21.3836
25.77%
24.31 %
16.7236
10.64%
19.5436
13.26%
23.80%
15.4556
15.99%
19.20%
22.16%
14.54%
14.47%
29.08%
19.14%
18.21%
24.22%
25.67%
22.58%
13.48%
17.72%
25.29%
27.19%
16.32%
8.14%
17.36%
19.24%

120.5
95
83
135
15
56
89
103
80
136
107
64
14
113
93
97
119
112
59
17
82
35
110
52
54
78
104
44
42.5
132
75
70
111
118
109
37
65
116
126
57
9
63
79

LEVEL OF MEDIAN AGI (ALL RETURNS)

CHANGE IN MEDIAN AGI (ALL RETURNS)
Rank Scores:

Cities
Alexandria City
Bedford City
Bristol City
Buena Vista City
Charlottasville City
Chesapeake City
Clifton Forge City
Colonial Heights City
Covington City
Danville City
Emporia City
Fairfax City
Falls Church City
Franklin City
Fredericksburg City
Galax City
Hampton City
Harrisonburg City
Hopewell City
Lexington City
Lynchburg City
Manassas City
Manasses Park City
Martinsville City
Newport News City
Norfolk City
Norton City
Petersburg City
Poquoson City
Portsmouth City
Redford City
Richmond City
Roanoke City
Salem City
South Boston City
Staunton City
Suffolk City
Virginia Beach City
Waynesboro City
Williarnsburg City
Winohester City

1 = Lowest
136 = Highest

1985

1985

1989

1989

1985-1989

1985-1989

1985-1989

Median
AGI

Statewide
Rank

Median
AGI

Statewide
Rank

Dollar Change
i n AGI

Percent Change
i n AGI

Statewide
Rank

$21,544
$13,605
$13,348
$14,987
$13,633
$18.657
$13,566
$19.234
$13,650
$13.374
$12,507
$23,884
$19,707
$15,068
$15,716
$12.291
$17,088
$14.312
$15.882
$15,714
$14,892
$22,958
$19.707
$13.285
$17,031
$14,078
$14,147
$12,533
$21,885
$15.153
$16.319
5 14,263
$13,786
$16,787
$13,855
$14,871
$15,638
$18,130
$16.028
$14.287
$14.553

128
27
21
68
28
113
25
117
30
22
11
132
119.5
70
83
7
104
51
84.5
82
66
130
119.5
19
103
42
44
12
129
71
93
48
36
97
38
65
78
111
86
50
60

$25.113
$15,105
$16.986
$16,590
$16.320
$21.778
$15.221
$20.703
$15,446
$15,660
$14,418
$25,862
$21,120
$16.747
$18,004
$13,349
$18.930
$17.379
$17,145
$17,645
$16.930
$28.138
$25.188
$15,034
$18,360
$15.135
$15.184
$13,239
$25,214
$15.942
$17.683
$16,720
$ 15,587
$19.305
$16,036
$17.568
$17,723
$20.637
$17,824
$17,117
$17,744

122
20
48
42
36
113
23
105
24
26
7
127
110
45
77
3
89
58
54
67
47
132
123
19
81
21
22
2
125
29
68
44
25
94
31
65
69
104
73.5
52
71

16.57%
11.03%
27.26%
10.70%
19.71%
16.73%
12.20%
7.64%
13.16%
17.09%
15.28%
8.28%
7.17%
11.14%
14.56%
8.61 %
10.78%
21.43%
7.9536
12.29%
13.69%
22.56%
27.81%
13.17%
7.80%
7.51 %
7.33%
5.63%
15.21%
5.2156
8.36%
17.2336
13.06%
15.00%
15.74%
18.14%
13.33%
13.83%
11.21%
19.81%
21.93%

58
20
127
18
84
60
26
6
31
61
51
10
3
21
45
12
19
98
8
27
38
108
129
32
7
5
4
2
50
1
11
62
29
48
53
69
36
39
22
85
102

Appendix H

Local Fiscal Stress Scores
~anS
k core: 1

I

Highest Stress

136 = Lowest Stress

Counties
Accomack County
Albemarle County
Alleghany County
Amelia County
Amherst County
Appomattox County
Arlington County
Augusta County
Bath County
Bedford County
Bland County
Botetourt County
Brunswick County
Buchanan County
Buckingham County
Campbell County
Caroline County
Carroll County
Charles City County
Charlotte County
Chesterfield County
Clarke County
Craig County
Culpaper County
Cumberland County
Dickenson County
Dinwiddie County
Essex County
Fairfax County
Fauquier County
Floyd County
Fluvanna County
Franklin County
Frederick County
Giles County
Gloucester County
Goochland County
Grayson County
Greene County
Greensville County
Halifax County
Hanover County
Henrico County
Henry County
Highland County
Isle of Wight County
James City County
King and Queen County
King George County
King William County
Lancaster County
Lee County
Loudoun County

1989

1989

Fiscal Stress
Index Score

Rank
Score

Level of
Stress

171.96
156.03
168.27
165.30
162.56
162.50
145.53
160.59
126.18
158.58
166.82
160.66
170.55
176.24
168.55
161.OO
163.64
165.34
170.87
168.59
151.93
155.13
161.46
160.48
167.64
176.82
167.40
163.18
144.78
145.19
184.26
162.54
163.63
159.02
164.37
160.95
155.24
168.80
162.67
174.46
167.05
153.30
158.81
166.94
162.25
164.44
159.27
165.58
159.60
161.48
155.62
173.61
137.10

31
115
48
74
87
89
131
101
136
111
63
100
38
16
46
97
81
73
36
45
127
121
94
102
54
14.5
57
85
133
132
78
88
82
106
77
98
120
42
86
22
59
125
108
62
90
76
105
71
103
93
119
25
135

Above Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Law Stress
Below Average Stress
Low Stress
Below Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Above Average Stress
High Stress
Above Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Below Average Strase
Above Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Low Stress
Low Stress
Below Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Above Average Stress
High Stress
Above Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Low Stress
Low Stress
Below Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Balow Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Low Stress
Above Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Low Stress
Below Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Low Stress

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from the Commission of Local Government.
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Rank Score: 1 = Highest Stress
136
Lowest Stress

Counties
Louisa County
Lunenburg County
Madison County
Mathews County
Mecklenburg County
Middlesex County
Montgomery County
Nelson County
New Kent County
Northamptan County
Northumberland CounQ
Nottoway County
Orange County
Page County
Patrick County
Pittsylvania County
Powhstsn County
Prince Edward County
Prince George County
Prince William County
Pulaski County
Rappahannock County
Richmond County
Roanoke County
Rockbridge County
Rockingham County
Russell County
Scott County
Shenandoah County
Smyth County
Southampton County
Spotsylvanis County
Stafford County
Surry County
Sussex County
Tazewell County
Warren County
Washington County
Westmoreland County
Wise County
Wythe County
York County

1989
Fiscal Stress
Index Score

1989
Rank
Score

Level of
Stress

154.81
170.32
161.72
157.43
165.62
159.01
166.48
163.91
156.26
174.90
155.98
169.04
161.16
163.57
164.22
165.72
155.83
168.78
165.92
156.36
165.21
148.96
163.35
160.80
166.59
161.57
168.18
167.08
161.39
167.70
166.64
153.32
155.64
148.58
170.57
166.96
159.43
165.64
165.43
172.42
167.55
158.66

122
39
91
110
70
107
66
80
114
20
116
41
96
83
79
68
117
43
67
113
75
129
84
99
65
92
49
58
95
53
64
124
118
130
37
61
104
69
72
30
55
109

Low Stress
Above Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Balow Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Below Average Stress
High Stress
Below Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Balow Average Stress
Balow Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Low Stress
Balow Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Low Stress
Below Average Stress
Low Stress
Above Average Strsss
Above Average Stress
Below Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Below Average Stress

Rank Score: 1 = Highest Stress
136 = Lowest Stress

Cities
Alexandria City
Bedford City
Bristot City
Buena Vista City
Charlottesville City
Chesapeake City
Clifton Forge City
Colonial Heights City
Covington City
Danville City
Emporia City
Fairfax City
Falls Church City
Franklin City
Fredericksburg City
Galax City
Hampton City
Harrisanburg City
Hopewell City
Lexington City
Lynchburg City
Manassas City
Manassas Park City
Martinsvilte City
Newpon News City
Norfolk City
Norton City
Petersburg City
Poquason City
Portsmouth City
Radford City
Richmond City
Roanoke City
Salem City
South Boston City
Stauntan City
Suffolk City
Virginia Beach City
Waynesboro City
Williamsburg City
Winchester City

1989
Fiscal Stress
Index Score
153.35
170.09
172.56
177.82
179.41
167.90
179.95
167.02
179.13
174.09
162.12
149.80
137.78
175.64
172.72
176.82
172.92
167.54
178.50
177.40
175.90
152.64
168.35
171.80
175.15
163.73
177.10
162.55
156.37
161.58
174.62
162.85
177.79
171.20
174.40
172.45
171.10
167.74
171.78
168.69
167.98

1989
Rank
Score

Level of
Stress
Low Stress
Above Average Stress
Above Average Stress
High Stress
High Stress
Above Average Stress
High Stress
Above Average Stress
High Stress
Above Average Stress
High Stress
Low Stress
Low Stress
High Stress
Above Average Stress
High Strass
Above Average Stress
Above Average Stress
High Stress
High Stress
High Stress
Low Stress
Above Average Stress
Above Average Stress
High Stress
High Stress
High Stress
High Stress
Below Average Stress
High Stress
High Stress
High Stress
High Stress
Above Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Above Average Stress
Above Average Stress

Appendix I

Percentage of Localities Citing Mandates as Unreasonable
Governmental A c t i v i t y

Percent

F i n a n c i a l Assistance
To t h e Needy
E l i g i b i l i t y Requirements
Program Requirements
Special Education
C u r r i c u l u m Requirements
Staff-to-pupil r a t i o
Requirements
Staff certification
Requirements
Social Services
Administration
P e r s o n n e l Requirements
R e p o r t i n g Requirements
Social Services f o r the
Needy
E l i g i b i l i t y Requirements
S e r v i c e Requirements
Refuse D i s p o s a l
Sanitary L a n d f i l l
Requirements
Storm Water Management
Wetlands Management
Chesapeake Bay
P r e s e r v a t i o n Requirements
Refuse C o l l e c t i o n
Recycling
Wastewater Treatment
P e r m i t Requirements
P l a n t construction/maintenance
requirements
Personnel r e q u i r e m e n t s
Reporting r e q u i r e ~ ~ e n t s
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PERCENTAGE O F CITIES AND COUNTIES
CITING MANDATES AS UNREASONABLE
Governmental Activity

Percent

Corrections and Detention
Staffing requirements
Jail constr/maint
requirements
Court service unit
requi rements
Reporting requirements
Elementary and Secondary
Education
Curriculum requirements
Staff-to-pupil ratio
requirements
Staff certification
requirements
Teacher Salary
requirements
Pupil transportation
requi rements
School construction
requirements
Administrative
requirements
Elections

15

Mental Health, Mental Retardation,
and Substance Abuse Services
Emergency services
Licensing and certification
Administrative requirements

14
10
23
27

Water Treatment and Distribution
Permit requirements
Plant construction/maintenance
requi rements
Personnel reqbirements
Reporting requirements
General and Financial Administration

13

Erosion and Sediment Control

12

Revenue Assessment and Collection
Services

PERCENTAGE OF CITIES AND COUNTIES
CITING MANDATES AS UNREASONABLE
Governmental A c t i v i t y
Voter R e g i s t r a t i o n

Percent
12%

Courts
C o n s t r u c t i o n and m a i n t e n a n c e
requirements
Administrative requirements
Emergency Rescue S e r v i c e s
Training requirements
P l a n n i n g and Community Development
Prosecution
Public Health Services
Service requirements
Administrative requirements
Pub1 i c L i b r a r i e s
A i r Pollution Control

10
9

Law Enforcement
T r a i n i n g requirements
Reporting requirements
Maintenance o f Highways, S t r e e t s ,
B r i d g e s , and S i d e w a l k s
Planning requirements
Construction requirements
Maintenance r e q u i r e m e n t s
Right-of-way requirements
Inspections

7

Fire Protection
Training requirements
Parks and R e c r e a t i o n
Source:

3

JLARC s t a f f s u r v e y o f c i t i e s and c o u n t i e s , summer 1991

Appendix J

Note on Responses to the JLARC Exposure Draft

As part of JLARC's data validation process, the Governor's Secretaries and

State agencies involved in a study effort are given the opportunity to comment on an
exposure draft of the report. Appropriate technical corrections resulting from the
comments have been made in this version of the report. The written comments are on
file at the JLARC staff offices and may be inspected upon request.
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